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Unit – 1  

Introduction to PHP 

PHP, short for PHP HyperText Preprocessor, is a popular and powerful language used 

for programming server-side programs. It is a widely-used open source general-

purpose scripting language that is especially suited for web development and can be 

embedded into HTML. 

PHP is mainly focused on server-side scripting, so you can do anything any other CGI 

program can do, such as collect form data, generate dynamic page content, or send 

and receive cookies. But PHP can do much more. 

There are three main areas where PHP scripts are used. 

1. Server-side scripting - This is the most traditional and main target field for PHP. 

You need three things to make this work. The PHP parser (CGI or server 

module), a web server and a web browser. You need to run the web server, with 

a connected PHP installation. You can access the PHP program output with a 

web browser, viewing the PHP page through the server. All these can run on 

your home machine. 

 

2. Command line scripting - You can make a PHP script to run it without any 

server or browser. You only need the PHP parser to use it this way. 

 

3. Writing desktop applications - PHP is probably not the very best language to 

create a desktop application with a graphical user interface, but if you know 

PHP very well, and would like to use some advanced PHP features in your 

client-side applications you can also use PHP-GTK to write such programs. You 

also have the ability to write cross-platform applications this way. PHP-GTK is 

an extension to PHP, not available in the main distribution. 

 

PHP can be used on all major operating systems, including Linux, many Unix variants, 

Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, RISC OS, and probably others. PHP has also support 

for most of the web servers today. This includes Apache, IIS, and many others. So with 

PHP, you have the freedom of choosing an operating system and a web server.PHP files 

have a file extension of “*.php” 

History of PHP 

PHP Tools, FI, Construction Kit, and PHP/FI 
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PHP as it's known today is actually the successor to a product named PHP/FI. Created 

in 1994 by Rasmus Lerdorf, the very first incarnation of PHP was a simple set of 

Common Gateway Interface (CGI) binaries written in the C programming language. 

Originally used for tracking visits to his online resume, he named the suite of scripts 

"Personal Home Page Tools," more frequently referenced as "PHP Tools." Over time, 

more functionality was desired, and Rasmus rewrote PHP Tools, producing a much 

larger and richer implementation. This new model was capable of database interaction 

and more, providing a framework upon which users could develop simple dynamic 

web applications such as guestbooks. In June of 1995, Rasmus released the source 

code for PHP Tools to the public, which allowed developers to use it as they saw fit. 

This also permitted - and encouraged - users to provide fixes for bugs in the code, and 

to generally improve upon it. 

In September of that year, Rasmus expanded upon PHP and - for a short time - 

actually dropped the PHP name. Now referring to the tools as FI (short for "Forms 

Interpreter"), the new implementation included some of the basic functionality of PHP 

as we know it today. It had Perl-like variables, automatic interpretation of form 

variables, and HTML embedded syntax. The syntax itself was similar to that of Perl, 

albeit much more limited, simple, and somewhat inconsistent. In fact, to embed the 

code into an HTML file, developers had to use HTML comments. Though this method 

was not entirely well-received, FI continued to enjoy growth and acceptance as a CGI 

tool --- but still not quite as a language. However, this began to change the following 

month; in October, 1995, Rasmus released a complete rewrite of the code. Bringing 

back the PHP name, it was now (briefly) named "Personal Home Page Construction 

Kit," and was the first release to boast what was, at the time, considered an advanced 

scripting interface. The language was deliberately designed to resemble C in structure, 

making it an easy adoption for developers familiar with C, Perl, and similar languages. 

Having been thus far limited to UNIX and POSIX-compliant systems, the potential for 

a Windows NT implementation was being explored. 

The code got another complete makeover, and in April of 1996, combining the names 

of past releases, Rasmus introduced PHP/FI. This second-generation implementation 

began to truly evolve PHP from a suite of tools into a programming language in its own 

right. It included built-in support for DBM, mSQL, and Postgres95 databases, cookies, 

user-defined function support, and much more. That June, PHP/FI was given a 

version 2.0 status. An interesting fact about this, however, is that there was only one 

single full version of PHP 2.0. When it finally graduated from beta status in November, 

1997, the underlying parsing engine was already being entirely rewritten. 

Though it lived a short development life, it continued to enjoy a growing popularity in 

still-young world of web development. In 1997 and 1998, PHP/FI had a cult of several 

thousand users around the world. A Netcraft survey as of May, 1998, indicated that 

nearly 60,000 domains reported having headers containing "PHP", indicating that the 

host server did indeed have it installed. This number equated to approximately 1% of 
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all domains on the Internet at the time. Despite these impressive figures, the 

maturation of PHP/FI was doomed to limitations; while there were several minor 

contributors, it was still primarily developed by an individual. 

Versions of PHP 

In the Middle of 90’s Rasmus Lerdorf was first started developing PHP/FI. He could 

not have imagined that his creation would eventually lead to the development of PHP 

as we know it today, which is being used by millions of people. The first version of 

"PHP/FI," called Personal Homepage Tools/Form Interpreter, was a collection of Perl 

scripts in 1995. One of the basic features was a Perl-like language for handling form 

submissions, but it lacked many common useful language features, such as for loops. 

PHP/FI 2 

A rewrite came with PHP/FI 2 in 1997, but at that time the development was almost 

solely handled by Rasmus. After its release in November of that year, Andi Gutmans 

and Zeev Suraski bumped into PHP/FI while looking for a language to develop an e-

commerce solution as a university project. They discovered that PHP/FI was not quite 

as powerful as it seemed, and its language was lacking many common features. One of 

the most interesting aspects included the way while loops were implemented. The 

hand-crafted lexical scanner would go through the script and when it hit the while 

keyword it would remember its position in the file. At the end of the loop, the file 

pointer sought back to the saved position, and the whole loop was reread and re-

executed. 

PHP 3 

Zeev and Andi decided to completely rewrite the scripting language. They then teamed 

up with Rasmus to release PHP 3, and along also came a new name: PHP: Hypertext 

Preprocessor, to emphasize that PHP was a different product and not only suitable for 

personal use. Zeev and Andi had also designed and implemented a new extension API. 

This new API made it possible to easily support additional extensions for performing 

tasks such as accessing databases, spell checkers and other technologies, which 

attracted many developers who were not part of the "core" group to join and contribute 

to the PHP project. At the time of PHP 3’s release in June 1998, the estimated PHP 

installed base consisted of about 50,000 domains. PHP 3 sparked the beginning of 

PHP’s real breakthrough, and was the first version to have an installed base of more 

than one million domains. 

PHP 4 

In late 1998, Zeev and Andi looked back at their work in PHP 3 and felt they could 

have written the scripting language even better, so they started yet another rewrite. 

While PHP 3 still continuously parsed the scripts while executing them, PHP 4 came 
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with a new paradigm of "compile first, execute later." The compilation step does not 

compile PHP scripts into machine code; it instead compiles them into byte code, which 

is then executed by the Zend Engine (Zend stands for Zeev & Andi), the new heart of 

PHP 4. Because of this new way of executing scripts, the performance of PHP 4 was 

much better than that of PHP 3, with only a small amount of backward compatibility 

breakage. 

Among other improvements was an improved extension API for better run-time 

performance, a web server abstraction layer allowing PHP 4 to run on most popular 

web servers, and lots more. PHP 4 was officially released on May 22, 2002, and today 

its installed base has surpassed 15 million domains. In PHP 3, the minor version 

number (the middle digit) was never used, and all versions were numbered as 3.0.x. 

This changed in PHP 4, and the minor version number was used to denote important 

changes in the language. The first important change came in PHP 4.1.0, which 

introducedsuperglobals such as $_GET and $_POST . 

Superglobals can be accessed from within functions without  having to use the global 

keyword. This feature was added in order to allow the register_globals INI option to be 

turned off. register_globals is a feature in PHP which automatically converts input 

variables like "?foo=bar" in http://php.net/?foo=barto a PHP variable called $foo. 

Because many people do not check input variables properly, many applications had 

security holes, which made it quite easy to circumvent security and  authentication 

code. 

With the new superglobals in place, on April 22, 2002, PHP 4.2.0 was released with 

the register_globals turned off by default. PHP 4.3.0, the last significant PHP 4 version, 

was released on December 27, 2002. This version introduced the Command Line 

Interface (CLI), a revamped file and network I/O layer (called streams), and a bundled 

GD library. Although most of those additions have no real effect on end users, the 

major version was bumped due to the major changes in PHP’s core. 

PHP 5 

Soon after, the demand for more common object-oriented features increased 

immensely, and Andi came up with the idea of rewriting the objected-oriented part of 

the Zend Engine. Zeev and Andi wrote the "Zend Engine II: Feature Overview and 

Design" document and jumpstarted heated discussions about PHP’s future. Although 

the basic language has stayed the same, many features were added, dropped, and 

changed by the time PHP 5 matured. 

For example, namespaces and multiple inheritance, which were mentioned in the 

original document, never made it into PHP 5. Multiple inheritance was dropped in 

favor of interfaces, and namespaces were dropped completely. You can find a full list 

of new features in Chapter, "What Is New in PHP 5?" PHP 5 is expected to maintain 

and even increase PHP’s leadership in the web development market. Not only does it 

http://php.net/?foo=bar
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revolutionizes PHP’s objectoriented support but it also contains many new features 

which make it the ultimate web development platform. 

The rewritten XML functionality in  PHP 5 puts it on par with other web technologies 

in some areas and overtakes them in others, especially due to the new SimpleXML 

extension which makes it ridiculously easy to manipulate XML documents. In 

addition, the new SOAP, MySQLi, and variety of other extensions are significant 

milestones in PHP’s support for additional technologies. 

Features of PHP 

Functions with Arbitrary Number of Arguments 

You may already know that PHP allows you to define functions with optional 

arguments. But there is also a method for allowing completely arbitrary number of 

function arguments. 

First, here is an example with just optional arguments: 

 

// function with 2 optional arguments 

function foo($arg1 = '', $arg2 = '') { 

     echo "arg1: $arg1\n"; 

    echo "arg2: $arg2\n"; 

 } 

 foo('hello','world'); 

/* prints: 

arg1: hello 

arg2: world 

*/ 

  

foo(); 

/* prints: 

arg1: 

arg2: 
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*/ 

Now, let's see how we can build a function that accepts any number of 

arguments. This time we are going to utilize func_get_args(): 

 

// yes, the argument list can be empty 
functionfoo() { 
  
    // returns an array of all passed arguments 
    $args= func_get_args(); 
  
    foreach($argsas$k=> $v) { 
        echo"arg".($k+1).": $v\n"; 
    } 

  
} 
  
foo(); 
/* prints nothing */ 
  
foo('hello'); 
/* prints 
arg1: hello 
*/ 
  
foo('hello', 'world', 'again'); 
/* prints 
arg1: hello 
arg2: world 
arg3: again 
*/ 

Using Glob() to Find Files 

Many PHP functions have long and descriptive names. However it may be hard 

to tell what a function named glob() does unless you are already familiar with 

that term from elsewhere. 

Think of it like a more capable version of the scandir() function. It can let you 

search for files by using patterns. 

 

// get all php files 

$files = glob('*.php'); 

 print_r($files); 

/* output looks like: 

Array 
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( 

    [0] => phptest.php 

    [1] => pi.php 

    [2] => post_output.php 

    [3] => test.php 

) 

*/ 

You can fetch multiple file types like this: 

 

// get all php files AND txt files 
$files= glob('*.{php,txt}', GLOB_BRACE); 
  
print_r($files); 
/* output looks like: 
Array 
( 
    [0] => phptest.php 
    [1] => pi.php 
    [2] => post_output.php 
    [3] => test.php 
    [4] => log.txt 
    [5] => test.txt 
) 
*/ 

Note that the files can actually be returned with a path, depending on your 

query: 

 

$files = glob('../images/a*.jpg'); 

 print_r($files); 

/* output looks like: 

Array 

( 

    [0] => ../images/apple.jpg 

    [1] => ../images/art.jpg 

) 
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*/ 

If you want to get the full path to each file, you can just call 

the realpath() function on the returned values: 

 

$files = glob('../images/a*.jpg'); 

 // applies the function to each array element 

$files = array_map('realpath',$files); 

 print_r($files); 

/* output looks like: 

Array 

( 

    [0] => C:\wamp\www\images\apple.jpg 

    [1] => C:\wamp\www\images\art.jpg 

) 

*/ 

3. Memory Usage Information 

By observing the memory usage of your scripts, you may be able optimize your 

code better. 

PHP has a garbage collector and a pretty complex memory manager. The 

amount of memory being used by your script.can go up and down during the 

execution of a script. To get the current memory usage, we can use 

the memory_get_usage() function, and to get the highest amount of memory 

used at any point, we can use thememory_get_peak_usage() function. 

 

echo"Initial: ".memory_get_usage()." bytes \n"; 
/* prints 
Initial: 361400 bytes 
*/ 

  
// let's use up some memory 
for($i= 0; $i< 100000; $i++) { 
    $array[]= md5($i); 
} 

  
// let's remove half of the array 
for($i= 0; $i< 100000; $i++) { 
    unset($array[$i]); 
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} 

  
echo"Final: ".memory_get_usage()." bytes \n"; 
/* prints 
Final: 885912 bytes 
*/ 

  
echo"Peak: ".memory_get_peak_usage()." bytes \n"; 
/* prints 
Peak: 13687072 bytes 
*/ 

CPU Usage Information 

For this, we are going to utilize the getrusage() function. Keep in mind that this 

is not available on Windows platforms. 

 

print_r(getrusage()); 
/* prints 
Array 
( 
    [ru_oublock] => 0 
    [ru_inblock] => 0 
    [ru_msgsnd] => 2 
    [ru_msgrcv] => 3 
    [ru_maxrss] => 12692 
    [ru_ixrss] => 764 
    [ru_idrss] => 3864 
    [ru_minflt] => 94 
    [ru_majflt] => 0 
    [ru_nsignals] => 1 
    [ru_nvcsw] => 67 
    [ru_nivcsw] => 4 
    [ru_nswap] => 0 
    [ru_utime.tv_usec] => 0 
    [ru_utime.tv_sec] => 0 
    [ru_stime.tv_usec] => 6269 
    [ru_stime.tv_sec] => 0 
) 

  
*/ 

That may look a bit cryptic unless you already have a system administration background. 

Here is the explanation of each value (you don't need to memorize these): 

• ru_oublock: block output operations 

• ru_inblock: block input operations 

• ru_msgsnd: messages sent 

• ru_msgrcv: messages received 

• ru_maxrss: maximum resident set size 

• ru_ixrss: integral shared memory size 

• ru_idrss: integral unshared data size 
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• ru_minflt: page reclaims 

• ru_majflt: page faults 

• ru_nsignals: signals received 

• ru_nvcsw: voluntary context switches 

• ru_nivcsw: involuntary context switches 

• ru_nswap: swaps 

• ru_utime.tv_usec: user time used (microseconds) 

• ru_utime.tv_sec: user time used (seconds) 

• ru_stime.tv_usec: system time used (microseconds) 

• ru_stime.tv_sec: system time used (seconds) 

To see how much CPU power the script has consumed, we need to look at the 

'user time' and 'system time' values. The seconds and microseconds portions 

are provided separately by default. You can divide the microseconds value by 1 

million, and add it to the seconds value, to get the total seconds as a decimal 

number. 

Let's see an example: 

 

// sleep for 3 seconds (non-busy) 
sleep(3); 

  
$data= getrusage(); 
echo"User time: ". 
    ($data['ru_utime.tv_sec'] + 
    $data['ru_utime.tv_usec'] / 1000000); 
echo"System time: ". 
    ($data['ru_stime.tv_sec'] + 
    $data['ru_stime.tv_usec'] / 1000000); 

  
/* prints 
User time: 0.011552 
System time: 0 
*/ 

Even though the script took about 3 seconds to run, the CPU usage was very 

very low. Because during the sleep operation, the script actually does not 

consume CPU resources. There are many other tasks that may take real time, 

but may not use CPU time, like waiting for disk operations. So as you see, the 

CPU usage and the actual length of the runtime are not always the same. 

Here is another example: 

 

// loop 10 million times (busy) 
for($i=0;$i<10000000;$i++) { 

  
} 
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$data= getrusage(); 
echo"User time: ". 
    ($data['ru_utime.tv_sec'] + 
    $data['ru_utime.tv_usec'] / 1000000); 
echo"System time: ". 
    ($data['ru_stime.tv_sec'] + 
    $data['ru_stime.tv_usec'] / 1000000); 

  
/* prints 
User time: 1.424592 
System time: 0.004204 
*/ 

That took about 1.4 seconds of CPU time, almost all of which was user time, 

since there were no system calls. 

System Time is the amount of time the CPU spends performing system calls for 

the kernel on the program's behalf. Here is an example of that: 

 

$start= microtime(true); 
// keep calling microtime for about 3 seconds 
while(microtime(true) - $start< 3) { 

  
} 

  
$data= getrusage(); 
echo"User time: ". 
    ($data['ru_utime.tv_sec'] + 
    $data['ru_utime.tv_usec'] / 1000000); 
echo"System time: ". 
    ($data['ru_stime.tv_sec'] + 
    $data['ru_stime.tv_usec'] / 1000000); 

  
/* prints 
User time: 1.088171 
System time: 1.675315 
*/ 

Now we have quite a bit of system time usage. This is because the script calls 

the microtime() function many times, which performs a request through the 

operating system to fetch the time. 

Also you may notice the numbers do not quite add up to 3 seconds. This is 

because there were probably other processes on the server as well, and the 

script was not using 100% CPU for the whole duration of the 3 seconds. 

Magic Constants 

PHP provides useful magic constants for fetching the current line number 

(__LINE__), file path (__FILE__), directory path (__DIR__), function name 

(__FUNCTION__), class name (__CLASS__), method name (__METHOD__) and 

namespace (__NAMESPACE__). 
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We are not going to cover each one of these in this article, but I will show you a 

few use cases. 

When including other scripts, it is a good idea to utilize the __FILE__ constant (or also __DIR__ , 

as of PHP 5.3): 

 

// this is relative to the loaded script's path 
// it may cause problems when running scripts from different 

directories 
require_once('config/database.php'); 

  
// this is always relative to this file's path 
// no matter where it was included from 
require_once(dirname(__FILE__) . '/config/database.php'); 

Using __LINE__ makes debugging easier. You can track down the line numbers: 

 

// some code 
// ... 
my_debug("some debug message", __LINE__); 
/* prints 
Line 4: some debug message 
*/ 

  
// some more code 
// ... 
my_debug("another debug message", __LINE__); 
/* prints 
Line 11: another debug message 
*/ 

  
functionmy_debug($msg, $line) { 
    echo"Line $line: $msg\n"; 
} 

Generating Unique ID's 

There may be situations where you need to generate a unique string. I have 

seen many people use the md5() function for this, even though it's not exactly 

meant for this purpose: 

 // generate unique string 
echomd5(time() . mt_rand(1,1000000)); 

There is actually a PHP function named uniqid() that is meant to be used for 

this. 

 

// generate unique string 
Echo uniqid(); 
/* prints 
4bd67c947233e 
*/ 

  
// generate another unique string 
Echo uniqid(); 
/* prints 
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4bd67c9472340 
*/ 

You may notice that even though the strings are unique, they seem similar for 

the first several characters. This is because the generated string is related to 

the server time. This actually has a nice side effect, as every new generated id 

comes later in alphabetical order, so they can be sorted. 

To reduce the chances of getting a duplicate, you can pass a prefix, or the 

second parameter to increase entropy: 

 

// with prefix 
Echo uniqid('foo_'); 
/* prints 
foo_4bd67d6cd8b8f 
*/ 

  
// with more entropy 
Echo uniqid('',true); 
/* prints 
4bd67d6cd8b926.12135106 
*/ 

  
// both 
echouniqid('bar_',true); 
/* prints 
bar_4bd67da367b650.43684647 
*/ 

This function will generate shorter strings than md5(), which will also save you 

some space. 

Serialization 

Have you ever needed to store a complex variable in a database or a text file? 

You do not have to come up with a fancy solution to convert your arrays or 

objects into formatted strings, as PHP already has functions for this purpose. 

There are two popular methods of serializing variables. Here is an example that 

uses the serialize() and unserialize(): 

 

// a complex array 
$myvar= array( 
    'hello', 
    42, 
    array(1,'two'), 
    'apple' 
); 

  
// convert to a string 
$string= serialize($myvar); 

  
echo$string; 
/* prints 
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a:4:{i:0;s:5:"hello";i:1;i:42;i:2;a:2:{i:0;i:1;i:1;s:3:"two";}i:3;s:5:"apple";} 
*/ 

  
// you can reproduce the original variable 
$newvar= unserialize($string); 

  
print_r($newvar); 
/* prints 
Array 
( 
    [0] => hello 
    [1] => 42 
    [2] => Array 
        ( 
            [0] => 1 
            [1] => two 
        ) 

  
    [3] => apple 
) 
*/ 
This was the native PHP serialization method. However, since JSON has become so 

popular in recent years, they decided to add support for it in PHP 5.2. Now you can 

use the json_encode() and json_decode() functions as well: 

 

// a complex array 
$myvar= array( 
    'hello', 
    42, 
    array(1,'two'), 
    'apple' 
); 

  
// convert to a string 
$string= json_encode($myvar); 

  
echo$string; 
/* prints 
["hello",42,[1,"two"],"apple"] 
*/ 

  
// you can reproduce the original variable 
$newvar= json_decode($string); 

  
print_r($newvar); 
/* prints 
Array 
( 
    [0] => hello 
    [1] => 42 
    [2] => Array 
        ( 
            [0] => 1 
            [1] => two 
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        ) 

  
    [3] => apple 
) 
*/ 

It is more compact, and best of all, compatible with javascript and many other 

languages. However, for complex objects, some information may be lost. 

Compressing Strings 

When talking about compression, we usually think about files, such as ZIP 

archives. It is possible to compress long strings in PHP, without involving any 

archive files. 

In the following example we are going to utilize 

the gzcompress() and gzuncompress()functions: 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 

08 

09 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

$string= 
"Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Nunc ut elit id mi ultricies 
adipiscing. Nulla facilisi. Praesent pulvinar, 
sapien vel feugiat vestibulum, nulla dui pretium orci, 
non ultricies elit lacus quis ante. Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Aliquam 
pretium ullamcorper urna quis iaculis. Etiam ac massa 
sed turpis tempor luctus. Curabitur sed nibh eu elit 
mollis congue. Praesent ipsum diam, consectetur vitae 
ornare a, aliquam a nunc. In id magna pellentesque 
tellus posuere adipiscing. Sed non mi metus, at lacinia 
augue. Sed magna nisi, ornare in mollis in, mollis 
sed nunc. Etiam at justo in leo congue mollis. 
Nullam in neque eget metus hendrerit scelerisque 
eu non enim. Ut malesuada lacus eu nulla bibendum 
id euismod urna sodales. "; 

  
$compressed= gzcompress($string); 

  
echo"Original size: ". strlen($string)."\n"; 
/* prints 
Original size: 800 
*/ 

  

  

  
echo"Compressed size: ". strlen($compressed)."\n"; 
/* prints 
Compressed size: 418 
*/ 

  
// getting it back 
$original= gzuncompress($compressed); 
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32 

33 

34 
We were able to achive almost 50% size reduction. Also the 

functions gzencode() andgzdecode() achive similar results, by using a different 

compression algorithm. 

Register Shutdown Function 

There is a function called register_shutdown_function(), which will let you 

execute some code right before the script finishes running. 

Imagine that you want to capture some benchmark statistics at the end of your 

script execution, such as how long it took to run: 

 

// capture the start time 
$start_time= microtime(true); 

  
// do some stuff 
// ... 

  
// display how long the script took 
echo"execution took: ". 
        (microtime(true) - $start_time). 
        " seconds."; 

At first this may seem trivial. You just add the code to the very bottom of the 

script and it runs before it finishes. However, if you ever call the exit() function, 

that code will never run. Also, if there is a fatal error, or if the script is 

terminated by the user (by pressing the Stop button in the browser), again it 

may not run. 

When you use register_shutdown_function(), your code will execute no matter 

why the script has stopped running: 

 

$start_time= microtime(true); 

  
register_shutdown_function('my_shutdown'); 

  
// do some stuff 
// ... 

  

  
functionmy_shutdown() { 
    global$start_time; 

  
    echo"execution took: ". 
            (microtime(true) - $start_time). 
            " seconds."; 
} 
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Advantages of PHP over Other Scripting Languages 

PHP runs on different platforms like Windows, Linux, Unix etc. where other 

Server Side Scripting Language Need some Specific Platform. PHP is compatible 

with almost all servers used today. Its Suits Apache, IIS etc. Apache Server is 

the most compatible with PHP. PHP is free to download from the official PHP 

resource i.e. www.php.net. PHP is open Source free ware Server side Scripting 

Language so you can easily download and modify its Source as per your 

requirement. PHP is very easy to learn and runs efficiently on the server side. 

As per we know that PHP is Open Source thus PHP is used with different 

Databases Like MySQL, Oracle, SQL Server, Informix, Sybase, ODBC etc. It 

means PHP support these Databases. But PHP is Compatible with MYSQL. PHP 

combined with MySQL are cross-platform (you can develop in Windows and serve on a 

Unix platform). 

 

Installation and Configuration of PHP  
 

Before starting the installation, first you need to know what do you want to use 

PHP for. There are three main fields you can use PHP 

• Websites and web applications (server-side scripting) 

• Command line scripting 

• Desktop (GUI) applications 

For the first and most common form, you need three things: PHP itself, a web 

server and a web browser. You probably already have a web browser, and 

depending on your operating system setup, you may also have a web server (e.g. 

Apache on Linux and MacOS X; IIS on Windows). You may also rent webspace 

at a company. This way, you don't need to set up anything on your own, only 

write your PHP scripts, upload it to the server you rent, and see the results in 

your browser. 

Installation on windows Systems 

Many web developers want to run Apache and PHP on their own computer since 

it allows them to easily test their scripts and programs before they put them 

"live" on the Internet. It gives a step by step guide on how you can install and 

configure PHP5 to work together with the Apache HTTP Server on Windows. The 

procedure has been tested to work on both Windows. 

http://www.php.net/
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If you have not already installed Apache on your machine, check out one of the 

guides listed below. This "How To" guide assumes that you have already 

completed installing Apache. 

Install and Configure Apache 2 on Windows 
Many webmasters choose to install a copy of the Apache web server on their 

machines so that they can test their PHP before they upload it to their "live" 

websites. This allows them to fix any problems on their site before it actually 

affects their website's visitors. This article deals with how you can set up and 

configure Apache 2 on your own computer so that you can test your scripts and 

site. 

Download Apache 
If you haven't got Apache 2.2, download it from the Apache site. Since this 

guide deals with the 2.2.x series, simply click the "Download" link under the 

2.2.x (where "x" is some number) section. You will be brought to the download 

page. Scroll down and look for one of the "Win32 Binary" links. I used the 

"Win32 Binary without crypto (no mod_ssl) (MSI Installer)" link for my 

purposes. Make sure that you get the 2.2.x version (where "x" is some number) 

and not the 2.0.x (again, where "x" stands for some number) binary, otherwise 

your installation procedure will not match those given in this guide. 

Save the file on your desktop. (Technically speaking, you can save it anywhere 

you like, but I shall assume that you saved it on your desktop in this tutorial. 

It's best that you save it on your desktop if you're following this tutorial, 

otherwise some of the command lines that you will use below won't work 

correctly.) 

Run the Installer as Administrator 
Before you run the installer, you will need to open the command prompt 

window as administrator. To do this, click the Start menu button, the "All 

Programs" menu item, the "Accessories" folder, and look for the item "Command 

Prompt". Do NOT click it, or you'll be running the command prompt with 

normal rights (even if you're logged in as an administrator). Instead, right click 

"Command Prompt" (click with the right mouse button), and click the "Run as 

administrator" item in the menu that pops out. 

Windows will prompt you with a dialog box entitled "User Account Control". 

Click the "Continue" button. A command prompt window will open. This 

command prompt window has the title "Administrator Command Prompt" 

instead of the normal "Command Prompt" or "c:\Windows\system32\cmd.exe" 

Download PHP 5 
Before you begin, get a copy of PHP 5 from the PHP download page. In 

particular, download the VC6 thread-safe zip package from the "Windows 

http://httpd.apache.org/
http://windows.php.net/download/
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Binaries" section — that is, don't get the installer. For example, select the 

package labelled "PHP 5.2.5 zip package" if 5.2.5 is the current version. 

[Update: note that I have not tested the procedure below with any of the PHP 

5.3 versions, only with 5.2.5, which was the latest version at the time I 

originally wrote this. In theory, the procedure should work with later 5.2 

versions as well. I'm not sure about 5.3 though. A version jump from 5.2 to 5.3 

usually means bigger changes than simple bug fixes. If you want to be sure the 

procedure below will work, just get the latest of the 5.2 series.] 

Install PHP 5 

 
Create a folder on your hard disk for PHP. I suggest "c:\php" although you can 

use other names if you wish. Personally though, I prefer to avoid names with 

spaces in it, like "c:\Program Files\php" to avoid potential problems with 

programs that cannot handle such things. I will assume that you used c:\php 

in this tutorial. 

Configuring PHP 
Go to the c:\php folder and make a copy of the file "php.ini-recommended". 

Name the new file "php.ini". That is, you should now have a file 

"c:\php\php.ini", identical in content with "c:\php\php.ini-recommended". 

Note: if you are using Apache 1, you should either move the php.ini file to your 

windows directory, "C:\Windows" on most systems, or configure your PATH 

environment variable to include "c:\php". If you don't know how to do the latter, 

just move the php.ini file to the "c:\windows" folder. You do not have to do this 

if you are using Apache 2, since we will include a directive later in the Apache 2 

configuration file to specify the location of the php.ini file. 

Use an ASCII text editor (such as Notepad, which can be found in the 

Accessories folder of your Start menu) to open "php.ini". You may need to make 

the following changes to the file, depending on your requirements: 

Data Types in PHP  
Variables can store data of different types, and different data types can do 

different things. 

PHP supports the following data types: 

• String 

• Integer 

• Float (floating point numbers - also called double) 

• Boolean 

• Array 
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• Object 

• NULL 

• Resource 

PHP String 

A string is a sequence of characters, like "Hello world!". 

A string can be any text inside quotes. You can use single or double quotes: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php  

$x = "Hello world!"; 

$y = 'Hello world!'; 

echo $x; 

echo "<br>";  

echo $y; 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

PHP Integer 

An integer is a whole number (without decimals).  It is a number between -

2,147,483,648 and +2,147,483,647. 

Rules for integers: 

• An integer must have at least one digit (0-9) 

• An integer cannot contain comma or blanks 

• An integer must not have a decimal point 

• An integer can be either positive or negative 

Integers can be specified in three formats: decimal (10-based), hexadecimal (16-

based - prefixed with 0x) or octal (8-based - prefixed with 0) 

In the following example $x is an integer. The PHP var_dump() function returns 

the data type and value: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php  

$x = 5985; 
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var_dump($x); 

?>    

</body> 

</html> 

PHP Float 

A float (floating point number) is a number with a decimal point or a number in 

exponential form. 

In the following example $x is a float. The PHP var_dump() function returns the 

data type and value: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php  

$x = 10.365; 

var_dump($x); 

?>    

 

</body> 

</html> 

PHP Boolean 

A Boolean represents two possible states: TRUE or FALSE. 

$x = true; 

$y = false; 

Booleans are often used in conditional testing. You will learn more about 

conditional testing in a later chapter of this tutorial. 

PHP Array 

An array stores multiple values in one single variable. 

In the following example $cars is an array. The PHP var_dump() function 

returns the data type and value: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php  

$cars = array("Volvo","BMW","Toyota"); 
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var_dump($cars); 

?>    

 

</body> 

</html> 

PHP Object 

An object is a data type which stores data and information on how to process 

that data. 

In PHP, an object must be explicitly declared. 

First we must declare a class of object. For this, we use the class keyword. A 

class is a structure that can contain properties and methods: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

class Car { 

     function Car() { 

         $this->model = "VW"; 

     } 

} 

// create an object 

$herbie = new Car(); 

 

// show object properties 

echo $herbie->model; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

PHP NULL Value 

Null is a special data type which can have only one value: NULL. 

A variable of data type NULL is a variable that has no value assigned to it. 

Tip: If a variable is created without a value, it is automatically assigned a value 

of NULL. 

Variables can also be emptied by setting the value to NULL: 
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<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

$x = "Hello world!"; 

$x = null; 

var_dump($x); 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

PHP Syntax  
A PHP script can be placed anywhere in the document. 

A PHP script starts with <?php and ends with ?>: 

?php 

// PHP code goes here 

?> 

The default file extension for PHP files is ".php". 

A PHP file normally contains HTML tags, and some PHP scripting code. 

Below, we have an example of a simple PHP file, with a PHP script that uses a 

built-in PHP function "echo" to output the text "Hello World!" on a web page: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<h1>My first PHP page</h1> 

 

<?php 

echo "Hello World!"; 

?>   

 

</body> 

</html> 

Note: PHP statements end with a semicolon (;). 
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PHP Case Sensitivity 

In PHP, all keywords (e.g. if, else, while, echo, etc.), classes, functions, and 

user-defined functions are NOT case-sensitive. 

In the example below, all three echo statements below are legal (and equal): 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

ECHO "Hello World!<br>"; 

echo "Hello World!<br>"; 

EcHo "Hello World!<br>"; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

However; all variable names are case-sensitive. 

In the example below, only the first statement will display the value of the 

$color variable (this is because $color, $COLOR, and $coLOR are treated as 

three different variables): 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

$color = "red"; 

echo "My car is " . $color . "<br>"; 

echo "My house is " . $COLOR . "<br>"; 

echo "My boat is " . $coLOR . "<br>"; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

echo and print Statements 

In PHP there are two basic ways to get output: echo and print. 

In this tutorial we use echo (and print) in almost every example. So, this 

chapter contains a little more info about those two output statements. 
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PHP echo and print Statements 

echo and print are more or less the same. They are both used to output data to 
the screen. 

The differences are small: echo has no return value while print has a return 
value of 1 so it can be used in expressions. echo can take multiple parameters 
(although such usage is rare) while print can take one argument. echo is 
marginally faster than print. 

The PHP echo Statement 

The echo statement can be used with or without parentheses: echo or echo(). 

Display Text 

The following example shows how to output text with the echo command (notice 
that the text can contain HTML markup): 

<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<body> 
 

<?php 
echo "<h2>PHP is Fun!</h2>"; 
echo "Hello world!<br>"; 

echo "I'm about to learn PHP!<br>"; 
echo "This ", "string ", "was ", "made ", "with multiple parameters."; 
?>   
 
</body> 
</html> 

The PHP print Statement 

The print statement can be used with or without parentheses: print or print(). 

Display Text 

The following example shows how to output text with the print command (notice 

that the text can contain HTML markup): 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

print "<h2>PHP is Fun!</h2>"; 
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print "Hello world!<br>"; 

print "I'm about to learn PHP!"; 

?>   

 

</body> 

</html> 

PHP Comments  
A comment in PHP code is a line that is not read/executed as part of the 

program. Its only purpose is to be read by someone who is looking at the code. 

Comments can be used to: 

Let others understand what you are doing 

Remind yourself of what you did - Most programmers have experienced coming 

back to their own work a year or two later and having to re-figure out what they 

did. Comments can remind you of what you were thinking when you wrote the 

code 

PHP supports several ways of commenting: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

// This is a single-line comment 

 

# This is also a single-line comment 

 

/* 

This is a multiple-lines comment block 

that spans over multiple 

lines 

*/ 

 

// You can also use comments to leave out parts of a code line 

$x = 5 /* + 15 */ + 5; 

echo $x; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 
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PHP Variables and Constants 
 
Variables are "containers" for storing information. 

Creating (Declaring) PHP Variables 

In PHP, a variable starts with the $ sign, followed by the name of the variable: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

$txt = "Hello world!"; 

$x = 5; 

$y = 10.5; 

 

echo $txt; 

echo "<br>"; 

echo $x; 

echo "<br>"; 

echo $y; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

After the execution of the statements above, the variable $txt will hold the 

value Hello world!, the variable $x will hold the value 5, and the variable $y will 

hold the value 10.5. 

Note: When you assign a text value to a variable, put quotes around the value. 

Note: Unlike other programming languages, PHP has no command for declaring 

a variable. It is created the moment you first assign a value to it. 

A variable can have a short name (like x and y) or a more descriptive name (age, 

carname, total_volume). 

Rules for PHP variables: 

• A variable starts with the $ sign, followed by the name of the variable 

• A variable name must start with a letter or the underscore character 

• A variable name cannot start with a number 

• A variable name can only contain alpha-numeric characters and 

underscores (A-z, 0-9, and _ ) 
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• Variable names are case-sensitive ($age and $AGE are two different 

variables) 

PHP is a Loosely Typed Language 

In the example above, notice that we did not have to tell PHP which data type 

the variable is. 

PHP automatically converts the variable to the correct data type, depending on 

its value. 

In other languages such as C, C++, and Java, the programmer must declare the 

name and type of the variable before using it. 

Constants 

Constants are like variables except that once they are defined they cannot be 

changed or undefined. 

A constant is an identifier (name) for a simple value. The value cannot be 

changed during the script. 

A valid constant name starts with a letter or underscore (no $ sign before the 

constant name). 

Note: Unlike variables, constants are automatically global across the entire 

script. 

Create a PHP Constant 

To create a constant, use the define() function. 

Syntax 

define(name, value, case-insensitive) 

Parameters: 

name: Specifies the name of the constant 

value: Specifies the value of the constant 

case-insensitive: Specifies whether the constant name should be case-

insensitive. Default is false 

The example below creates a constant with a case-sensitive name: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 
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<?php 

// case-sensitive constant name 

define("GREETING", "Welcome to W3Schools.com!"); 

echo GREETING; 

?>   

</body> 

</html> 

The example below creates a constant with a case-insensitive name: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

// case-insensitive constant name 

define("GREETING", "Welcome to W3Schools.com!", true); 

echo greeting; 

?>   

</body> 

</html> 

Constants are Global 

Constants are automatically global and can be used across the entire script. 

The example below uses a constant inside a function, even if it is defined 

outside the function: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

define("GREETING", "Welcome to W3Schools.com!"); 

 

function myTest() { 

     echo GREETING; 

} 

   

myTest(); 

?>   

 

</body> 

</html> 
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Scope of Variables  

PHP Variables Scope 

In PHP, variables can be declared anywhere in the script. 

The scope of a variable is the part of the script where the variable can be 

referenced/used. 

PHP has three different variable scopes: 

• local 

• global 

• static 

Global and Local Scope 

A variable declared outside a function has a GLOBAL SCOPE and can only be 

accessed outside a function: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

$x = 5; // global scope 

   

function myTest() { 

     // using x inside this function will generate an error 

     echo "<p>Variable x inside function is: $x</p>"; 

}  

myTest(); 

 

echo "<p>Variable x outside function is: $x</p>"; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

A variable declared within a function has a LOCAL SCOPE and can only be 

accessed within that function: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 
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function myTest() { 

     $x = 5; // local scope 

     echo "<p>Variable x inside function is: $x</p>"; 

}  

myTest(); 

 

// using x outside the function will generate an error 

echo "<p>Variable x outside function is: $x</p>"; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Note - You can have local variables with the same name in different functions, 

because local variables are only recognized by the function in which they are 

declared. 

PHP The global Keyword 

The global keyword is used to access a global variable from within a function. 

To do this, use the global keyword before the variables (inside the function): 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

$x = 5; 

$y = 10; 

 

function myTest() { 

     global $x, $y; 

     $y = $x + $y; 

}  

 

myTest(); // run function 

echo $y; // output the new value for variable $y 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 
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PHP also stores all global variables in an array called $GLOBALS[index]. 

The index holds the name of the variable. This array is also accessible from 

within functions and can be used to update global variables directly. 

The example above can be rewritten like this: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

$x = 5; 

$y = 10; 

 

function myTest() { 

     $GLOBALS['y'] = $GLOBALS['x'] + $GLOBALS['y']; 

}  

 

myTest(); 

echo $y; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

PHP The static Keyword 

Normally, when a function is completed/executed, all of its variables are 
deleted. However, sometimes we want a local variable NOT to be deleted. We 
need it for a further job. 

To do this, use the static keyword when you first declare the variable: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

function myTest() { 

     static $x = 0; 

     echo $x; 

     $x++; 

} 

 

myTest(); 
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echo "<br>"; 

myTest(); 

echo "<br>"; 

myTest(); 

echo "<br>"; 

myTest(); 

echo "<br>"; 

myTest(); 

?>   

 

</body> 

</html> 

Then, each time the function is called, that variable will still have the 
information it contained from the last time the function was called. 

Note: The variable is still local to the function. 

PHP String 

A string is a sequence of characters, like "Hello world!". 

PHP String Functions 

In this chapter we will look at some commonly used functions to manipulate 
strings. 

Get The Length of a String 

The PHP strlen() function returns the length of a string (number of characters). 

The example below returns the length of the string "Hello world!": 

A string is a sequence of characters, like "Hello world!". 

PHP String Functions 

In this chapter we will look at some commonly used functions to manipulate 
strings. 

Get The Length of a String 

The PHP strlen() function returns the length of a string (number of characters). 

The example below returns the length of the string "Hello world!": 
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The output of the code above will be: 12. 

Count The Number of Words in a String 

The PHP str_word_count() function counts the number of words in a string: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

echo str_word_count("Hello world!"); 

?>   

   

</body> 

</html> 

The output of the code above will be: 2. 

Reverse a String 

The PHP strrev() function reverses a string: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

echo strrev("Hello world!"); 

?>   

   

</body> 

</html> 

The output of the code above will be: !dlrow olleH. 

Search For a Specific Text Within a String 

The PHP strpos() function searches for a specific text within a string. 

If a match is found, the function returns the character position of the first 

match. If no match is found, it will return FALSE. 

The example below searches for the text "world" in the string "Hello world!": 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 
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<?php 

echo strpos("Hello world!", "world"); 

?>   

   

</body> 

</html> 

The output of the code above will be: 6. 

Tip: The first character position in a string is 0 (not 1). 

Replace Text Within a String 

The PHP str_replace() function replaces some characters with some other 

characters in a string. 

The example below replaces the text "world" with "Dolly": 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

echo str_replace("world", "Dolly", "Hello world!"); 

?>   

   

</body> 

</html> 

The output of the code above will be: Hello Dolly! 

PHP String Manipulation  
A string is series of characters, where a character is the same as a byte. This 

means that PHP only supports a 256-character set. 

A string literal can be specified in four different ways: 

single quoted 

double quoted 

heredoc syntax 

nowdoc syntax (since PHP 5.3.0) 

 

http://www.php.net/manual/en/language.types.string.php
http://www.php.net/manual/en/language.types.string.php
http://www.php.net/manual/en/language.types.string.php#language.types.string.syntax.single
http://www.php.net/manual/en/language.types.string.php#language.types.string.syntax.double
http://www.php.net/manual/en/language.types.string.php#language.types.string.syntax.heredoc
http://www.php.net/manual/en/language.types.string.php#language.types.string.syntax.nowdoc
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Single quoted  

The simplest way to specify a string is to enclose it in single quotes (the 

character '). 

<?php 

echo 'this is a simple string'; 

 

echo 'You can also have embedded newlines in  

strings this way as it is 

okay to do'; 

 

// Outputs: Arnold once said: "I'll be back" 

echo 'Arnold once said: "I\'ll be back"'; 

 

// Outputs: You deleted C:\*.*? 

echo 'You deleted C:\\*.*?'; 

 

// Outputs: You deleted C:\*.*? 

echo 'You deleted C:\*.*?'; 

 

// Outputs: This will not expand: \n a newline 

echo 'This will not expand: \n a newline'; 

 

// Outputs: Variables do not $expand $either 

echo 'Variables do not $expand $either'; 

?> 

Double quoted  

If the string is enclosed in double-quotes ("), PHP will interpret more escape 

sequences for special characters: 

Heredoc  

A third way to define strings is the heredoc syntax: <<<. After this operator, an 

identifier is provided, then a newline. The string itself follows, and then the 

same identifier again to close the quotation. 

Example #2 Heredoc string quoting example 

<?php 

$str = <<<EOD 

Example of string 

spanning multiple lines 

using heredoc syntax. 

http://www.php.net/manual/en/language.types.string.php#language.types.string.syntax.single
http://www.php.net/manual/en/language.types.string.php
http://www.php.net/manual/en/language.types.string.php#language.types.string.syntax.double
http://www.php.net/manual/en/language.types.string.php
http://www.php.net/manual/en/language.types.string.php#language.types.string.syntax.heredoc
http://www.php.net/manual/en/language.types.string.php
http://www.php.net/manual/en/language.types.string.php
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EOD; 

?> 

 

Example #5 Using double quotes in Heredoc 

<?php 

echo <<<"FOOBAR" 

Hello World! 

FOOBAR; 

?> 

Nowdoc 

Nowdocs are to single-quoted strings what heredocs are to double-quoted 

strings. A nowdoc is specified similarly to a heredoc, but no parsing is 

done inside a nowdoc. The construct is ideal for embedding PHP code or other 

large blocks of text without the need for escaping. It shares some features in 

common with the SGML <![CDATA[ ]]> construct, in that it declares a block of 

text which is not for parsing. 

A nowdoc is identified with the same <<< sequence used for heredocs, but the 

identifier which follows is enclosed in single quotes, e.g. <<<'EOT'. All the rules 

for heredoc identifiers also apply to nowdoc identifiers, especially those 

regarding the appearance of the closing identifier. 

Example #6 Nowdoc string quoting example 

<?php 

$str = <<<'EOD' 

Example of string 

spanning multiple lines 

using nowdoc syntax. 

EOD; 

 

PHP Operators  
Operators are used to perform operations on variables and values. 

PHP divides the operators in the following groups: 

• Arithmetic operators 

• Assignment operators 

• Comparison operators 

• Increment/Decrement operators 

• Logical operators 
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• String operators 

• Array operators 

PHP Arithmetic Operators 

The PHP arithmetic operators are used with numeric values to perform common arithmetical 
operations, such as addition, subtraction, multiplication etc. 

Operator Name Example Result 

+ Addition $x + $y Sum of $x and $y 

- Subtraction $x - $y Difference of $x and $y 

* Multiplication $x * $y Product of $x and $y 

/ Division $x / $y Quotient of $x and $y 

% Modulus $x % $y Remainder of $x divided by $y 

** Exponentiation $x ** $y Result of raising $x to the $y'th power (Introduced in 
PHP 5.6) 

 

PHP Assignment Operators 

The PHP assignment operators are used with numeric values to write a value to 
a variable. 

The basic assignment operator in PHP is "=". It means that the left operand gets 
set to the value of the assignment expression on the right. 

Assignment Same as... Description 

x = y x = y The left operand gets set to the value of the expression on the 
right 

x += y x = x + y Addition 

x -= y x = x - y Subtraction 

x *= y x = x * y Multiplication 

x /= y x = x / y Division 

x %= y x = x % y Modulus 

 

PHP Comparison Operators 

The PHP comparison operators are used to compare two values (number or 
string): 

Operator Name Example Result 

== Equal $x == $y Returns true if $x is equal to $y 

=== Identical $x === $y Returns true if $x is equal to $y, and they are of the 

same type 

!= Not equal $x != $y Returns true if $x is not equal to $y 

<> Not equal $x <> $y Returns true if $x is not equal to $y 

!== Not identical $x !== $y Returns true if $x is not equal to $y, or they are not of 

the same type 

> Greater than $x > $y Returns true if $x is greater than $y 
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< Less than $x < $y Returns true if $x is less than $y 

>= Greater than or 

equal to 

$x >= $y Returns true if $x is greater than or equal to $y 

<= Less than or equal to $x <= $y Returns true if $x is less than or equal to $y 

 

PHP Increment / Decrement Operators 

The PHP increment operators are used to increment a variable's value. 

The PHP decrement operators are used to decrement a variable's value. 

Operator Name Description 

++$x Pre-increment Increments $x by one, then returns $x 

$x++ Post-increment Returns $x, then increments $x by one 

--$x Pre-decrement Decrements $x by one, then returns $x 

$x-- Post-decrement Returns $x, then decrements $x by one 

 

PHP Logical Operators 

The PHP logical operators are used to combine conditional statements. 

Operator Name Example Result 

and And $x and $y True if both $x and $y are true 

or Or $x or $y True if either $x or $y is true 

xor Xor $x xor $y True if either $x or $y is true, but not both 

&& And $x && $y True if both $x and $y are true 

|| Or $x || $y True if either $x or $y is true 

! Not !$x True if $x is not true 

 

PHP String Operators 

PHP has two operators that are specially designed for strings. 

Operator Name Example Result 

. Concatenation $txt1 . $txt2 Concatenation of $txt1 and 
$txt2 

.= Concatenation 
assignment 

$txt1 .= $txt2 Appends $txt2 to $txt1 

 

PHP Array Operators 

The PHP array operators are used to compare arrays. 

Operator Name Example Result 

+ Union $x + $y Union of $x and $y 

== Equality $x == $y Returns true if $x and $y have the same key/value pairs 
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=== Identity $x === $y Returns true if $x and $y have the same key/value pairs in the 
same order and of the same types 

!= Inequality $x != $y Returns true if $x is not equal to $y 

<> Inequality $x <> $y Returns true if $x is not equal to $y 

!== Non-identity $x !== $y Returns true if $x is not identical to $y 

 

Precedence of Operators 
The precedence of an operator specifies how "tightly" it binds two 

expressions together. For example, in the expression 1 + 5 * 3, the 

answer is 16 and not 18 because the multiplication ("*") operator has a 

higher precedence than the addition ("+") operator. Parentheses may be 

used to force precedence, if necessary. For instance: (1 + 5) * 3 evaluates 

to 18. 

When operators have equal precedence their associativity decides how 

the operators are grouped. For example "-" is left-associative, so 1 - 2 - 

3 is grouped as (1 - 2) - 3 and evaluates to -4. "=" on the other hand is 

right-associative, so $a = $b = $c is grouped as $a = ($b = $c). 

Operators of equal precedence that are non-associative cannot be used 

next to each other, for example 1 < 2 > 1is illegal in PHP. The 

expression 1 <= 1 == 1 on the other hand is legal, because 

the == operator has lesser precedence than the <= operator. 

Use of parentheses, even when not strictly necessary, can often increase 

readability of the code by making grouping explicit rather than relying on 

the implicit operator precedence and associativity. 

The following table lists the operators in order of precedence, with the 

highest-precedence ones at the top. Operators on the same line have 

equal precedence, in which case associativity decides grouping. 

Operator Precedence 

Associativity Operators Additional Information 

non-associative clone new clone and new 

Left [ array() 

Right ** arithmetic  

Right ++ -- ~ (int) (float) (string) (array) (object) (bool) @ types and increment/decrement 

non-associative Instanceof types  

Right ! logical  

Left * / % arithmetic  

Left + - . arithmetic and string 

http://php.net/manual/en/language.oop5.cloning.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.oop5.basic.php#language.oop5.basic.new
http://php.net/manual/en/function.array.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.arithmetic.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.types.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.increment.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.types.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.logical.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.arithmetic.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.arithmetic.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.string.php
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Left << >> bitwise  

non-associative < <= > >= comparison  

non-associative == != === !== <> comparison  

Left & bitwise and references 

Left ^ bitwise  

Left | bitwise  

Left && logical  

Left || logical  

Left ? : ternary  

Right = += -= *= **= /= .= %= &= |= ^= <<= >>= => assignment  

Left And logical  

Left Xor logical  

Left Or logical  

Left , many uses 

 

Expressions  
Expressions are the most important building stones of PHP. In PHP, 

almost anything you write is an expression. The simplest yet most 

accurate way to define an expression is "anything that has a value". 

The most basic forms of expressions are constants and variables. When 

you type "$a = 5", you're assigning '5' into $a. '5', obviously, has the 

value 5, or in other words '5' is an expression with the value of 5 (in this 

case, '5' is an integer constant). 

After this assignment, you'd expect $a's value to be 5 as well, so if you 

wrote $b = $a, you'd expect it to behave just as if you wrote $b = 5. In 

other words, $a is an expression with the value of 5 as well. If everything 

works right, this is exactly what will happen. 

Creating a PHP Script 
 

Create a file named hello.php and put it in your web server's root directory 

(DOCUMENT_ROOT) with the following content: 

Example #1 Our first PHP script: hello.php 

<html> 

 <head> 

  <title>PHP Test</title> 

 </head> 

http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.bitwise.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.comparison.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.comparison.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.bitwise.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.references.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.bitwise.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.bitwise.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.logical.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.logical.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.comparison.php#language.operators.comparison.ternary
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.assignment.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.logical.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.logical.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.logical.php
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 <body> 

 <?php echo '<p>Hello World</p>'; ?>  

 </body> 

</html> 

Use your browser to access the file with your web server's URL, ending with 

the /hello.php file reference. When developing locally this URL will be 

something like http://localhost/hello.php or http://127.0.0.1/hello.php but 

this depends on the web server's configuration. If everything is configured 

correctly, this file will be parsed by PHP and the following output will be sent to 

your browser: 

This program is extremely simple and you really did not need to use PHP to 

create a page like this. All it does is display: Hello World using the 

PHP echo statement. Note that the file does not need to be executable or special 

in any way. The server finds out that this file needs to be interpreted by PHP 

because you used the ".php" extension, which the server is configured to pass 

on to PHP. Think of this as a normal HTML file which happens to have a set of 

special tags available to you that do a lot of interesting things. 

If you tried this example and it did not output anything, it prompted for 

download, or you see the whole file as text, chances are that the server you are 

on does not have PHP enabled, or is not configured properly. Ask your 

administrator to enable it for you using the Installation chapter of the manual. 

If you are developing locally, also read the installation chapter to make sure 

everything is configured properly. Make sure that you access the file via http 

with the server providing you the output. If you just call up the file from your 

file system, then it will not be parsed by PHP. If the problems persist anyway, 

do not hesitate to use one of the many » PHP support options. 

The point of the example is to show the special PHP tag format. In this example 

we used <?php to indicate the start of a PHP tag. Then we put the PHP 

statement and left PHP mode by adding the closing tag, ?>. You may jump in 

and out of PHP mode in an HTML file like this anywhere you want. For more 

details, read the manual section on the basic PHP syntax. 

Running a PHP Script  
 

For running a simple PHP script, you need to save the PHP file with .php 

extension and the location of the saving file is on to the local server. It 

means where we install our local server in our PC. You can place the 

server in any drive where a localhost folder is created which name is 

depends on the PHP version or PHP Package which we install. 

http://php.net/manual/en/function.echo.php
http://php.net/manual/en/install.php
http://www.php.net/support.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.basic-syntax.php
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Unit – 2 

Basic HTML 

HTML or HyperText Markup Language is the standard markup language used 

to create Web pages. 

HTML is written in the form of HTML elements consisting of tags enclosed 

in angle brackets (like <html>). HTML tags most commonly come in pairs 

like <h1> and </h1>, although some tags represent empty elements and so are 

unpaired, for example<img>. The first tag in a pair is the start tag, and the 

second tag is the end tag (they are also called opening tags and closing tags). 

A Web browser can read HTML files and compose them into visible or audible 

Web pages. The browser does not display the HTML tags and scripts, but uses 

them to interpret the content of the page. HTML describes the structure of 

a Website semantically along with cues for presentation, making it a markup 

language, rather than a programming language. 

HTML elements form the building blocks of all Websites. HTML allows images 

and objects to be embedded and can be used to create interactive forms. It 

provides a means to create structured documents by denoting 

structural semantics for text such as headings, paragraphs, lists, links, quotes 

and other items. It can embed scripts written in languages such 

as JavaScript which affect the behavior of HTML Web pages. 

When you save an HTML file, you can use either the .htm or the .html file 

extension. There is no difference, it is entirely up to you. 

Basic Example of HTML  

<HTML> 
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<HEAD><TITILE> Example </TITILE></HEAD> 

<BODY> 

<H1>This is Heading in HTML </H1> 

<H2>This is Heading in HTML </H2> 

<H3>This is Heading in HTML </H3> 

<H4>This is Heading in HTML </H4> 

<H5>This is Heading in HTML </H5> 

<H6>This is Heading in HTML </H6> 

</BODY> 

</HTML> 

 

Embedding PHP in HTML  

There are two ways to use HTML on your PHP page. The first way is to put the 

HTML outside of your PHP tags. You can even put it in the middle if you close 

and reopen the <?php and ?> 

Here is the example of putting the HTML outside of the tags:- 

<HTML> 

<HEAD><TITILE> EMBEDDING PHP </TITILE></HEAD> 

<BODY> 

<H1>AN EXAMPLE OF PHP </H1> 

<?php 

echo “Small Part of php inside HTML”; 

?> 

</BODY> 

</HTML> 

As you can see you can use PHP scripts in the middle of body tag similarly you 

can embed a php script anywhere in HTML page. But one point you have to 

notice that if you are going to embed php scripts in HTML you need to save this 

document in php extension like “mypage.php”. 

 Another way to use PHP Scripts with the help of HTML is :- 
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<?php 

Echo “<html>”; 

Echo “<body>”; 

Echo “<h1>This is H1 tag </h1>”; 

Echo “</body>”; 

Echo “</html>”; 

?> 

Embedded conditionals 

What if we wanted to display HTML only under specific conditions? For 

example, we only want PHP to display a navigation menu if the user is validated 

-- how could we do this? Using what we already know, we could simply put all 

the code for the HTML menu within echo statements (paying careful attention to 

add a backslash any time we need to output a quote for our HTML to the web 

browser) but this method can quickly become cumbersome and difficult to 

follow. Instead, to deal with situations like this, we will introduce a new flavor of 

our code-block syntax: 

<?php if(conditions) { ?> 

... HTML CODE ... 

<?php } ?> 

Other valid embedded syntax 

Beyond simple if statements, most control structures provide an alternative 

syntax that allows us to embed PHP code within standard HTML quickly and 

easily. For example, below are definitions for our repetition 

statements while and for (starting with while): 

<?php while(conditions) : ?> 

... HTML CODE ... 

<?php endwhile; ?> 

Passing Information between Pages 
 
There are different ways by which values of variables can be passed between 

pages. One of the ways is to use the URL to pass the values or data. Here the 
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biggest advantage is we can pass data to a different site even running at 

different servers. Any scripting language like ASP, JSP, PHP or Perl running at 

receiving end can process and collect the value from the query string or from 

the URL. Here one main concern is the data gets exposed in address bar of the 

browser and can be easily accessible by using browser history. So this is not a 

good idea to pass sensitive data like password through the URL to different 

pages or different sites. 

Here is an example of passing data through URL within a site. 

<a href='page2.php?id=2489&user=tom'>link to page2</a> 

When the above link is clicked, page2.php gets the variables id and user with 

data 2489 and tomrespectively. Here is the code to collect data in PHP 

echo $_GET['id']; // output 2489 

echo $_GET['tom']; // output tom 

The address of page2.php can be replaced with any site name and the same 

data can be passed to another site running in any server. Like this 

Passing data outside 

<a href=http://www.sitename.com/index.php?id=2489&user=tom>Link to another site</a> 

You can see in the above case the values can be posted to another site. Note 

that after the page name we are using question mark ( ? ) to start the variable 

data pair and we are separating each variable data pair with one ampersand 

( & ) mark. 

PHP $_GET 
 

PHP $_GET can also be used to collect form data after submitting an HTML 

form with method="get". 

$_GET can also collect data sent in the URL. 

Assume we have an HTML page that contains a hyperlink with parameters: 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<a href="test_get.php?subject=PHP&web=W3schools.com">Test $GET</a> 
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</body> 

</html> 

When a user clicks on the link "Test $GET", the parameters "subject" and "web" 

is sent to "test_get.php", and you can then acces their values in "test_get.php" 

with $_GET. 

The example below shows the code in "test_get.php": 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<a href="test_get.php?subject=PHP&web=W3schools.com">Test $GET</a> 

</body> 

</html> 

 

PHP $_POST 
 

PHP $_POST is widely used to collect form data after submitting an HTML form 

with method="post". $_POST is also widely used to pass variables. 

The example below shows a form with an input field and a submit button. 

When a user submits the data by clicking on "Submit", the form data is sent to 

the file specified in the action attribute of the <form> tag. In this example, we 

point to the file itself for processing form data. If you wish to use another PHP 

file to process form data, replace that with the filename of your choice. Then, we 

can use the super global variable $_POST to collect the value of the input field: 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<form method="post" action="<?php echo $_SERVER['PHP_SELF'];?>"> 

  Name: <input type="text" name="fname"> 

  <input type="submit"> 

</form> 

 

<?php 

if ($_SERVER["REQUEST_METHOD"] == "POST") { 

    // collect value of input field 

    $name = $_POST['fname']; 

    if (empty($name)) { 

        echo "Name is empty"; 

    } else { 
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        echo $name; 

    } 

} 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

PHP Conditional Statements  
 

Conditional statements are used to perform different actions based on different 

conditions. 

Very often when you write code, you want to perform different actions for 

different decisions. You can use conditional statements in your code to do this. 

In PHP we have the following conditional statements: 

• if statement - executes some code only if a specified condition is true 

• if...else statement - executes some code if a condition is true and another 

code if the condition is false 

• if...elseif....else statement - specifies a new condition to test, if the first 

condition is false 

• switch statement - selects one of many blocks of code to be executed 

if Statement 

The if statement is used to execute some code only if a specified condition is 

true. 

Syntax 

if (condition) { 

    code to be executed if condition is true; 

} 

The example below will output "Have a good day!" if the current time (HOUR) is 

less than 20: 

<?php 

$t = date("H"); 

 

if ($t < "20") { 

    echo "Have a good day!"; 

} 

?> 
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if...else Statement 

Use the if....else statement to execute some code if a condition is true and 

another code if the condition is false. 

Syntax 

if (condition) { 

    code to be executed if condition is true; 

} else { 

    code to be executed if condition is false; 

} 

The example below will output "Have a good day!" if the current time is less 

than 20, and "Have a good night!" otherwise: 

<?php 

$t = date("H"); 

if ($t < "20") { 

    echo "Have a good day!"; 

} else { 

    echo "Have a good night!"; 

} 

?> 

if...elseif....else Statement 

Use the if....elseif...else statement to specify a new condition to test, if the 

first condition is false. 

Syntax 

if (condition) { 

    code to be executed if condition is true; 

} elseif (condition) { 

    code to be executed if condition is true; 

} else { 

    code to be executed if condition is false; 

} 

The example below will output "Have a good morning!" if the current time is less 

than 10, and "Have a good day!" if the current time is less than 20. Otherwise it 

will output "Have a good night!” 

<?php 

$t = date("H"); 

if ($t < "10") { 
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    echo "Have a good morning!"; 

} elseif ($t < "20") { 

    echo "Have a good day!"; 

} else { 

    echo "Have a good night!"; 

} 

?> 

The switch Statement 

The switch statement is used to perform different actions based on different 

conditions. 

Use the switch statement to select one of many blocks of code to be 

executed. 

Syntax 

switch (n) { 

    case label1: 

        code to be executed if n=label1; 

        break; 

    case label2: 

        code to be executed if n=label2; 

        break; 

    case label3: 

        code to be executed if n=label3; 

        break; 

    ... 

    default: 

        code to be executed if n is different from all labels; 

} 

This is how it works: First we have a single expression n (most often a variable), 

that is evaluated once. The value of the expression is then compared with the 

values for each case in the structure. If there is a match, the block of code 

associated with that case is executed. Use break to prevent the code from 

running into the next case automatically. The default statement is used if no 

match is found. 

<?php 

$favcolor = "red"; 

 

switch ($favcolor) { 

    case "red": 

        echo "Your favorite color is red!"; 
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        break; 

    case "blue": 

        echo "Your favorite color is blue!"; 

        break; 

    case "green": 

        echo "Your favorite color is green!"; 

        break; 

    default: 

        echo "Your favorite color is neither red, blue, or green!"; 

} 

?> 

PHP Looping Statements 
 

Computers often have to do the same task repetitively until some condition is 

satisfied. PHP allows you to write programs that do this by using a loop. The 

idea of loop can be illustrated with a simple example, 

<html> 

<?  

for($i = 0; $i < 100; $i++) {  

echo "this message has echoed $i times <br>";  

}  

?> 

</html> 

Repeating a message so many times might seem like a useless feature of PHP at 

first, but the above example was only used to illustrate what a loop is. In future 

examples of these Notes, PHP loops will be used to display the contents of an 

online MySQL database. We will also use PHP loops to automate the repetitive 

task of coding HTML tables. PHP loops help bring the power of automation to 

the web, and without them many of the websites that utilize dynamic content 

would not be possible. 

PHP supports following four loop types. 

• for - loops through a block of code a specified number of times. 

• while - loops through a block of code if and as long as a specified 

condition is true. 

• do...while - loops through a block of code once, and then repeats the 

loop as long as a special condition is true. 
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• foreach - loops through a block of code for each element in an array. 

for Loops 

The for loop is used when you know in advance how many times the script 

should run. 

Syntax 

for (init counter; test counter; increment counter) { 

    code to be executed; 

} 

Parameters: 

• init counter: Initialize the loop counter value 

• test counter: Evaluated for each loop iteration. If it evaluates to TRUE, 

the loop continues. If it evaluates to FALSE, the loop ends. 

• increment counter: Increases the loop counter value 

The example below displays the numbers from 0 to 10: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php  

for ($x = 0; $x <= 10; $x++) { 

   echo "The number is: $x <br>"; 

} 

?>    

</body> 

</html> 

while Loops 

PHP while loops execute a block of code while the specified condition is true. 

Syntax 

while (condition is true) { 

    code to be executed; 

} 

The example below first sets a variable $x to 1 ($x = 1). Then, the while loop will 

continue to run as long as $x is less than, or equal to 5 ($x <= 5). $x will 

increase by 1 each time the loop runs ($x++): 
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Example: 

<?php  

$x = 1;  

 

while($x <= 5) { 

    echo "The number is: $x <br>"; 

    $x++; 

}  

?> 

PHP do...while Loop 

The do...while loop will always execute the block of code once, it will then check 

the condition, and repeat the loop while the specified condition is true. 

 

 

Syntax 

do { 

    code to be executed; 

} while (condition is true); 

The example below first sets a variable $x to 1 ($x = 1). Then, the do while loop 

will write some output, and then increment the variable $x with 1. Then the 

condition is checked (is $x less than, or equal to 5?), and the loop will continue 

to run as long as $x is less than, or equal to 5: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php  

$x = 1; 

 

do { 

     echo "The number is: $x <br>"; 

     $x++; 

} while ($x <= 5); 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 
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Notice that in a do while loop the condition is tested AFTER executing the 

statements within the loop. This means that the do while loop would execute its 

statements at least once, even if the condition is false the first time. 

The example below sets the $x variable to 6, then it runs the loop, and then the 

condition is checked: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php  

$x = 6; 

 

do { 

     echo "The number is: $x <br>"; 

     $x++; 

} while ($x <= 5); 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

PHP foreach Loop 

The foreach loop works only on arrays, and is used to loop through each 

key/value pair in an array. 

Syntax 

foreach ($array as $value) { 

    code to be executed; 

} 

For every loop iteration, the value of the current array element is assigned to 

$value and the array pointer is moved by one, until it reaches the last array 

element. 

The following example demonstrates a loop that will output the values of the 

given array ($colors): 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php  

$colors = array("red", "green", "blue", "yellow");  
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foreach ($colors as $value) { 

   echo "$value <br>"; 

} 

?>    

</body> 

</html> 

Break  
 

break ends execution of the current for, foreach, while, do-

while or switch structure 

Example :- 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$i = 1; 

For($i=1;$i<=10;$i++) 

{ 

If($i==5) 

{ 

Break; 

} 

Echo “$i”; 

} 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

Continue  
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continue is used within looping structures to skip the rest of the current loop 

iteration and continue execution at the condition evaluation and then the 

beginning of the next iteration. 

Example :- 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$i = 1; 

For($i=1;$i<=10;$i++) 

{ 

If($i==5) 

{ 

Break; 

} 

Echo “$i”; 

} 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

PHP Exit  
 

The exit() function prints a message and exits the current script. 

<?php 
$site = "http://www.w3schools.com/"; 

fopen($site,"r") 

or exit("Unable to connect to $site"); 

?> 
 

PHP Functions  
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The real power of PHP comes from its functions; it has more than 1000 built-in 

functions. 

PHP User Defined Functions 

Besides the built-in PHP functions, we can create our own functions. 

A function is a block of statements that can be used repeatedly in a program. 

A function will not execute immediately when a page loads. 

A function will be executed by a call to the function. 

Create a User Defined Function in PHP 

A user defined function declaration starts with the word "function": 

Syntax 

function functionName() { 

    code to be executed; 

} 

Note: A function name can start with a letter or underscore (not a number). 

Tip: Give the function a name that reflects what the function does! 

In the example below, we create a function named "writeMsg()". The opening 

curly brace ( { ) indicates the beginning of the function code and the closing 

curly brace ( } ) indicates the end of the function. The function outputs "Hello 

world!". To call the function, just write its name 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

function writeMsg() { 

     echo "Hello world!"; 

} 

writeMsg(); 

?> 

</body> 

</html>: 

PHP Function Arguments 
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Information can be passed to functions through arguments. An argument is 

just like a variable. 

Arguments are specified after the function name, inside the parentheses. You 

can add as many arguments as you want, just seperate them with a comma. 

The following example has a function with one argument ($fname). When the 

familyName() function is called, we also pass along a name (e.g. Jani), and the 

name is used inside the function, which outputs several different first names, 

but an equal last name: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

function familyName($fname) { 

     echo "$fname Refsnes.<br>"; 

} 

 

familyName("Jani"); 

familyName("Hege"); 

familyName("Stale"); 

familyName("Kai Jim"); 

familyName("Borge"); 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

The following example has a function with two arguments ($fname and $year): 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

function familyName($fname, $year) { 

     echo "$fname Refsnes. Born in $year <br>"; 

} 

familyName("Hege","1975"); 

familyName("Stale","1978"); 

familyName("Kai Jim","1983"); 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 
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PHP Default Argument Value 

The following example shows how to use a default parameter. If we call the 

function setHeight() without arguments it takes the default value as argument: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

function setHeight($minheight = 50) { 

     echo "The height is : $minheight <br>"; 

} 

setHeight(350); 

setHeight(); 

setHeight(135); 

setHeight(80); 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

PHP Functions - Returning values 

To let a function return a value, use the return statement:  

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

function sum($x, $y) { 

     $z = $x + $y; 

     return $z; 

} 

echo "5 + 10 = " . sum(5,10) . "<br>"; 

echo "7 + 13 = " . sum(7,13) . "<br>"; 

echo "2 + 4 = " . sum(2,4); 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

Regular Expression Functions, 

Regular expressions are nothing more than a sequence or pattern of 

characters itself. They provide the foundation for pattern-matching 

functionality. 
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Using regular expression you can search a particular string inside a another 

string, you can replace one string by another string and you can split a string 

into many chunks. 

PHP offers functions specific to two sets of regular expression functions, each 

corresponding to a certain type of regular expression. You can use any of them 

based on your comfort. 

• POSIX Regular Expressions 

• PERL Style Regular Expressions 

POSIX Regular Expressions 
The structure of a POSIX regular expression is not dissimilar to that of a 

typical arithmetic expression: various elements (operators) are combined to 

form more complex expressions. 

The simplest regular expression is one that matches a single character, such 

as g, inside strings such as g, haggle, or bag. 

Lets give explanation for few concepts being used in POSIX regular expression. 

After that we will introduce you with regular expression related functions. 

Brackets 

Brackets ([]) have a special meaning when used in the context of regular 

expressions. They are used to find a range of characters. 

Sr.No Expression & Description 

1 
[0-9] 

It matches any decimal digit from 0 through 9. 

2 
[a-z] 

It matches any character from lower-case a through lowercase z. 

3 
[A-Z] 
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It matches any character from uppercase A through uppercase Z. 

4 
[a-Z] 

It matches any character from lowercase a through uppercase Z. 

The ranges shown above are general; you could also use the range [0-3] to 

match any decimal digit ranging from 0 through 3, or the range [b-v] to match 

any lowercase character ranging from b through v. 

Quantifiers 

The frequency or position of bracketed character sequences and single 

characters can be denoted by a special character. Each special character 

having a specific connotation. The +, *, ?, {int. range}, and $ flags all follow a 

character sequence. 

Sr.No Expression & Description 

1 
p+ 

It matches any string containing at least one p. 

2 
p* 

It matches any string containing zero or more p's. 

3 
p? 

It matches any string containing zero or more p's. This is just an 

alternative way to use p*. 

4 
p{N} 

It matches any string containing a sequence of N p's 

5 
p{2,3} 
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It matches any string containing a sequence of two or three p's. 

6 
p{2, } 

It matches any string containing a sequence of at least two p's. 

7 
p$ 

It matches any string with p at the end of it. 

8 
^p 

It matches any string with p at the beginning of it. 

Examples 

Following examples will clear your concepts about matching characters. 

Sr.No Expression & Description 

1 
[^a-zA-Z] 

It matches any string not containing any of the characters ranging from a 

through z and A through Z. 

2 
p.p 

It matches any string containing p, followed by any character, in turn 

followed by another p. 

3 
^.{2}$ 

It matches any string containing exactly two characters. 

4 
<b>(.*)</b> 

It matches any string enclosed within <b> and </b>. 
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5 
p(hp)* 

It matches any string containing a p followed by zero or more instances 

of the sequence php. 

Predefined Character Ranges 

For your programming convenience several predefined character ranges, also 

known as character classes, are available. Character classes specify an entire 

range of characters, for example, the alphabet or an integer set − 

Sr.No Expression & Description 

1 
[[:alpha:]] 

It matches any string containing alphabetic characters aA through zZ. 

2 
[[:digit:]] 

It matches any string containing numerical digits 0 through 9. 

3 
[[:alnum:]] 

It matches any string containing alphanumeric characters aA through zZ 

and 0 through 9. 

4 
[[:space:]] 

It matches any string containing a space. 

PHP's Regexp POSIX Functions 
PHP currently offers seven functions for searching strings using POSIX-style 

regular expressions − 

Sr.No Function & Description 
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1 ereg() 

The ereg() function searches a string specified by string for a string 

specified by pattern, returning true if the pattern is found, and false 

otherwise. 

2 ereg_replace() 

The ereg_replace() function searches for string specified by pattern and 

replaces pattern with replacement if found. 

3 eregi() 

The eregi() function searches throughout a string specified by pattern for 

a string specified by string. The search is not case sensitive. 

4 eregi_replace() 

The eregi_replace() function operates exactly like ereg_replace(), except 

that the search for pattern in string is not case sensitive. 

5 split() 

The split() function will divide a string into various elements, the 

boundaries of each element based on the occurrence of pattern in string. 

6 spliti() 

The spliti() function operates exactly in the same manner as its sibling 

split(), except that it is not case sensitive. 

7 sql_regcase() 

The sql_regcase() function can be thought of as a utility function, 

converting each character in the input parameter string into a bracketed 

expression containing two characters. 

 

https://www.tutorialspoint.com/php/php_ereg.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/php/php_ereg_replace.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/php/php_eregi.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/php/php_eregi_replace.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/php/php_split.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/php/php_spliti.htm
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/php/php_sql_regcase.htm
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PHP - Function ereg() 
Syntax 

int ereg(string pattern, string originalstring, [array regs]); 

Definition and Usage 

The ereg() function searches a string specified by string for a string specified by 

pattern, returning true if the pattern is found, and false otherwise. The search is case 

sensitive in regard to alphabetical characters. 

The optional input parameter regs contains an array of all matched expressions that 

were grouped by parentheses in the regular expression. 

Example 

Following is the piece of code, copy and paste this code into a file and verify the result. 

<?php 

   $email_id = "admin@tutorialspoint.com"; 

   $retval = ereg("(\.)(com$)", $email_id); 

    

   if( $retval == true ) 

   { 

      echo "Found a .com<br>"; 

   } 

   else 

   { 

      echo "Could not found a .com<br>"; 

   } 

  

   $retval = ereg(("(\.)(com$)"), $email_id, $regs); 

    

   if( $retval == true ) 

   { 

      echo "Found a .com and reg = ". $regs[0]; 

   } 

   else 

   { 

      echo "Could not found a .com"; 

   } 
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?> 

 

PHP - Function ereg_replace() 

Syntax 
string ereg_replace (string pattern, string replacement, string originalstring); 

Definition and Usage 
The ereg_replace() function searches for string specified by pattern and 

replaces pattern with replacement if found. The ereg_replace() function 

operates under the same premises as ereg(), except that the functionality is 

extended to finding and replacing pattern instead of simply locating it. 

Like ereg(), ereg_replace() is case sensitive. 

Example 
Following is the piece of code, copy and paste this code into a file and verify 

the result. 

<?php 

   $copy_date = "Copyright 1999"; 

   $copy_date = ereg_replace("([0-9]+)", "2000", $copy_date); 

    

   print $copy_date; 

?> 

This will produce the following result − 

Copyright 2000 

PHP - Function eregi() 

Syntax 
int eregi(string pattern, string string, [array regs]); 

Definition and Usage 
The eregi() function searches throughout a string specified by pattern for a 

string specified by string. The search is not case sensitive. Eregi() can be 

particularly useful when checking the validity of strings, such as passwords. 
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The optional input parameter regs contains an array of all matched 

expressions that were grouped by parentheses in the regular expression. 

Example 
Following is the piece of code, copy and paste this code into a file and verify 

the result. 

<?php 

   $password = "abc"; 

    

   if (! eregi ("[[:alnum:]]{8,10}", $password)) 

   { 

      print "Invalid password! Passwords must be from 8 - 10 chars"; 

   } 

   else 

   { 

      print "Valid password"; 

   } 

?> 

This will produce the following result − 

Invalid password! Passwords must be from 8 - 10 chars 

PHP - Function eregi_replace() 

Syntax 
string eregi_replace (string pattern, string replacement, string originalstring); 

Definition and Usage 
The eregi_replace() function operates exactly like ereg_replace(), except 

that the search for pattern in string is not case sensitive. 

Example 
Following is the piece of code, copy and paste this code into a file and verify 

the result. 

<?php 

   $copy_date = "Copyright 2000"; 

   $copy_date = eregi_replace("([a-z]+)", "&Copy;", $copy_date); 
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   print $copy_date; 

?> 

This will produce the following result − 

&copy: 2000 

PHP - Function split() 

Syntax 
array split (string pattern, string string [, int limit]) 

Definition and Usage 
The split() function will divide a string into various elements, the boundaries 

of each element based on the occurrence of pattern in string. 

The optional input parameter limit is used to signify the number of elements 

into which the string should be divided, starting from the left end of the 

string and working rightward. 

In cases where the pattern is an alphabetical character, split() is case 

sensitive. 

Example 
Following is the piece of code, copy and paste this code into a file and verify 

the result. 

<?php 

 

   $ip = "123.456.789.000"; // some IP address 

   $iparr = split ("\.", $ip);  

    

   print "$iparr[0] <br />"; 

   print "$iparr[1] <br />" ; 

   print "$iparr[2] <br />"  ; 

   print "$iparr[3] <br />"  ; 

 

?> 

This will produce the following result – 
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123 

456 

789 

000 

PHP - Function spliti() 

Syntax 
array spliti (string pattern, string string [, int limit]) 

Definition and Usage 
The spliti() function operates exactly in the same manner as its sibling 

split(), except that it is not case sensitive. Case-sensitive characters are an 

issue only when the pattern is alphabetical. For all other characters, spliti() 

operates exactly as split() does. 

Example 
Following is the piece of code, copy and paste this code into a file and verify 

the result. 

<?php 

    

   $ip = "123.456.789.000"; // some IP address 

   $iparr = spliti ("\.", $ip, 3);  

    

   print "$iparr[0] <br />"; 

   print "$iparr[1] <br />" ; 

   print "$iparr[2] <br />"  ; 

   print "$iparr[3] <br />"  ; 

 

?> 

This will produce only three strings as we have limited number of strings to 

be produced. 

123 

456 
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789 000 

PHP - Function sql_regcase() 

Syntax 
string sql_regcase (string string) 

Definition and Usage 
The sql_regcase() function can be thought of as a utility function, 

converting each character in the input parameter string into a bracketed 

expression containing two characters. 

If the alphabetical character has both an uppercase and a lowercase format, 

the bracket will contain both forms; otherwise the original character will be 

repeated twice. 

Example 
Following is the piece of code, copy and paste this code into a file and verify 

the result. 

<?php 

   $version = "php 4.0"; 

    

   print sql_regcase($version); 

?> 

This will produce the following result − 

[Pp][Hh][Pp] 4.0 

 

Built-in Function  

Mathematical function 
 

The math functions can handle values within the range of integer and float 

types. 

abs() - Returns the absolute (positive) value of a number. 

Example 

http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_abs.asp
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Return the absolute value of different numbers: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

echo(abs(6.7) . "<br>"); 

echo(abs(-6.7) . "<br>"); 

echo(abs(-3) . "<br>"); 

echo(abs(3)); 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

The abs() function returns the absolute (positive) value of a number. 

base_convert() - Converts a number from one number base to another 

Example 

Convert a hexadecimal number to octal number: 

 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

$hex = "E196";  

echo base_convert($hex,16,8); 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Definition and Usage 

The base_convert() function converts a number from one number base to 

another. 

bindec() - Converts a binary number to a decimal number 

Example 

Convert binary to decimal: 

http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_base_convert.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_bindec.asp
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<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

echo bindec("0011") . "<br>"; 

echo bindec("01") . "<br>"; 

echo bindec("11000110011") . "<br>"; 

echo bindec("111"); 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

Definition and Usage 

The bindec() function converts a binary number to a decimal number. 

Tip: To convert decimal to binary, look at the decbin() function. 

ceil() - Rounds a number up to the nearest integer 

Example 

Round numbers up to the nearest integer: 

<?php 

echo(ceil(0.60) . "<br>"); 

echo(ceil(0.40) . "<br>"); 

echo(ceil(5) . "<br>"); 

echo(ceil(5.1) . "<br>"); 

echo(ceil(-5.1) . "<br>"); 

echo(ceil(-5.9)); 

?> 

Definition and Usage 

The ceil() function rounds a number UP to the nearest integer, if necessary. 

Tip: To round a number DOWN to the nearest integer, look at 

the floor() function. 

Tip: To round a floating-point number, look at the round() function. 

decbin() - Converts a decimal number to a binary number 

Example 

Convert decimal to binary: 

http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_decbin.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_ceil.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_floor.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_round.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_decbin.asp
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<?php 

echo decbin("3") . "<br>"; 

echo decbin("1") . "<br>"; 

echo decbin("1587") . "<br>"; 

echo decbin("7"); 

?> 

floor() - Rounds a number down to the nearest integer 

Example 

Round numbers down to the nearest integer: 

<?php 

echo(floor(0.60) . "<br>"); 

echo(floor(0.40) . "<br>"); 

echo(floor(5) . "<br>"); 

echo(floor(5.1) . "<br>"); 

echo(floor(-5.1) . "<br>"); 

echo(floor(-5.9)); 

?> 

Definition and Usage 

The floor() function rounds a number DOWN to the nearest integer, if 

necessary. 

Tip: To round a number UP to the nearest integer, look at the ceil() function. 

Tip: To round a floating-point number, look at the round() function. 

fmod() - Returns the remainder of x/y 

Example 

Return the remainder of x/y: 

<?php 

$x = 7; 

$y = 2; 

$result = fmod($x,$y); 

echo $result; 

// $result equals 1, because 2 * 3 + 1 = 7  

?> 

Definition and Usage 

The fmod() function returns the remainder (modulo) of x/y. 

http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_floor.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_ceil.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_round.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_fmod.asp
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getrandmax() - Returns the largest possible value returned by rand() 

Example 

Return largest possible random value that can be returned by rand(): 

<?php 

echo(getrandmax());  

?> 

Definition and Usage 

The getrandmax() function returns the largest possible value that can be 

returned by rand(). 

is_nan() - Checks whether a value is 'not-a-number' 

Example 

Check whether a value is 'not-a-number': 

<?php 

echo is_nan(200) . "<br>"; 

echo is_nan(acos(1.01)); 

?> 

Definition and Usage 

The is_nan() function checks whether a value is 'not a number'. 

This function returns true (1) if the specified value is 'not a number', otherwise 

it returns false/nothing. 

max() - Returns the highest value in an array, or the highest value of several 

specified values 

Example 

Find highest value with the max() function: 

<?php 

echo(max(2,4,6,8,10) . "<br>"); 

echo(max(22,14,68,18,15) . "<br>"); 

echo(max(array(4,6,8,10)) . "<br>"); 

echo(max(array(44,16,81,12))); 

?> 

Definition and Usage 

http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_getrandmax.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_rand.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_is_nan.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_max.asp
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The max() function returns the highest value in an array, or the highest value of 

several specified values. 

min() - Returns the lowest value in an array, or the lowest value of several 

specified values 

Example 

Find lowest value with the min() function: 

<?php 

echo(min(2,4,6,8,10) . "<br>"); 

echo(min(22,14,68,18,15) . "<br>"); 

echo(min(array(4,6,8,10)) . "<br>"); 

echo(min(array(44,16,81,12))); 

?> 

Definition and Usage 

The min() function returns the lowest value in an array, or the lowest value of 
several specified values. 

pi() - Returns the value of PI 

Example 

Return the value of PI: 

<?php 

echo(pi()); 

?> 

Definition and Usage 

The pi() function returns the value of PI. 

Tip: The named constant M_PI is identical to pi(). 

pow() - Returns x raised to the power of y 

Example 

Examples of pow(): 

<?php 

echo(pow(2,4) . "<br>"); 

echo(pow(-2,4) . "<br>"); 

echo(pow(-2,-4) . "<br>"); 

http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_min.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_pi.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_pow.asp
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echo(pow(-2,-3.2)); 

?> 

Definition and Usage 

The pow() function returns x raised to the power of y. 

rand() - Generates a random integer 

Example 

Generate random numbers: 

<?php 

echo(rand() . "<br>"); 

echo(rand() . "<br>"); 

echo(rand(10,100)); 

?> 

Definition and Usage 

The rand() function generates a random integer. 

Tip: If you want a random integer between 10 and 100 (inclusive), use rand 

(10,100). 

Tip: The mt_rand() function produces a better random value, and is 4 times 

faster than rand(). 

round() -  Rounds a floating-point number 

Example 

Round numbers: 

<?php 

echo(round(0.60) . "<br>"); 

echo(round(0.50) . "<br>"); 

echo(round(0.49) . "<br>"); 

echo(round(-4.40) . "<br>"); 

echo(round(-4.60)); 

?> 

Definition and Usage 

The round() function rounds a floating-point number. 

Tip: To round a number UP to the nearest integer, look at the ceil() function. 

http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_rand.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_mt_rand.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_round.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_ceil.asp
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Tip: To round a number DOWN to the nearest integer, look at 

the floor() function. 

sqrt() - Returns the square root of a number 

Example 

Return the square root of different numbers: 

<?php 

echo(sqrt(0) . "<br>"); 

echo(sqrt(1) . "<br>"); 

echo(sqrt(9) . "<br>"); 

echo(sqrt(0.64) . "<br>"); 

echo(sqrt(-9)); 

?> 

Definition and Usage 

The sqrt() function returns the square root of a number. 

Date and Time Functions  
 

The date/time functions allow you to get the date and time from the server 

where your PHP script runs. You can then use the date/time functions to 

format the date and time in several ways. 

The following characters are recognized in the format parameter string 

Format 

character 
Description Example returned values 

Day --- --- 

d Day of the month, 2 digits with leading zeros 01 to 31 

D A textual representation of a day, three letters Mon through Sun 

j Day of the month without leading zeros 1 to 31 

l(lowercase 'L') A full textual representation of the day of the 

week 

Sunday through Saturday 

N ISO-8601 numeric representation of the day of 

the week (added in PHP 5.1.0) 

1 (for Monday) through 7 (for Sunday) 

S English ordinal suffix for the day of the month, 2 st, nd, rd or th. Works well with j 

http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_floor.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_math_sqrt.asp
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The following characters are recognized in the format parameter string 

Format 

character 
Description Example returned values 

characters 

w Numeric representation of the day of the week 0 (for Sunday) through 6 (for Saturday) 

z The day of the year (starting from 0) 0 through 365 

Week --- --- 

W ISO-8601 week number of year, weeks starting 

on Monday 

Example: 42 (the 42nd week in the year) 

Month --- --- 

F A full textual representation of a month, such as 

January or March 

January through December 

m Numeric representation of a month, with 

leading zeros 

01 through 12 

M A short textual representation of a month, three 

letters 

Jan through Dec 

n Numeric representation of a month, without 

leading zeros 

1 through 12 

t Number of days in the given month 28 through 31 

Year --- --- 

L Whether it's a leap year 1 if it is a leap year, 0otherwise. 

o ISO-8601 week-numbering year. This has the 

same value as Y, except that if the ISO week 

number (W) belongs to the previous or next 

year, that year is used instead. (added in PHP 

5.1.0) 

Examples: 1999or 2003 

Y A full numeric representation of a year, 4 digits Examples: 1999or 2003 

y A two digit representation of a year Examples: 99 or 03 

Time --- --- 
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The following characters are recognized in the format parameter string 

Format 

character 
Description Example returned values 

a Lowercase Ante meridiem and Post meridiem am or pm 

A Uppercase Ante meridiem and Post meridiem AM or PM 

B Swatch Internet time 000 through 999 

g 12-hour format of an hour without leading zeros 1 through 12 

G 24-hour format of an hour without leading zeros 0 through 23 

h 12-hour format of an hour with leading zeros 01 through 12 

H 24-hour format of an hour with leading zeros 00 through 23 

i Minutes with leading zeros 00 to 59 

S Seconds, with leading zeros 00 through 59 

u Microseconds (added in PHP 5.2.2). Note 

that date() will always generate000000 since it 

takes an integer parameter, 

whereas DateTime::format()does support 

microseconds if DateTime was created with 

microseconds. 

Example: 654321 

v Milliseconds (added in PHP 7.0.0). Same note 

applies as for u. 

Example: 654 

Timezone --- --- 

e Timezone identifier (added in PHP 5.1.0) Examples: UTC, GMT, Atlantic/Azores 

I (capital i) Whether or not the date is in daylight saving 

time 

1 if Daylight Saving Time, 0otherwise. 

O Difference to Greenwich time (GMT) in hours Example: +0200 

P Difference to Greenwich time (GMT) with colon 

between hours and minutes (added in PHP 

5.1.3) 

Example: +02:00 

T Timezone abbreviation Examples: EST, MDT ... 

http://php.net/manual/en/language.types.integer.php
http://php.net/manual/en/datetime.format.php
http://php.net/manual/en/class.datetime.php
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The following characters are recognized in the format parameter string 

Format 

character 
Description Example returned values 

Z Timezone offset in seconds. The offset for 

timezones west of UTC is always negative, and 

for those east of UTC is always positive. 

-43200 through 50400 

Full Date/Time --- --- 

c ISO 8601 date (added in PHP 5) 2004-02-12T15:19:21+00:00 

r » RFC 2822 formatted date Example: Thu, 21 Dec 2000 16:01:07 

+0200 

U Seconds since the Unix Epoch (January 1 1970 

00:00:00 GMT) 

See also time() 

 

Note: These functions depend on the locale settings of your server. Remember 

to take daylight saving time and leap years into consideration when working 

with these functions. 

checkdate() - Validates a Gregorian date 

Example 

Check if several dates are valid Gregorian dates: 

Definition and Usage 

The checkdate() function is used to validate a Gregorian date. 

Syntax 

checkdate(month,day,year); 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

var_dump(checkdate(12,31,-400)); 

echo "<br>"; 

var_dump(checkdate(2,29,2003)); 

echo "<br>"; 

var_dump(checkdate(2,29,2004)); 

http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2822
http://php.net/manual/en/function.time.php
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_date_checkdate.asp
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?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

date_create() - Returns a new DateTime object 

Example 

Return a new DateTime object, and then format the date: 

Definition and Usage 

The date_create() function returns a new DateTime object. 

Syntax 

date_create(time,timezone); 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

$date=date_create("2013-03-15"); 

echo date_format($date,"Y/m/d"); 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

date_add() - Adds days, months, years, hours, minutes, and seconds to a date 

Example 

Add 40 days to the 15th of March, 2013: 

Definition and Usage 

The date_add() function adds some days, months, years, hours, minutes, and 

seconds to a date. 

Syntax 

date_add(object,interval); 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_date_date_create.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_date_date_add.asp
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<body> 

 

<?php 

$date=date_create("2013-03-15"); 

date_add($date,date_interval_create_from_date_string("40 days")); 

echo date_format($date,"Y-m-d"); 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

date_diff() - Returns the difference between two dates 

Example 

Calculate the difference between two dates: 

Definition and Usage 

The date_diff() function returns the difference between two DateTime objects. 

Syntax 

date_diff(datetime1,datetime2,absolute); 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

$date1=date_create("2013-03-15"); 

$date2=date_create("2013-12-12"); 

$diff=date_diff($date1,$date2); 

echo $diff->format("%R%a days"); 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

date_sub() - Subtracts days, months, years, hours, minutes, and seconds from 

a date 

Example 

Subtract 40 days from the 15th of March, 2013: 

Definition and Usage 

http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_date_date_diff.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_date_date_sub.asp
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The date_sub() function subtracts some days, months, years, hours, minutes, 

and seconds from a date. 

Syntax 

date_sub(object,interval); 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

$date=date_create("2013-03-15"); 

date_sub($date,date_interval_create_from_date_string("40 days")); 

echo date_format($date,"Y-m-d"); 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

date() - Formats a local date and time 

Example 

Format a local date and time and return the formatted date strings: 

Definition and Usage 

The date() function formats a local date and time, and returns the formatted 

date string. 

Syntax 

date(format,timestamp); 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

// Prints the day 

echo date("l") . "<br>"; 

 

// Prints the day, date, month, year, time, AM or PM 

echo date("l jS \of F Y h:i:s A") . "<br>"; 

 

// Prints October 3, 1975 was on a Friday 

http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_date_date.asp
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echo "Oct 3,1975 was on a ".date("l", mktime(0,0,0,10,3,1975)) . "<br>"; 

 

// Use a constant in the format parameter 

echo date(DATE_RFC822) . "<br>"; 

 

// prints something like: 1975-10-03T00:00:00+00:00 

echo date(DATE_ATOM,mktime(0,0,0,10,3,1975)); 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

getdate() - Returns date/time information of a timestamp or the current local 

date/time 

Example 

Return date/time information of the current local date/time: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

// Print the array from getdate() 

print_r(getdate()); 

echo "<br><br>"; 

 

// Return date/time info of a timestamp; then format the output 

$mydate=getdate(date("U")); 

echo "$mydate[weekday], $mydate[month] $mydate[mday], $mydate[year]"; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Definition and Usage 

The getdate() function returns date/time information of a timestamp or the 

current local date/time. 

Syntax 

getdate(timestamp); 

PHP Arrays: 

http://www.w3schools.com/php/func_date_getdate.asp
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An array is a special variable, which can hold more than one value at a time. 

If you have a list of items (a list of car names, for example), storing the cars in 

single variables could look like this: 

$cars1 = "Volvo"; 

$cars2 = "BMW"; 

$cars3 = "Toyota"; 

However, what if you want to loop through the cars and find a specific one? And 

what if you had not 3 cars, but 300? 

The solution is to create an array! 

An array can hold many values under a single name, and you can access the 

values by referring to an index number. 

Create an Array in PHP 

In PHP, the array() function is used to create an array: 

array(); 

In PHP, there are three types of arrays: 

• Indexed arrays - Arrays with a numeric index 

• Associative arrays - Arrays with named keys 

• Multidimensional arrays - Arrays containing one or more arrays 

PHP Indexed Arrays 

There are two ways to create indexed arrays: 

The index can be assigned automatically (index always starts at 0), like this: 

$cars = array("Volvo", "BMW", "Toyota"); 

or the index can be assigned manually: 

$cars[0] = "Volvo"; 

$cars[1] = "BMW"; 

$cars[2] = "Toyota"; 

The following example creates an indexed array named $cars, assigns three 

elements to it, and then prints a text containing the array values: 
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<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

$cars = array("Volvo", "BMW", "Toyota");  

echo "I like " . $cars[0] . ", " . $cars[1] . " and " . $cars[2] . "."; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Get The Length of an Array - The count() Function 

The count() function is used to return the length (the number of elements) of an 

array: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$cars = array("Volvo", "BMW", "Toyota"); 

echo count($cars); 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

 

Loop Through an Indexed Array 

To loop through and print all the values of an indexed array, you could use a 

for loop, like this: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$cars = array("Volvo", "BMW", "Toyota"); 

$arrlength = count($cars); 

for($x = 0; $x <  $arrlength; $x++) { 

     echo $cars[$x]; 

     echo "<br>"; 

} 

?> 
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</body> 

</html> 

PHP Associative Arrays 

Associative arrays are arrays that use named keys that you assign to them. 

There are two ways to create an associative array:  

$age = array("Peter"=>"35", "Ben"=>"37", "Joe"=>"43"); 

or: 

$age['Peter'] = "35"; 

$age['Ben'] = "37"; 

$age['Joe'] = "43"; 

The named keys can then be used in a script: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$age = array("Peter"=>"35", "Ben"=>"37", "Joe"=>"43"); 

echo "Peter is " . $age['Peter'] . " years old."; 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

 

Loop Through an Associative Array 

To loop through and print all the values of an associative array, you could use a 

foreach loop, like this: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$age = array("Peter"=>"35", "Ben"=>"37", "Joe"=>"43"); 

foreach($age as $x => $x_value) { 

     echo "Key=" . $x . ", Value=" . $x_value; 

     echo "<br>"; 

} 

?> 
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</body> 

</html> 

Multidimensional Arrays 

A multidimensional array is an array containing one or more arrays. 

PHP understands multidimensional arrays that are two, three, four, five, or 

more levels deep. However, arrays more than three levels deep are hard to 

manage for most people. 

The dimension of an array indicates the number of indices you need to select an 

element. 

• For a two-dimensional array you need two indices to select an element 

• For a three-dimensional array you need three indices to select an 

element 

 

Two-dimensional Arrays 

A two-dimensional array is an array of arrays (a three-dimensional array is an 

array of arrays of arrays). 

First, take a look at the following table: 

Name Stock Sold 

Volvo 22 18 

BMW 15 13 

Saab 5 2 

Land 

Rover 

17 15 

We can store the data from the table above in a two-dimensional array, like 

this: 

$cars = array 

  ( 

  array("Volvo",22,18), 

  array("BMW",15,13), 

  array("Saab",5,2), 

  array("Land Rover",17,15) 

  ); 
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Now the two-dimensional $cars array contains four arrays, and it has two 

indices: row and column. 

To get access to the elements of the $cars array we must point to the two 

indices (row and column): 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$cars = array 

   ( 

   array("Volvo",22,18), 

   array("BMW",15,13), 

   array("Saab",5,2), 

   array("Land Rover",17,15) 

   ); 

echo $cars[0][0].": In stock: ".$cars[0][1].", sold: ".$cars[0][2].".<br>"; 

echo $cars[1][0].": In stock: ".$cars[1][1].", sold: ".$cars[1][2].".<br>"; 

echo $cars[2][0].": In stock: ".$cars[2][1].", sold: ".$cars[2][2].".<br>"; 

echo $cars[3][0].": In stock: ".$cars[3][1].", sold: ".$cars[3][2].".<br>"; 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

We can also put a For loop inside another For loop to get the elements of the 

$cars array (we still have to point to the two indices): 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$cars = array 

   ( 

   array("Volvo",22,18), 

   array("BMW",15,13), 

   array("Saab",5,2), 

   array("Land Rover",17,15) 

   ); 

for ($row = 0; $row <  4; $row++) { 

   echo "<p><b>Row number $row</b></p>"; 

   echo "<ul>"; 

   for ($col = 0; $col <  3; $col++) { 

     echo "<li>".$cars[$row][$col]."</li>"; 

   } 
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   echo "</ul>"; 

} 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

Sorting Arrays 

The elements in an array can be sorted in alphabetical or numerical order, 

descending or ascending. 

Sort Functions For Arrays 

In this chapter, we will go through the following PHP array sort functions: 

• sort() - sort arrays in ascending order 

• rsort() - sort arrays in descending order 

• asort() - sort associative arrays in ascending order, according to the value 

• ksort() - sort associative arrays in ascending order, according to the key 

• arsort() - sort associative arrays in descending order, according to the 

value 

• krsort() - sort associative arrays in descending order, according to the 

key 

Sort Array in Ascending Order - sort() 

The following example sorts the elements of the $cars array in ascending 

alphabetical order 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$cars = array("Volvo", "BMW", "Toyota"); 

sort($cars); 

 

$clength = count($cars); 

for($x = 0; $x <  $clength; $x++) { 

     echo $cars[$x]; 

     echo "<br>"; 

} 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 
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The following example sorts the elements of the $numbers array in ascending 

numerical order: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$numbers = array(4, 6, 2, 22, 11); 

sort($numbers); 

$arrlength = count($numbers); 

for($x = 0; $x <  $arrlength; $x++) { 

     echo $numbers[$x]; 

     echo "<br>"; 

} 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

Sort Array in Descending Order - rsort() 

The following example sorts the elements of the $cars array in descending 

alphabetical order: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$cars = array("Volvo", "BMW", "Toyota"); 

rsort($cars); 

$clength = count($cars); 

for($x = 0; $x <  $clength; $x++) { 

     echo $cars[$x]; 

     echo "<br>"; 

} 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

The following example sorts the elements of the $numbers array in descending 

numerical order: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 
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$numbers = array(4, 6, 2, 22, 11); 

rsort($numbers); 

$arrlength = count($numbers); 

for($x = 0; $x <  $arrlength; $x++) { 

     echo $numbers[$x]; 

     echo "<br>"; 

} 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

Sort Array in Ascending Order, According to Value - asort() 

The following example sorts an associative array in ascending order, according 

to the value: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$age = array("Peter"=>"35", "Ben"=>"37", "Joe"=>"43"); 

asort($age); 

foreach($age as $x => $x_value) { 

     echo "Key=" . $x . ", Value=" . $x_value; 

     echo "<br>"; 

} 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Sort Array in Ascending Order, According to Key - ksort() 

The following example sorts an associative array in ascending order, according 

to the key: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$age = array("Peter"=>"35", "Ben"=>"37", "Joe"=>"43"); 

ksort($age); 

foreach($age as $x => $x_value) { 

     echo "Key=" . $x . ", Value=" . $x_value; 

     echo "<br>"; 
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} 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

Sort Array in Descending Order, According to Value - arsort() 

The following example sorts an associative array in descending order, according 

to the value: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$age = array("Peter"=>"35", "Ben"=>"37", "Joe"=>"43"); 

arsort($age); 

foreach($age as $x => $x_value) { 

     echo "Key=" . $x . ", Value=" . $x_value; 

     echo "<br>"; 

} 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

Sort Array in Descending Order, According to Key - krsort() 

The following example sorts an associative array in descending order, according 

to the key: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

$age = array("Peter"=>"35", "Ben"=>"37", "Joe"=>"43"); 

krsort($age); 

 

foreach($age as $x => $x_value) { 

     echo "Key=" . $x . ", Value=" . $x_value; 

     echo "<br>"; 

} 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 
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Unit – 3 

File Handling 

Powerful as it is, MySQL is not the only (or necessarily the best) way to store all 

data on 

a web server. Sometimes it can be quicker and more convenient to directly 

access files 

on the hard disk. Cases in which you might need to do this are modifying 

images such 

as uploaded user avatars, or log files that you wish to process. 

 

First, though, a note about file naming: if you are writing code that may be used 

on 

various PHP installations, there is no way of knowing whether these systems 

are casesensitive.For example, Windows and Mac OS X filenames are not case-

sensitive, but 

Linux and Unix ones are. Therefore, you should always assume that the system 

is casesensitiveand stick to a convention such as all lowercase filenames. 

 
Checking Whether a File Exists 

To determine whether a file already exists, you can use the file_exists function, 

which 

returns either TRUE or FALSE, and is used like this: 

 

if (file_exists("testfile.txt")) echo "File exists"; 

 

File Permissions 

 
While working with files. We need some permission to handle it. Different kinds 

of file permissions are required.The file may be opened in one of the following 

modes: 

Modes Description 

r Open a file for read only. File pointer starts at the beginning of the file 

w Open a file for write only. Erases the contents of the file or creates a new file if 

it doesn't exist. File pointer starts at the beginning of the file 

a Open a file for write only. The existing data in file is preserved. File pointer 

starts at the end of the file. Creates a new file if the file doesn't exist 
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x Creates a new file for write only. Returns FALSE and an error if file already 

exists 

r+ Open a file for read/write. File pointer starts at the beginning of the file 

w+ Open a file for read/write. Erases the contents of the file or creates a new file if 

it doesn't exist. File pointer starts at the beginning of the file 

a+ Open a file for read/write. The existing data in file is preserved. File pointer 

starts at the end of the file. Creates a new file if the file doesn't exist 

x+ Creates a new file for read/write. Returns FALSE and an error if file already 

exists 

 

Working with Files 

Opening a File 

fopen() 

A better method to open files is with the fopen() function. This function gives 

you more options than the readfile() function. 

The first parameter of fopen() contains the name of the file to be opened and the 

second parameter specifies in which mode the file should be opened. The 

following example also generates a message if the fopen() function is unable to 

open the specified file: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$myfile = fopen("webdictionary.txt", "r") or die("Unable to open file!"); 

echo fread($myfile,filesize("webdictionary.txt")); 

fclose($myfile); 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

PHP Close File - fclose() 

The fclose() function is used to close an open file. 

Note - It's a good programming practice to close all files after you have finished 

with them. You don't want an open file running around on your server taking 

up resources! 
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The fclose() requires the name of the file (or a variable that holds the filename) 

we want to close: 

<?php 

$myfile = fopen("webdictionary.txt", "r"); 

// some code to be executed.... 

fclose($myfile); 

?> 

PHP Read File - fread() 

The fread() function reads from an open file. 

The first parameter of fread() contains the name of the file to read from and the 

second parameter specifies the maximum number of bytes to read. 

The following PHP code reads the "webdictionary.txt" file to the end: 

fread($myfile,filesize("webdictionary.txt")); 

PHP Read Single Line - fgets() 

The fgets() function is used to read a single line from a file. 

The example below outputs the first line of the "webdictionary.txt" file: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$myfile = fopen("webdictionary.txt", "r") or die("Unable to open file!"); 

echo fgets($myfile); 

fclose($myfile); 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

PHP Check End-Of-File - feof() 

The feof() function checks if the "end-of-file" (EOF) has been reached. 

The feof() function is useful for looping through data of unknown length. 

The example below reads the "webdictionary.txt" file line by line, until end-of-

file is reached: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 
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<body> 

<?php 

$myfile = fopen("webdictionary.txt", "r") or die("Unable to open file!"); 

// Output one line until end-of-file 

while(!feof($myfile)) { 

   echo fgets($myfile) . "<br>"; 

} 

fclose($myfile); 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

PHP Read Single Character - fgetc() 

The fgetc() function is used to read a single character from a file. 

The example below reads the "webdictionary.txt" file character by character, 

until end-of-file is reached: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$myfile = fopen("webdictionary.txt", "r") or die("Unable to open file!"); 

// Output one character until end-of-file 

while(!feof($myfile)) { 

   echo fgetc($myfile); 

} 

fclose($myfile); 

?> 

</body> 

</html> 

Note: After a call to the fgetc() function, the file pointer moves to the next 

character. 

PHP Create File - fopen() 

The fopen() function is also used to create a file. Maybe a little confusing, but in 

PHP, a file is created using the same function used to open files. 

If you use fopen() on a file that does not exist, it will create it, given that the file 

is opened for writing (w) or appending (a). 

The example below creates a new file called "testfile.txt". The file will be created 

in the same directory where the PHP code resides: 
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Example :$myfile = fopen("testfile.txt", "w") 

PHP File Permissions 

If you are having errors when trying to get this code to run, check that you have 

granted your PHP file access to write information to the hard drive. 

PHP Write to File - fwrite() 

The fwrite() function is used to write to a file. 

The first parameter of fwrite() contains the name of the file to write to and the 

second parameter is the string to be written. 

The example below writes a couple of names into a new file called "newfile.txt": 

<?php 

$myfile = fopen("newfile.txt", "w") or die("Unable to open file!"); 

$txt = "John Doe\n"; 

fwrite($myfile, $txt); 

$txt = "Jane Doe\n"; 

fwrite($myfile, $txt); 

fclose($myfile); 

?> 

Notice that we wrote to the file "newfile.txt" twice. Each time we wrote to the file 

we sent the string $txt that first contained "John Doe" and second contained 

"Jane Doe". After we finished writing, we closed the file using the fclose() 

function. 

If we open the "newfile.txt" file it would look like this: 

PHP Overwriting 

Now that "newfile.txt" contains some data we can show what happens when we 

open an existing file for writing. All the existing data will be ERASED and we 

start with an empty file. 

In the example below we open our existing file "newfile.txt", and write some new 

data into it: 

Example 

<?php 

$myfile = fopen("newfile.txt", "w") or die("Unable to open file!"); 

$txt = "Mickey Mouse\n"; 

fwrite($myfile, $txt); 

$txt = "Minnie Mouse\n"; 
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fwrite($myfile, $txt); 

fclose($myfile); 

?> 

Working with Directory 

PHP mkdir() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The mkdir() function creates a directory. 

This function returns TRUE on success, or FALSE on failure. 

Syntax 

mkdir(path,mode,recursive,context) 

Parameter Description 

path Required. Specifies the name of the directory to create 

mode Optional. Specifies permissions. By default, the mode is 0777 (widest possible access). 

The mode parameter consists of four numbers: 

• The first number is always zero 

• The second number specifies permissions for the owner 

• The third number specifies permissions for the owner's user group 

• The fourth number specifies permissions for everybody else 

Possible values (to set multiple permissions, add up the following numbers): 

• 1 = execute permissions 

• 2 = write permissions 

• 4 = read permissions 

recursive Optional. Specifies if the recursive mode is set (added in PHP 5) 

context Optional. Specifies the context of the file handle. Context is a set of options that can modify the 

behavior of a stream (added in PHP 5) 

Note: The mode parameters is ignored on Windows platforms. 

Example 

<?php 

mkdir("testing"); 

?> 
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PHP rmdir() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The rmdir() function removes an empty directory. 

This function returns TRUE on success, or FALSE on failure. 

Syntax 

rmdir(dir,context) 

Parameter Description 

dir Required. Specifies the directory to be removed 

context Optional. Specifies the context of the file handle. Context is a set of options that can 

modify the behavior of a stream 

Example 

<?php 

$path = "images"; 

if(!rmdir($path)) 

  { 

  echo ("Could not remove $path"); 

  } 

?> 

PHP dirname() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The dirname() function returns the directory name from a path. 

Syntax 

dirname(path) 

Example 

<?php 

echo dirname("c:/testweb/home.php") . "<br />"; 

echo dirname("/testweb/home.php"); 

?> 

The output of the code above will be: 
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c:/testweb 

/testweb 

PHP disk_free_space() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The disk_free_space() function returns the free space, in bytes, of the specified directory. 

Syntax 

disk_free_space(directory) 

Example 

<?php 

echo disk_free_space("C:"); 

?> 

The output of the code above could be: 

109693288448 

PHP disk_total_space() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The disk_total_space() function returns the total space, in bytes, of the specified directory. 

Syntax 

disk_total_space(directory) 

Example 

<?php 

echo disk_total_space("C:"); 

?> 

The output of the code above could be: 

119990349824 

PHP is_dir() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The is_dir() function checks whether the specified file is a directory. 

This function returns TRUE if the directory exists. 
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Syntax 

is_dir(file) 

Tips and Notes 

Note: The result of this function are cached. Use clearstatcache() to clear the cache. 

Example 

<?php 

$file = "images"; 

if(is_dir($file)) 

  { 

  echo ("$file is a directory"); 

  } 

else 

  { 

  echo ("$file is not a directory"); 

  } 

?> 

The output of the code above could be: 

images is a directory 

PHP rename() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The rename() function renames a file or directory. 

This function returns TRUE on success, or FALSE on failure. 

Syntax 

rename(oldname,newname,context) 

Example 

<?php 

rename("images","pictures"); 

?> 

PHP copy() Function 

Definition and Usage 
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The copy() function copies a file. 

This function returns TRUE on success and FALSE on failure. 

Syntax 

copy(file,to_file) 

Tips and Notes 

Note: If the destination file already exists, it will be overwritten. 

Example 

<?php 

echo copy("source.txt","target.txt"); 

?> 

The output of the code above will be: 

1 

PHP fopen() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The fopen() function opens a file or URL. 

If fopen() fails, it returns FALSE and an error on failure. You can hide the error 

output by adding an '@' in front of the function name. 

Syntax 

fopen(filename,mode,include_path,context) 

 

 

Parameter Description 

filename Required. Specifies the file or URL to open 

mode Required. Specifies the type of access you require to the file/stream. 

Possible values: 

"r" (Read only. Starts at the beginning of the file) 
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"r+" (Read/Write. Starts at the beginning of the file) 

"w" (Write only. Opens and clears the contents of file; or creates a new 

file if it doesn't exist) 

"w+" (Read/Write. Opens and clears the contents of file; or creates a 

new file if it doesn't exist) 

"a" (Write only. Opens and writes to the end of the file or creates a new 

file if it doesn't exist) 

"a+" (Read/Write. Preserves file content by writing to the end of the file) 

"x" (Write only. Creates a new file. Returns FALSE and an error if file 

already exists) 

"x+" (Read/Write. Creates a new file. Returns FALSE and an error if file 

already exists) 

include_path Optional. Set this parameter to '1' if you want to search for the file in the 
include_path (in php.ini) as well 

context Optional. Specifies the context of the file handle. Context is a set of 

options that can modify the behavior of a stream 

 

Tips and Notes 

Note: When writing to a text file, be sure to use the correct line-ending 

character! Unix systems use \n, Windows systems use \r\n, and Macintosh 

systems use \r as the line ending character. Windows offers a translation flag 

('t') which will translate \n to \r\n when working with the file. You can also use 

'b' to force binary mode. To use these flags, specify either 'b' or 't' as the last 

character of the mode parameter. 

Example 

<?php 

$file = fopen("test.txt","r"); 

$file = fopen("/home/test/test.txt","r"); 

$file = fopen("/home/test/test.gif","wb"); 

$file = fopen("http://www.example.com/","r"); 

$file = fopen("ftp://user:password@example.com/test.txt","w"); 

?> 
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PHP fclose() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The fclose() function closes an open file. 

This function returns TRUE on success or FALSE on failure. 

Syntax 

fclose(file) 

Example 

<?php 

$file = fopen("test.txt","r"); 

//some code to be executed 

fclose($file); 

?> 

PHP feof() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The feof() function checks if the "end-of-file" (EOF) has been reached. 

This function returns TRUE if an error occurs, or if EOF has been reached. 

Otherwise it returns FALSE. 

Syntax 

feof(file) 

Tips and Notes 

Tip: The feof() function is useful for looping through data of unknown length. 

Example 

<?php 

$file = fopen("test.txt", "r"); 

 

//Output a line of the file until the end is reached 

while(! feof($file)) 

  { 

  echo fgets($file). "<br />"; 

  } 
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fclose($file); 

?> 

 

The output of the code above will be: 

Hello, this is a test file. 

There are three lines here. 

This is the last line. 

PHP fflush() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The fflush() function writes all buffered output to an open file. 

Returns TRUE on success and FALSE on failure. 

Syntax 

fflush(file) 

Example 

<?php 

$file = fopen("test.txt","r+"); 

// some code 

fflush($file); 

?> 

PHP fgetc() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The fgetc() function returns a single character from an open file. 

Syntax 

fgetc(file) 

Tips and Notes 

Note: This function is slow and should not be used on large files. If you need to 

read one character at a time from a large file, use fgets() to read data one line at 

a time and then process the line one character at a time with fgetc(). 

Example 1 
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<?php 

$file = fopen("test2.txt","r"); 

echo fgetc($file); 

fclose($file); 

?> 

The output of the code above will be: 

H 

Example 2 

Read file character by character: 

<?php 

$file = fopen("test2.txt","r"); 

 

while (! feof ($file)) 

  { 

  echo fgetc($file); 

  } 

 

fclose($file); 

?> 

The output of the code above will be: 

Hello, this is a test file. 

PHP fgets() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The fgets() function returns a line from an open file. 

The fgets() function stops returning on a new line, at the specified length, or at 

EOF, whichever comes first. 

This function returns FALSE on failure. 

Syntax 

fgets(file,length) 

Example 1 

<?php 

$file = fopen("test.txt","r"); 
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echo fgets($file); 

fclose($file); 

?> 

The output of the code above will be: 

Hello, this is a test file. 

Example 2 

Read file line by line: 

<?php 

$file = fopen("test.txt","r"); 

 

while(! feof($file)) 

  { 

  echo fgets($file). "<br />"; 

  } 

 

fclose($file); 

?> 

The output of the code above will be: 

Hello, this is a test file. 

There are three lines here. 

This is the last line. 

PHP fgetss() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The fgetss() function returns a line, with HTML and PHP tags removed, from an 

open file. 

The fgetss() function stops returning on a new line, at the specified length, or at 

EOF, whichever comes first. 

This function returns FALSE on failure. 

Syntax 

fgetss(file,length,tags) 

Example 1 
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<?php 

$file = fopen("test.htm","r"); 

echo fgetss($file); 

fclose($file); 

?> 

The output of the code above will be: 

This is a paragraph. 

Example 2 

<?php 

$file = fopen("test.htm","r"); 

echo fgetss($file,1024,"<p>,<b>"); 

fclose($file); 

?> 

The output of the code above will be: 

This is a paragraph. 

The source of the output above will be: 

<p><b>This is a paragraph.</b></p> 

PHP fread() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The fread() reads from an open file. 

The function will stop at the end of the file or when it reaches the specified 

length, whichever comes first. 

This function returns the read string, or FALSE on failure. 

Syntax 

fread(file,length) 

Tips and Notes 

Tip: This function is binary-safe (meaning that both binary data, like images, 

and character data can be written with this function). 

Example 1 

Read 10 bytes from file: 
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<?php 

$file = fopen("test.txt","r"); 

fread($file,"10"); 

fclose($file); 

?> 

Example 2 

Read entire file: 

<?php 

$file = fopen("test.txt","r"); 

fread($file,filesize("test.txt")); 

fclose($file); 

?> 

PHP fseek() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The fseek() function seeks in an open file. 

This function moves the file pointer from its current position to a new position, 

forward or backward, specified by the number of bytes. 

This function returns 0 on success, or -1 on failure. Seeking past EOF will not 

generate an error. 

Syntax 

fseek(file,offset,whence) 

Tips and Notes 

Tip: Find the current position by using ftell()! 

Example 

<?php 

$file = fopen("test.txt","r"); 

// read first line 

fgets($file); 

// move back to beginning of file 

fseek($file,0); 

?> 

PHP fputs() Function 
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Definition and Usage 

The fputs() writes to an open file. 

The function will stop at the end of the file or when it reaches the specified 

length, whichever comes first. 

This function returns the number of bytes written on success, or FALSE on 

failure. 

The fputs() function is an alias of the fwrite() function. 

Syntax 

fputs(file,string,length) 

Tips and Notes 

Tip: This function is binary-safe (meaning that both binary data, like images, 

and character data can be written with this function). 

Example 

<?php 

$file = fopen("test.txt","w"); 

echo fputs($file,"Hello World. Testing!"); 

fclose($file); 

?> 

The output of the code above will be: 

21 

PHP fwrite() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The fwrite() writes to an open file. 

The function will stop at the end of the file or when it reaches the specified 

length, whichever comes first. 

This function returns the number of bytes written, or FALSE on failure. 

Syntax 

fwrite(file,string,length) 

Tips and Notes 
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Tip: This function is binary-safe (meaning that both binary data, like images, 

and character data can be written with this function). 

Example 

<?php 

$file = fopen("test.txt","w"); 

echo fwrite($file,"Hello World. Testing!"); 

fclose($file); 

?> 

The output of the code above will be: 

21 

PHP file_exists() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The file_exists() function checks whether or not a file or directory exists. 

This function returns TRUE if the file or directory exists, otherwise it returns 

FALSE. 

Syntax 

file_exists(path) 

Example 

<?php 

echo file_exists("test.txt"); 

?> 

The output of the code above will be: 

1 

PHP filesize() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The filesize() function returns the size of the specified file. 

This function returns the file size in bytes on success or FALSE on failure. 

Syntax 

filesize(filename) 
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Tips and Notes 

Note: The result of this function are cached. Use clearstatcache() to clear the 

cache. 

Example 

<?php 

echo filesize("test.txt"); 

?> 

The output of the code above will be: 

20 

PHP is_executable() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The is_executable() function checks whether the specified file is executable. 

This function returns TRUE if the file is executable. 

Syntax 

is_executable(file) 

Tips and Notes 

Note: The result of this function are cached. Use clearstatcache() to clear the 

cache. 

Note: The is_executable() function became available with Windows in PHP 5.0 

Example 

<?php 

$file = "setup.exe"; 

if(is_executable($file)) 

  { 

  echo ("$file is executable"); 

  } 

else 

  { 

  echo ("$file is not executable"); 

  } 

?> 

The output of the code above could be: 
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setup.exe is executable 

PHP is_file() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The is_file() function checks whether the specified file is a regular file. 

This function returns TRUE if it is a file. 

Syntax 

is_file(file) 

Tips and Notes 

Note: The result of this function are cached. Use clearstatcache() to clear the 

cache. 

Example 

<?php 

$file = "test.txt"; 

if(is_file($file)) 

  { 

  echo ("$file is a regular file"); 

  } 

else 

  { 

  echo ("$file is not a regular file"); 

  } 

?> 

The output of the code above could be: 

test.txt is a regular file 

PHP unlink() Function 

Definition and Usage 

The unlink() function deletes a file. 

This function returns TRUE on success, or FALSE on failure. 

Syntax 

unlink(filename,context) 
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Example 

<?php 

$file = "test.txt"; 

if (!unlink($file)) 

  { 

  echo ("Error deleting $file"); 

  } 

else 

  { 

  echo ("Deleted $file"); 

  } 

?> 

 

Working with Forms:- 

Introduction to a Web Form  

A web form is an online form that enables visitors to subscribe to your 

newsletter by entering their email address, Mobile Numbers and any other 

optional informationyou wish to collect. To create a Web Form it needs a Tag in 

HTML called “<Form>” Tag. It is a paired tag used to design a web form. All the 

form Elements are designed in between Form Tag. 

The Form Tag has few properties like method, name and action. Name Property 

shows the name of form and it is useful to call a form by name in future 

reference. 

Action is another property through which we can send all the data collected by 

the form to another mentioned page.The action attribute specifies where to send 

the form-data when a form is submitted. 

Method is also a crucial property of Form. It shows that for which method you 

are sending the data. There are two kind of method 1. POST 2. GET 

A Simple Web Form 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<form action="welcome.php" method="post"> 

Name: <input type="text" name="name"><br> 

E-mail: <input type="text" name="email"><br> 
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<input type="submit"> 

</form> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

GET vs. POST 

Both GET and POST create an array (e.g. array( key => value, key2 => value2, 

key3 => value3, ...)). This array holds key/value pairs, where keys are the 

names of the form controls and values are the input data from the user. 

Both GET and POST are treated as $_GET and $_POST. These are superglobals, 

which means that they are always accessible, regardless of scope - and you can 

access them from any function, class or file without having to do anything 

special. 

$_GET is an array of variables passed to the current script via the URL 

parameters. 

$_POST is an array of variables passed to the current script via the HTTP POST 

method. 

When to use GET? 

Information sent from a form with the GET method is visible to everyone (all 

variable names and values are displayed in the URL). GET also has limits on 

the amount of information to send. The limitation is about 2000 characters. 

However, because the variables are displayed in the URL, it is possible to 

bookmark the page. This can be useful in some cases. 

GET may be used for sending non-sensitive data. 

Note: GET should NEVER be used for sending passwords or other sensitive 

information! 

When to use POST? 

Information sent from a form with the POST method is invisible to others (all 

names/values are embedded within the body of the HTTP request) and has no 

limits on the amount of information to send. 

Moreover POST supports advanced functionality such as support for multi-part 

binary input while uploading files to server. 

However, because the variables are not displayed in the URL, it is not possible 

to bookmark the page. 
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Processing a Web Form  

Before you can process the information, you need to create an HTML form that 

will send information to your PHP script. There are two methods for sending 

data: POST and GET. These two types of sending information are defined in 

your HTML form element's method attribute. Also, you must specify the location 

of the PHP file that will process the information. 

Below is an HTML form that will send the data using the POST method. 

Information sent from a form with the POST method is invisible to others and 

has no limits on the amount of information to send. Copy and paste this code 

and save it as form.html. 

Example 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<form action="welcome.php" method="post"> 

Name: <input type="text" name="name"><br> 

E-mail: <input type="text" name="email"><br> 

<input type="submit"> 

</form> 

</body> 

</html> 

When the user fills out the form above and clicks the submit button, the form 

data is sent for processing to a PHP file named "welcome.php". The form data is 

sent with the HTTP POST method. 

To display the submitted data you could simply echo all the variables. The 

"welcome.php" looks like this: 

<html> 

<body> 

 

Welcome <?php echo $_POST["name"]; ?><br> 

Your email address is: <?php echo $_POST["email"]; ?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

The output could be something like this: 

Welcome John 

Your email address is john.doe@example.com 
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Example 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<form action="welcome_get.php" method="get"> 

Name: <input type="text" name="name"><br> 

E-mail: <input type="text" name="email"><br> 

<input type="submit"> 

</form> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

and "welcome_get.php" looks like this: 

<html> 

<body> 

 

Welcome <?php echo $_GET["name"]; ?><br> 

Your email address is: <?php echo $_GET["email"]; ?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

The code above is quite simple. However, the most important thing is missing. 

You need to validate form data to protect your script from malicious code. 

Validating a Web Form  

The HTML form we will be working at in these chapters, contains various input 

fields: required and optional text fields, radio buttons, and a submit button: 
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The validation rules for the form above are as follows: 

Field Validation Rules 

Name Required. + Must only contain letters and whitespace 

E-mail Required. + Must contain a valid email address (with @ 

and .) 

Website Optional. If present, it must contain a valid URL 

Comment Optional. Multi-line input field (textarea) 

Gender Required. Must select one 

First we will look at the plain HTML code for the form: 

Text Fields 

The name, email, and website fields are text input elements, and the comment 

field is a textarea. The HTML code looks like this: 

Name: <input type="text" name="name"> 

E-mail: <input type="text" name="email"> 
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Website: <input type="text" name="website"> 

Comment: <textarea name="comment" rows="5" cols="40"></textarea> 

Radio Buttons 

The gender fields are radio buttons and the HTML code looks like this: 

Gender: 

<input type="radio" name="gender" value="female">Female 

<input type="radio" name="gender" value="male">Male 

The Form Element 

The HTML code of the form looks like this: 

<form method="post" action="<?php echo 

htmlspecialchars($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]);?>"> 

When the form is submitted, the form data is sent with method="post". 

What is the $_SERVER["PHP_SELF"] variable? 

The $_SERVER["PHP_SELF"] is a super global variable that returns the filename 

of the currently executing script. 

So, the $_SERVER["PHP_SELF"] sends the submitted form data to the page 

itself, instead of jumping to a different page. This way, the user will get error 

messages on the same page as the form. 

What is the htmlspecialchars() function? 

The htmlspecialchars() function converts special characters to HTML entities. 

This means that it will replace HTML characters like < and > with &lt; and &gt;. 

This prevents attackers from exploiting the code by injecting HTML or 

Javascript code (Cross-site Scripting attacks) in forms. 

Big Note on PHP Form Security 

The $_SERVER["PHP_SELF"] variable can be used by hackers! 

If PHP_SELF is used in your page then a user can enter a slash (/) and then 

some Cross Site Scripting (XSS) commands to execute. 

Assume we have the following form in a page named "test_form.php": 

<form method="post" action="<?php echo $_SERVER["PHP_SELF"];?>"> 

Now, if a user enters the normal URL in the address bar like 

"http://www.example.com/test_form.php", the above code will be translated to: 
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<form method="post" action="test_form.php"> 

So far, so good. 

However, consider that a user enters the following URL in the address bar: 

http://www.example.com/test_form.php/%22%3E%3Cscript%3Ealert('hacked')

%3C/script%3E 

In this case, the above code will be translated to: 

<form method="post" action="test_form.php/"><script>alert('hacked')</script> 

This code adds a script tag and an alert command. And when the page loads, 

the JavaScript code will be executed (the user will see an alert box). This is just 

a simple and harmless example how the PHP_SELF variable can be exploited. 

Be aware of that any JavaScript code can be added inside the <script> tag! A 

hacker can redirect the user to a file on another server, and that file can hold 

malicious code that can alter the global variables or submit the form to another 

address to save the user data, for example. 

How To Avoid $_SERVER["PHP_SELF"] Exploits? 

$_SERVER["PHP_SELF"] exploits can be avoided by using the htmlspecialchars() 

function. 

The form code should look like this: 

<form method="post" action="<?php echo 

htmlspecialchars($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]);?>"> 

The htmlspecialchars() function converts special characters to HTML entities. 

Now if the user tries to exploit the PHP_SELF variable, it will result in the 

following output: 

<form method="post" 

action="test_form.php/&quot;&gt;&lt;script&gt;alert('hacked')&lt;/script&gt;"> 

The exploit attempt fails, and no harm is done! 

Validate Form Data With PHP 

The first thing we will do is to pass all variables through PHP's 

htmlspecialchars() function. 

When we use the htmlspecialchars() function; then if a user tries to submit the 

following in a text field: 
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<script>location.href('http://www.hacked.com')</script> 

- this would not be executed, because it would be saved as HTML escaped code, 

like this: 

&lt;script&gt;location.href('http://www.hacked.com')&lt;/script&gt; 

The code is now safe to be displayed on a page or inside an e-mail. 

We will also do two more things when the user submits the form: 

Strip unnecessary characters (extra space, tab, newline) from the user input 

data (with the PHP trim() function) 

Remove backslashes (\) from the user input data (with the PHP stripslashes() 

function) 

The next step is to create a function that will do all the checking for us (which 

is much more convenient than writing the same code over and over again). 

We will name the function test_input(). 

Now, we can check each $_POST variable with the test_input() function, and the 

script looks like this: 

Example 

<!DOCTYPE HTML>  

<html> 

<head> 

</head> 

<body>  

 

<?php 

// define variables and set to empty values 

$name = $email = $gender = $comment = $website = ""; 

 

if ($_SERVER["REQUEST_METHOD"] == "POST") { 

   $name = test_input($_POST["name"]); 

   $email = test_input($_POST["email"]); 

   $website = test_input($_POST["website"]); 

   $comment = test_input($_POST["comment"]); 

   $gender = test_input($_POST["gender"]); 

} 

 

function test_input($data) { 

   $data = trim($data); 
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   $data = stripslashes($data); 

   $data = htmlspecialchars($data); 

   return $data; 

} 

?> 

 

<h2>PHP Form Validation Example</h2> 

<form method="post" action="<?php echo 

htmlspecialchars($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]);?>">  

   Name: <input type="text" name="name"> 

   <br><br> 

   E-mail: <input type="text" name="email"> 

   <br><br> 

   Website: <input type="text" name="website"> 

   <br><br> 

   Comment: <textarea name="comment" rows="5" cols="40"></textarea> 

   <br><br> 

   Gender: 

   <input type="radio" name="gender" value="female">Female 

   <input type="radio" name="gender" value="male">Male 

   <br><br> 

   <input type="submit" name="submit" value="Submit">  

</form> 

 

<?php 

echo "<h2>Your Input:</h2>"; 

echo $name; 

echo "<br>"; 

echo $email; 

echo "<br>"; 

echo $website; 

echo "<br>"; 

echo $comment; 

echo "<br>"; 

echo $gender; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Notice that at the start of the script, we check whether the form has been 

submitted using $_SERVER["REQUEST_METHOD"]. If the REQUEST_METHOD 

is POST, then the form has been submitted - and it should be validated. If it 

has not been submitted, skip the validation and display a blank form. 
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However, in the example above, all input fields are optional. The script works 

fine even if the user does not enter any data. 

The next step is to make input fields required and create error messages if 

needed. 

Input Validation 

From the validation rules table on the previous page, we see that the "Name", 

"E-mail", and "Gender" fields are required. These fields cannot be empty and 

must be filled out in the HTML form. 

Field Validation Rules 

Name Required. + Must only contain letters and whitespace 

E-mail Required. + Must contain a valid email address (with @ and .) 

Website Optional. If present, it must contain a valid URL 

Comment Optional. Multi-line input field (textarea) 

Gender Required. Must select one 

In the previous chapter, all input fields were optional. 

In the following code we have added some new variables: $nameErr, $emailErr, 

$genderErr, and $websiteErr. These error variables will hold error messages for 

the required fields. We have also added an if else statement for each $_POST 

variable. This checks if the $_POST variable is empty (with the PHP empty() 

function). If it is empty, an error message is stored in the different error 

variables, and if it is not empty, it sends the user input data through the 

test_input() function: 

<?php 

// define variables and set to empty values 

$nameErr = $emailErr = $genderErr = $websiteErr = ""; 

$name = $email = $gender = $comment = $website = ""; 

 

if ($_SERVER["REQUEST_METHOD"] == "POST") { 

  if (empty($_POST["name"])) { 

    $nameErr = "Name is required"; 

  } else { 

    $name = test_input($_POST["name"]); 

  } 

 

  if (empty($_POST["email"])) { 
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    $emailErr = "Email is required"; 

  } else { 

    $email = test_input($_POST["email"]); 

  } 

 

  if (empty($_POST["website"])) { 

    $website = ""; 

  } else { 

    $website = test_input($_POST["website"]); 

  } 

 

  if (empty($_POST["comment"])) { 

    $comment = ""; 

  } else { 

    $comment = test_input($_POST["comment"]); 

  } 

 

  if (empty($_POST["gender"])) { 

    $genderErr = "Gender is required"; 

  } else { 

    $gender = test_input($_POST["gender"]); 

  } 

} 

?> 

Display The Error Messages 

Then in the HTML form, we add a little script after each required field, which 

generates the correct error message if needed (that is if the user tries to submit 

the form without filling out the required fields): 

Example 

<!DOCTYPE HTML>  

<html> 

<head> 

<style> 

.error {color: #FF0000;} 

</style> 

</head> 

<body>  

 

<?php 

// define variables and set to empty values 

$nameErr = $emailErr = $genderErr = $websiteErr = ""; 
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$name = $email = $gender = $comment = $website = ""; 

 

if ($_SERVER["REQUEST_METHOD"] == "POST") { 

   if (empty($_POST["name"])) { 

     $nameErr = "Name is required"; 

   } else { 

     $name = test_input($_POST["name"]); 

   } 

    

   if (empty($_POST["email"])) { 

     $emailErr = "Email is required"; 

   } else { 

     $email = test_input($_POST["email"]); 

   } 

      

   if (empty($_POST["website"])) { 

     $website = ""; 

   } else { 

     $website = test_input($_POST["website"]); 

   } 

 

   if (empty($_POST["comment"])) { 

     $comment = ""; 

   } else { 

     $comment = test_input($_POST["comment"]); 

   } 

 

   if (empty($_POST["gender"])) { 

     $genderErr = "Gender is required"; 

   } else { 

     $gender = test_input($_POST["gender"]); 

   } 

} 

 

function test_input($data) { 

   $data = trim($data); 

   $data = stripslashes($data); 

   $data = htmlspecialchars($data); 

   return $data; 

} 

?> 

 

<h2>PHP Form Validation Example</h2> 
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<p><span class="error">* required field.</span></p> 

<form method="post" action="<?php echo 

htmlspecialchars($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]);?>">  

   Name: <input type="text" name="name"> 

   <span class="error">* <?php echo $nameErr;?></span> 

   <br><br> 

   E-mail: <input type="text" name="email"> 

   <span class="error">* <?php echo $emailErr;?></span> 

   <br><br> 

   Website: <input type="text" name="website"> 

   <span class="error"><?php echo $websiteErr;?></span> 

   <br><br> 

   Comment: <textarea name="comment" rows="5" cols="40"></textarea> 

   <br><br> 

   Gender: 

   <input type="radio" name="gender" value="female">Female 

   <input type="radio" name="gender" value="male">Male 

   <span class="error">* <?php echo $genderErr;?></span> 

   <br><br> 

   <input type="submit" name="submit" value="Submit">  

</form> 

 

<?php 

echo "<h2>Your Input:</h2>"; 

echo $name; 

echo "<br>"; 

echo $email; 

echo "<br>"; 

echo $website; 

echo "<br>"; 

echo $comment; 

echo "<br>"; 

echo $gender; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

The next step is to validate the input data, that is "Does the Name field contain 

only letters and whitespace?", and "Does the E-mail field contain a valid e-mail 

address syntax?", and if filled out, "Does the Website field contain a valid 

URL?". 

PHP with Client Side Scripting Language  
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Client-side scripting generally refers to the programs on the web that are 

executed in Client Side by the user's web browser, instead of server-side (on the 

web server). This type of computer programming is an important part of the 

Dynamic HTML (DHTML) concept, enabling web pages to be scripted; that is, to 

have different and changing content depending on user input, environmental 

conditions (such as the time of day), or other variables. 

Client-side scripts are often embedded within an HTML document (hence 

known as an "embedded script"), but they may also be contained in a separate 

file, to which the document (or documents) that use it make reference (hence 

known as an "external script"). Upon request, the necessary files are sent to the 

user's computer by the web server (or servers) on which they reside. The user's 

web browser executes the script, then displays the document, including any 

visible output from the script. Client-side scripts may also contain instructions 

for the browser to follow in response to certain user actions, (e.g., clicking a 

button). Often, these instructions can be followed without further 

communication with the server. 

When we are discussing about Client Side scripting Language, How can I forget 

Javascript. Javascript is a client side scripting Language which execute on 

Client Web browser. JavaScript is a programming language used to make web 

pages interactive. It runs on your visitor's computer and doesn't require 

constant downloads from your website. JavaScript is often used to create polls 

and quizzes. 

JavaScript support is built right into all the major web browsers, including 

Internet Explorer, Firefox and Safari. Provided that the visitors to your site are 

using web browsers that support JavaScript (most do) and have JavaScript 

enabled (it is by default), then your JavaScript will run when they visit the page. 

 

 

 

 

A Simple Example of Javascript  

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<h1>What Can JavaScript Do?</h1> 
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<p id="demo">JavaScript can change HTML content.</p> 

<button type="button" 

onclick="document.getElementById('demo').innerHTML = 'Hello JavaScript!'"> 

Click Me!</button> 

</body> 

</html> 

The above example shows the output of “Hello JavaScript!”. 

A Simple Example of PHP with Javascript  

<html> 

<head> 

<title>PHP WITH JAVASCRIPT</title> 

</head> 

<body> 

<?php 

if(isset($_POST["show"])) 

{ 

$stdname = $_POST["stdname"]; 

echo "<script type='text/javascript'> alert('hello $stdname'); </script>"; 

} 

?> 

<form name="myform" method="post" action="<?php echo 

$_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]; ?>"> 

Student Name : <input type="text" name="stdname" /><br /> 

Student Course : <input type="text" name="stdcourse" /><br /> 

<input type="submit" name="show" value="show" /> 

</form> 
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</body> 

</html> 

Exception and Error Handling 

Error Handling 

The default error handling in PHP is very simple. An error message with 

filename, line number and a message describing the error is sent to the 

browser. 

When creating scripts and web applications, error handling is an important 

part. If your code lacks error checking code, your program may look very 

unprofessional and you may be open to security risks. 

This tutorial contains some of the most common error checking methods in 

PHP. 

We will show different error handling methods: 

1. Simple "die()" statements 

2. Custom errors and error triggers 

3. Error reporting 

Basic Error Handling: Using the die() function 

The first example shows a simple script that opens a text file: 

<?php 

$file=fopen("welcome.txt","r"); 

?> 

If the file does not exist you might get an error like this: 

Warning: fopen(welcome.txt) [function.fopen]: failed to open stream: 

No such file or directory in C:\webfolder\test.php on line 2 

To prevent the user from getting an error message like the one above, we test 

whether the file exist before we try to access it: 

<?php 

if(!file_exists("welcome.txt")) { 

  die("File not found"); 

} else { 

  $file=fopen("welcome.txt","r"); 
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} 

?> 

Now if the file does not exist you get an error like this: 

File not found 

The code above is more efficient than the earlier code, because it uses a simple 

error handling mechanism to stop the script after the error. 

However, simply stopping the script is not always the right way to go. Let's take 

a look at alternative PHP functions for handling errors. 

Creating a Custom Error Handler 

Creating a custom error handler is quite simple. We simply create a special 

function that can be called when an error occurs in PHP. 

This function must be able to handle a minimum of two parameters (error level 

and error message) but can accept up to five parameters (optionally: file, line-

number, and the error context): 

Syntax 

error_function(error_level,error_message,error_file,error_line,error_context) 

Parameter Description 

error_level Required. Specifies the error report level for the user-defined error. Must 

be a value number. See table below for possible error report levels 

error_message Required. Specifies the error message for the user-defined error 

error_file Optional. Specifies the filename in which the error occurred 

error_line Optional. Specifies the line number in which the error occurred 

error_context Optional. Specifies an array containing every variable, and their values, in 
use when the error occurred 

Error Report levels 

These error report levels are the different types of error the user-defined error 

handler can be used for: 

V

a

l

u

Constan

t 

Description 
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e 

2 E_WARN

ING 

Non-fatal run-time errors. Execution of the script is not halted 

8 E_NOTIC

E 

Run-time notices. The script found something that might be an 

error, but could also happen when running a script normally 

2

5

6 

E_USER_

ERROR 

Fatal user-generated error. This is like an E_ERROR set by the 

programmer using the PHP function trigger_error() 

5

1

2 

E_USER_

WARNIN

G 

Non-fatal user-generated warning. This is like an E_WARNING set 

by the programmer using the PHP function trigger_error() 

1

0

2

4 

E_USER_

NOTICE 

User-generated notice. This is like an E_NOTICE set by the 

programmer using the PHP function trigger_error() 

4

0

9

6 

E_RECO

VERABLE

_ERROR 

Catchable fatal error. This is like an E_ERROR but can be caught 

by a user defined handle (see also set_error_handler()) 

8

1

9

1 

E_ALL All errors and warnings (E_STRICT became a part of E_ALL in PHP 

5.4) 

Now lets create a function to handle errors: 

function customError($errno, $errstr) { 

  echo "<b>Error:</b> [$errno] $errstr<br>"; 

  echo "Ending Script"; 

  die(); 

} 
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The code above is a simple error handling function. When it is triggered, it gets 

the error level and an error message. It then outputs the error level and 

message and terminates the script. 

Now that we have created an error handling function we need to decide when it 

should be triggered. 

Set Error Handler 

The default error handler for PHP is the built in error handler. We are going to 

make the function above the default error handler for the duration of the script. 

It is possible to change the error handler to apply for only some errors, that way 

the script can handle different errors in different ways. However, in this 

example we are going to use our custom error handler for all errors: 

set_error_handler("customError"); 

Since we want our custom function to handle all errors, the set_error_handler() 

only needed one parameter, a second parameter could be added to specify an 

error level. 

Example 

Testing the error handler by trying to output variable that does not exist: 

<?php 

//error handler function 

function customError($errno, $errstr) { 

  echo "<b>Error:</b> [$errno] $errstr"; 

} 

//set error handler 

set_error_handler("customError"); 

 

//trigger error 

echo($test); 

?> 

The output of the code above should be something like this: 

Error: [8] Undefined variable: test 

 

Trigger an Error 

In a script where users can input data it is useful to trigger errors when an 

illegal input occurs. In PHP, this is done by the trigger_error() function. 
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Example 

In this example an error occurs if the "test" variable is bigger than "1": 

<?php 

$test=2; 

if ($test>1) { 

  trigger_error("Value must be 1 or below"); 

} 

?> 

The output of the code above should be something like this: 

Notice: Value must be 1 or below 

in C:\webfolder\test.php on line 6 

An error can be triggered anywhere you wish in a script, and by adding a 

second parameter, you can specify what error level is triggered. 

Possible error types: 

1. E_USER_ERROR - Fatal user-generated run-time error. Errors that can 

not be recovered from. Execution of the script is halted 

2. E_USER_WARNING - Non-fatal user-generated run-time warning. 

Execution of the script is not halted 

3. E_USER_NOTICE - Default. User-generated run-time notice. The script 

found something that might be an error, but could also happen when 

running a script normally 

Example 

In this example an E_USER_WARNING occurs if the "test" variable is bigger 

than "1". If an E_USER_WARNING occurs we will use our custom error handler 

and end the script: 

<?php 

//error handler function 

function customError($errno, $errstr) { 

  echo "<b>Error:</b> [$errno] $errstr<br>"; 

  echo "Ending Script"; 

  die(); 

} 

 

//set error handler 

set_error_handler("customError",E_USER_WARNING); 
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//trigger error 

$test=2; 

if ($test>1) { 

  trigger_error("Value must be 1 or below",E_USER_WARNING); 

} 

?> 

The output of the code above should be something like this: 

Error: [512] Value must be 1 or below 

Ending Script 

Now that we have learned to create our own errors and how to trigger them, lets 

take a look at error logging. 

Error Logging 

By default, PHP sends an error log to the server's logging system or a file, 

depending on how the error_log configuration is set in the php.ini file. By using 

the error_log() function you can send error logs to a specified file or a remote 

destination. 

Sending error messages to yourself by e-mail can be a good way of getting 

notified of specific errors. 

Send an Error Message by E-Mail 

In the example below we will send an e-mail with an error message and end the 

script, if a specific error occurs: 

<?php 

//error handler function 

function customError($errno, $errstr) { 

  echo "<b>Error:</b> [$errno] $errstr<br>"; 

  echo "Webmaster has been notified"; 

  error_log("Error: [$errno] $errstr",1, 

  "someone@example.com","From: webmaster@example.com"); 

} 

 

//set error handler 

set_error_handler("customError",E_USER_WARNING); 

 

//trigger error 

$test=2; 

if ($test>1) { 

  trigger_error("Value must be 1 or below",E_USER_WARNING); 
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} 

?> 

The output of the code above should be something like this: 

Error: [512] Value must be 1 or below 

Webmaster has been notified 

And the mail received from the code above looks like this: 

Error: [512] Value must be 1 or below 

This should not be used with all errors. Regular errors should be logged on the 

server using the default PHP logging system. 

Exception Handling 

Exceptions are used to change the normal flow of a script if a specified error 

occurs. 

What is an Exception 

With PHP 5 came a new object oriented way of dealing with errors. 

Exception handling is used to change the normal flow of the code execution if a 

specified error (exceptional) condition occurs. This condition is called an 

exception. 

 

This is what normally happens when an exception is triggered: 

• The current code state is saved 
• The code execution will switch to a predefined (custom) exception 

handler function 
• Depending on the situation, the handler may then resume the execution 

from the saved code state, terminate the script execution or continue the 
script from a different location in the code 

We will show different error handling methods: 

• Basic use of Exceptions 

• Creating a custom exception handler 

• Multiple exceptions 

• Re-throwing an exception 

• Setting a top level exception handler 

Note: Exceptions should only be used with error conditions, and should not be 

used to jump to another place in the code at a specified point. 
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Basic Use of Exceptions 

When an exception is thrown, the code following it will not be executed, and 

PHP will try to find the matching "catch" block. 

If an exception is not caught, a fatal error will be issued with an "Uncaught 

Exception" message. 

Lets try to throw an exception without catching it: 

<?php 

//create function with an exception 

function checkNum($number) { 

  if($number>1) { 

    throw new Exception("Value must be 1 or below"); 

  } 

  return true; 

} 

 

//trigger exception 

checkNum(2); 

?> 

The code above will get an error like this: 

Fatal error: Uncaught exception 'Exception' 

with message 'Value must be 1 or below' in C:\webfolder\test.php:6 

Stack trace: #0 C:\webfolder\test.php(12): 

checkNum(28) #1 {main} thrown in C:\webfolder\test.php on line 6 

Try, throw and catch 

To avoid the error from the example above, we need to create the proper code to 

handle an exception. 

Proper exception code should include: 

• Try - A function using an exception should be in a "try" block. If the 

exception does not trigger, the code will continue as normal. However if 

the exception triggers, an exception is "thrown" 

• Throw - This is how you trigger an exception. Each "throw" must have at 

least one "catch" 

• Catch - A "catch" block retrieves an exception and creates an object 

containing the exception information 

Lets try to trigger an exception with valid code: 
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<?php 

//create function with an exception 

function checkNum($number) { 

  if($number>1) { 

    throw new Exception("Value must be 1 or below"); 

  } 

  return true; 

} 

 

//trigger exception in a "try" block 

try { 

  checkNum(2); 

  //If the exception is thrown, this text will not be shown 

  echo 'If you see this, the number is 1 or below'; 

} 

 

//catch exception 

catch(Exception $e) { 

  echo 'Message: ' .$e->getMessage(); 

} 

?> 

The code above will get an error like this: 

Message: Value must be 1 or below 

Example explained: 

The code above throws an exception and catches it: 

• The checkNum() function is created. It checks if a number is greater than 

1. If it is, an exception is thrown 

• The checkNum() function is called in a "try" block 

• The exception within the checkNum() function is thrown 

• The "catch" block retrieves the exception and creates an object ($e) 

containing the exception information 

• The error message from the exception is echoed by calling $e-

>getMessage() from the exception object 

However, one way to get around the "every throw must have a catch" rule is to 

set a top level exception handler to handle errors that slip through. 

Creating a Custom Exception Class 
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Creating a custom exception handler is quite simple. We simply create a special 

class with functions that can be called when an exception occurs in PHP. The 

class must be an extension of the exception class. 

The custom exception class inherits the properties from PHP's exception class 

and you can add custom functions to it. 

Lets create an exception class: 

<?php 

class customException extends Exception { 

  public function errorMessage() { 

    //error message 

    $errorMsg = 'Error on line '.$this->getLine().' in '.$this->getFile() 

    .': <b>'.$this->getMessage().'</b> is not a valid E-Mail address'; 

    return $errorMsg; 

  } 

} 

 

$email = "someone@example...com"; 

 

try { 

  //check if 

  if(filter_var($email, FILTER_VALIDATE_EMAIL) === FALSE) { 

    //throw exception if email is not valid 

    throw new customException($email); 

  } 

} 

catch (customException $e) { 

  //display custom message 

  echo $e->errorMessage(); 

} 

?> 

The new class is a copy of the old exception class with an addition of the 

errorMessage() function. Since it is a copy of the old class, and it inherits the 

properties and methods from the old class, we can use the exception class 

methods like getLine() and getFile() and getMessage(). 

Example explained: 

The code above throws an exception and catches it with a custom exception 

class: 
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1. The customException() class is created as an extension of the old 

exception class. This way it inherits all methods and properties from the 

old exception class 

2. The errorMessage() function is created. This function returns an error 

message if an e-mail address is invalid 

3. The $email variable is set to a string that is not a valid e-mail address 

4. The "try" block is executed and an exception is thrown since the e-mail 

address is invalid 

5. The "catch" block catches the exception and displays the error message 

Multiple Exceptions 

It is possible for a script to use multiple exceptions to check for multiple 

conditions. 

It is possible to use several if..else blocks, a switch, or nest multiple exceptions. 

These exceptions can use different exception classes and return different error 

messages: 

<?php 

class customException extends Exception { 

  public function errorMessage() { 

    //error message 

    $errorMsg = 'Error on line '.$this->getLine().' in '.$this->getFile() 

    .': <b>'.$this->getMessage().'</b> is not a valid E-Mail address'; 

    return $errorMsg; 

  } 

} 

 

$email = "someone@example.com"; 

 

try { 

  //check if 

  if(filter_var($email, FILTER_VALIDATE_EMAIL) === FALSE) { 

    //throw exception if email is not valid 

    throw new customException($email); 

  } 

  //check for "example" in mail address 

  if(strpos($email, "example") !== FALSE) { 

    throw new Exception("$email is an example e-mail"); 

  } 

} 

 

catch (customException $e) { 
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  echo $e->errorMessage(); 

} 

 

catch(Exception $e) { 

  echo $e->getMessage(); 

} 

?> 

Example explained: 

The code above tests two conditions and throws an exception if any of the 

conditions are not met: 

1. The customException() class is created as an extension of the old 

exception class. This way it inherits all methods and properties from the 

old exception class 

2. The errorMessage() function is created. This function returns an error 

message if an e-mail address is invalid 

3. The $email variable is set to a string that is a valid e-mail address, but 

contains the string "example" 

4. The "try" block is executed and an exception is not thrown on the first 

condition 

5. The second condition triggers an exception since the e-mail contains the 

string "example" 

6. The "catch" block catches the exception and displays the correct error 

message 

If the exception thrown were of the class customException and there were no 

customException catch, only the base exception catch, the exception would be 

handled there. 

Re-throwing Exceptions 

Sometimes, when an exception is thrown, you may wish to handle it differently 

than the standard way. It is possible to throw an exception a second time 

within a "catch" block. 

A script should hide system errors from users. System errors may be important 

for the coder, but are of no interest to the user. To make things easier for the 

user you can re-throw the exception with a user friendly message: 

<?php 

class customException extends Exception { 

  public function errorMessage() { 

    //error message 

    $errorMsg = $this->getMessage().' is not a valid E-Mail address.'; 
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    return $errorMsg; 

  } 

} 

 

$email = "someone@example.com"; 

 

try { 

  try { 

    //check for "example" in mail address 

    if(strpos($email, "example") !== FALSE) { 

      //throw exception if email is not valid 

      throw new Exception($email); 

    } 

  } 

  catch(Exception $e) { 

    //re-throw exception 

    throw new customException($email); 

  } 

} 

 

catch (customException $e) { 

  //display custom message 

  echo $e->errorMessage(); 

} 

?> 

Example explained: 

The code above tests if the email-address contains the string "example" in it, if 

it does, the exception is re-thrown: 

1. The customException() class is created as an extension of the old 
exception class. This way it inherits all methods and properties from the 
old exception class 

2. The errorMessage() function is created. This function returns an error 
message if an e-mail address is invalid 

3. The $email variable is set to a string that is a valid e-mail address, but 

contains the string "example" 
4. The "try" block contains another "try" block to make it possible to re-

throw the exception 
5. The exception is triggered since the e-mail contains the string "example" 
6. The "catch" block catches the exception and re-throws a 

"customException" 
7. The "customException" is caught and displays an error message 
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If the exception is not caught in its current "try" block, it will search for a catch 

block on "higher levels". 

Set a Top Level Exception Handler 

The set_exception_handler() function sets a user-defined function to handle all 

uncaught exceptions. 

<?php 

function myException($exception) { 

  echo "<b>Exception:</b> " . $exception->getMessage(); 

} 

set_exception_handler('myException'); 

throw new Exception('Uncaught Exception occurred'); 

?> 

The output of the code above should be something like this: 

Exception: Uncaught Exception occurred 

In the code above there was no "catch" block. Instead, the top level exception 

handler triggered. This function should be used to catch uncaught exceptions. 

Rules for exceptions 

1. Code may be surrounded in a try block, to help catch potential 

exceptions 

2. Each try block or "throw" must have at least one corresponding catch 

block 

3. Multiple catch blocks can be used to catch different classes of exceptions 

4. Exceptions can be thrown (or re-thrown) in a catch block within a try 

block 

A simple rule: If you throw something, you have to catch it. 

Introduction to Cookies and Session Handling,  

Cookies 

A cookie is often used to identify a user. 

What is a Cookie? 

A cookie is often used to identify a user. A cookie is a small file that the server 

embeds on the user's computer. Each time the same computer requests a page 

with a browser, it will send the cookie too. With PHP, you can both create and 

retrieve cookie values. 
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Create Cookies With PHP 

A cookie is created with the setcookie() function. 

Syntax 

setcookie(name, value, expire, path, domain, secure, httponly); 

Only the name parameter is required. All other parameters are optional. 

PHP Create/Retrieve a Cookie 

The following example creates a cookie named "user" with the value "John Doe". 

The cookie will expire after 30 days (86400 * 30). The "/" means that the cookie 

is available in entire website (otherwise, select the directory you prefer). 

We then retrieve the value of the cookie "user" (using the global variable 

$_COOKIE). We also use the isset() function to find out if the cookie is set: 

Example 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<?php 

$cookie_name = "user"; 

$cookie_value = "John Doe"; 

setcookie($cookie_name, $cookie_value, time() + (86400 * 30), "/"); // 86400 = 1 

day 

?> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

if(!isset($_COOKIE[$cookie_name])) { 

      echo "Cookie named '" . $cookie_name . "' is not set!"; 

} else { 

      echo "Cookie '" . $cookie_name . "' is set!<br>"; 

      echo "Value is: " . $_COOKIE[$cookie_name]; 

} 

?> 

 

<p><strong>Note:</strong> You might have to relaod the page to see the value 

of the cookie.</p> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Note: The setcookie() function must appear BEFORE the <html> tag. 
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Note: The value of the cookie is automatically URLencoded when sending the 

cookie, and automatically decoded when received (to prevent URLencoding, use 

setrawcookie() instead). 

Modify a Cookie Value 

To modify a cookie, just set (again) the cookie using the setcookie() function: 

Example 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<?php 

$cookie_name = "user"; 

$cookie_value = "Alex Porter"; 

setcookie($cookie_name, $cookie_value, time() + (86400 * 30), "/"); 

?> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

if(!isset($_COOKIE[$cookie_name])) { 

      echo "Cookie named '" . $cookie_name . "' is not set!"; 

} else { 

      echo "Cookie '" . $cookie_name . "' is set!<br>"; 

      echo "Value is: " . $_COOKIE[$cookie_name]; 

} 

?> 

 

<p><strong>Note:</strong> You might have to relaod the page to see the new 

value of the cookie.</p> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Delete a Cookie 

To delete a cookie, use the setcookie() function with an expiration date in the 

past: 

Example 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<?php 

// set the expiration date to one hour ago 

setcookie("user", "", time() - 3600); 

?> 
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<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

echo "Cookie 'user' is deleted."; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Check if Cookies are Enabled 

The following example creates a small script that checks whether cookies are 

enabled. First, try to create a test cookie with the setcookie() function, then 

count the $_COOKIE array variable: 

Example 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<?php 

setcookie("test_cookie", "test", time() + 3600, '/'); 

?> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

if(count($_COOKIE) > 0) { 

     echo "Cookies are enabled."; 

} else { 

     echo "Cookies are disabled."; 

} 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Sessions 

A session is a way to store information (in variables) to be used across multiple 

pages. 

Unlike a cookie, the information is not stored on the users computer. 
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What is a PHP Session? 

When you work with an application, you open it, do some changes, and then 

you close it. This is much like a Session. The computer knows who you are. It 

knows when you start the application and when you end. But on the internet 

there is one problem: the web server does not know who you are or what you 

do, because the HTTP address doesn't maintain state. 

Session variables solve this problem by storing user information to be used 

across multiple pages (e.g. username, favorite color, etc). By default, session 

variables last until the user closes the browser. 

So; Session variables hold information about one single user, and are available 

to all pages in one application. 

Tip: If you need a permanent storage, you may want to store the data in 

a database. 

Start a PHP Session 

A session is started with the session_start() function. 

Session variables are set with the PHP global variable: $_SESSION. 

Now, let's create a new page called "demo_session1.php". In this page, we start 

a new PHP session and set some session variables: 

Example 

<?php 

// Start the session 

session_start(); 

?> 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

// Set session variables 

$_SESSION["favcolor"] = "green"; 

$_SESSION["favanimal"] = "cat"; 

echo "Session variables are set."; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

http://www.w3schools.com/php/php_mysql_intro.asp
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Note: The session_start() function must be the very first thing in your 

document. Before any HTML tags. 

Get PHP Session Variable Values 

Next, we create another page called "demo_session2.php". From this page, we 

will access the session information we set on the first page 

("demo_session1.php"). 

Notice that session variables are not passed individually to each new page, 

instead they are retrieved from the session we open at the beginning of each 

page (session_start()). 

Also notice that all session variable values are stored in the global $_SESSION 

variable: 

<?php 

session_start(); 

?> 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

// Echo session variables that were set on previous page 

echo "Favorite color is " . $_SESSION["favcolor"] . ".<br>"; 

echo "Favorite animal is " . $_SESSION["favanimal"] . "."; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Another way to show all the session variable values for a user session is to run 

the following code: 

Example 

<?php 

session_start(); 

?> 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

print_r($_SESSION); 
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?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Modify a PHP Session Variable 

To change a session variable, just overwrite it: 

Example 

<?php 

session_start(); 

?> 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

// to change a session variable, just overwrite it  

$_SESSION["favcolor"] = "yellow"; 

print_r($_SESSION); 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Destroy a PHP Session 

To remove all global session variables and destroy the session, use 

session_unset() and session_destroy(): 

Example 

<?php 

session_start(); 

?> 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

// remove all session variables 

session_unset();  

 

// destroy the session  
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session_destroy(); 

 

echo "All session variables are now removed, and the session is destroyed."  

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Unit – 4 

Working with Database 

PHP-Supported Databases  

A database is an organized collection of data. The data is typically organized to 

model aspects of reality in a way that supports processes requiring information. 

For example, modelling the availability of rooms in hotels in a way that 

supports finding a hotel with vacancies. 

Formally, a "database" refers to a set of related data and the way it is structured 

or organized. Access to this data is usually provided by a "database 

management system" (DBMS) consisting of an integrated set of computer 

software that allows to interact with one or more databases and provides access 

to all of the data contained in the database (although restrictions may exist that 

limit access to particular data). The DBMS provides various functions that allow 

entry, storage and retrieval of large quantities of information as well as provide 

ways to manage how that information is organized. 

PHP support many Databases. But it is very much compatible with MySQL. 

PHP Developers frequently use MySQL Database. 

 

 

List of Supported Database: 

Name Database Prerequisit

es 

Operati

ng 

Systems 

access Microsoft Access/Jet. You need to create 

an ODBC DSN. 
ODBC  Window

s only 
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ado Generic ADO, not tuned for specific 

databases. Allows DSN-less connections. 

For best performance, use an OLEDB 

provider. This is the base class for all ado 

drivers. 

You can set $db->codePage before 

connecting. 

ADO or 

OLEDB 

provider 

Window

s only 

ado_access Microsoft Access/Jet using ADO. Allows 

DSN-less connections. For best 

performance, use an OLEDB provider. 

ADO or 

OLEDB 

provider 

Window

s only 

ado_mssql Microsoft SQL Server using ADO. Allows 

DSN-less connections. For best 

performance, use an OLEDB provider. 

ADO or 

OLEDB 

provider 

Window

s only 

db2 Uses PHP's db2-specific extension for 

better performance. 
DB2 

CLI/ODBC 

interface 

Unix and 

Window

s. 

Requires 

IBM 

DB2 

Universa

l 

Database 

client. 

odbc_db2 Connects to DB2 using generic ODBC 

extension. 
DB2 

CLI/ODBC 

interface 

Unix and 

Window

s. Unix 

install 

hints. I 

have had 

reports 

that the 

$host 

and 

$databas

e params 

have to 

be 

reversed 

in 

Connect(

) when 

using the 

CLI 

interface. 

vfp Microsoft Visual FoxPro. You need to 

create an ODBC DSN. 
ODBC Window

s only 

http://www.faqts.com/knowledge_base/view.phtml/aid/6283/fid/14
http://www.faqts.com/knowledge_base/view.phtml/aid/6283/fid/14
http://www.faqts.com/knowledge_base/view.phtml/aid/6283/fid/14
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fbsql FrontBase.  ? Unix and 

Window

s 

ibase Interbase 6 or earlier. Some users report 

you might need to use this 

$db-

>PConnect('localhost:c:/ibase/employee.

gdb', "sysdba", "masterkey") to connect. 

Lacks Affected_Rows currently. 

 

You can set $db->role, $db->dialect, $db-

>buffers and $db->charSet before 

connecting. 

Interbase 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s 

firebird Firebird version of interbase. Interbase 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s 

borland_iba

se 
Borland version of Interbase 6.5 or later. 

Very sad that the forks differ. 
Interbase 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s 

informix Generic informix driver. Use this if you 

are using Informix 7.3 or later. 
Informix 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s 

informix72 Informix databases before Informix 7.3 

that do no support SELECT FIRST. 
Informix 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s 

ldap LDAP driver. See this example for usage 

information. 
LDAP 

extension 
? 

mssql Microsoft SQL Server 7 and later. Works 

with Microsoft SQL Server 2000 also. 

Note that date formating is problematic 

with this driver. For example, the PHP 

mssql extension does not return the 

seconds for datetime! 

Mssql client Unix and 

Window

s.  

Unix 

install 

howto 

and 

another 

one.  

mssqlpo Portable mssql driver. Identical to above 

mssql driver, except that '||', the 

concatenation operator, is converted to '+'. 

Useful for porting scripts from most other 

sql variants that use ||. 

Mssql client Unix and 

Window

s.  

Unix 

install 

howto. 

http://phpbuilder.com/columns/alberto20000919.php3
http://phpbuilder.com/columns/alberto20000919.php3
http://phpbuilder.com/columns/alberto20000919.php3
http://linuxjournal.com/article.php?sid=6636&mode=thread&order=0
http://linuxjournal.com/article.php?sid=6636&mode=thread&order=0
http://phpbuilder.com/columns/alberto20000919.php3
http://phpbuilder.com/columns/alberto20000919.php3
http://phpbuilder.com/columns/alberto20000919.php3
http://phpbuilder.com/columns/alberto20000919.php3
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mysql MySQL without transaction support. You 

can also set $db->clientFlags before 

connecting. 

MySQL 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s 

mysqli Supports the newer PHP5 mysql api. MySQL 4.1+ 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s 

mysqlt or 

maxsql 
MySQL with transaction support. We 

recommend using || as the concat operator 

for best portability. This can be done by 

running MySQL using:  

mysqld --ansi or mysqld --sql-

mode=PIPES_AS_CONCAT 

MySQL 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s 

oci8 Oracle 8/9. Has more functionality than 

oracle driver (eg. Affected_Rows). You 

might have to 

putenv('ORACLE_HOME=...') before 

Connect/PConnect.  

There are 2 ways of connecting - with 

server IP and service name:  

PConnect('serverip:1521','scott','tiger','se

rvice') 

or using an entry in TNSNAMES.ORA or 

ONAMES or HOSTNAMES:  

PConnect(false, 'scott', 'tiger', $oraname).  

Since 2.31, we support Oracle REF cursor 

variables directly (see ExecuteCursor). 

Oracle 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s 

oci805 Supports reduced Oracle functionality for 

Oracle 8.0.5. SelectLimit is not as efficient 

as in the oci8 or oci8po drivers. 

Oracle 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s 

oci8po Oracle 8/9 portable driver. This is nearly 

identical with the oci8 driver except (a) 

bind variables in Prepare() use the ? 

convention, instead of :bindvar, (b) field 

names use the more common PHP 

convention of lowercase names.  

Use this driver if porting from other 

databases is important. Otherwise the oci8 

driver offers better performance.  

Oracle 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s 

odbc Generic ODBC, not tuned for specific 

databases. To connect, use  

PConnect('DSN','user','pwd'). This is the 

ODBC Unix and 

Window

s. Unix 

http://phplens.com/adodb/supported.databases.html#executecursor
http://phpbuilder.com/columns/alberto20000919.php3?page=4
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base class for all odbc derived drivers. hints. 

odbc_mssql Uses ODBC to connect to MSSQL ODBC Unix and 

Window

s.  

odbc_oracle Uses ODBC to connect to Oracle ODBC Unix and 

Window

s.  

odbtp Generic odbtp driver. Odbtp is a software 

for accessing Windows ODBC data 

sources from other operating systems. 

odbtp Unix and 

Window

s 

odbtp_unico

de 
Odtbp with unicode support odbtp Unix and 

Window

s 

oracle Implements old Oracle 7 client API. Use 

oci8 driver if possible for better 

performance. 

Oracle 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s 

netezza Netezza driver. Netezza is based on 

postgres code-base. 
? ? 

pdo Generic PDO driver for PHP5.  PDO 

extension 

and 

database 

specific 

drivers 

Unix and 

Window

s.  

postgres Generic PostgreSQL driver. Currently 

identical to postgres7 driver.  
PostgreSQL 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s.  

postgres64 For PostgreSQL 6.4 and earlier which 

does not support LIMIT internally. 
PostgreSQL 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s.  

postgres7 PostgreSQL which supports LIMIT and 

other version 7 functionality. 
PostgreSQL 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s.  

http://phpbuilder.com/columns/alberto20000919.php3?page=4
http://odbtp.sourceforge.net/
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postgres8 Version supporting Postgresql 8 features PostgreSQL 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s.  

postgres9 Version supporting Postgresql 9 features PostgreSQL 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s.  

sapdb SAP DB. Should work reliably as based on 

ODBC driver. 
SAP ODBC 

client 
? 

sqlanywher

e 
Sybase SQL Anywhere. Should work 

reliably as based on ODBC driver. 
SQL 

Anywhere 

ODBC client 

? 

sqlite SQLite. - Unix and 

Window

s. 

sqlitepo Portable SQLite driver. This is because 

assoc mode does not work like other 

drivers in sqlite. Namely, when selecting 

(joining) multiple tables, the table names 

are included in the assoc keys in the 

"sqlite" driver.  

In "sqlitepo" driver, the table names are 

stripped from the returned column names. 

When this results in a conflict, the first 

field get preference.  

- Unix and 

Window

s. 

sybase Sybase.  Sybase 

client 
Unix and 

Window

s. 

 

PHP & My SQL: Installation and Configuration of My 
SQL on Windows 
 
The MySQL database server is one of the most popular open-source database 

servers commonly used in web application development. 

This document recommends a sequence of steps to set up the MySQL database 

server 5.6 versions in the Windows operating system. It does not cover MySQL 

configuration details, it describes a sequence of required steps. 

Installation Process  
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  Right-click the downloaded installation file (for example, mysql-installer-
community-5.6.14.0.msi) and click Run. 
The MySQL Installer starts. 

  On the Welcome panel, select Install MySQL Products. 
  On the License Information panel, review the license agreement, click the 

acceptance checkbox, and click Next. 
  On the Find latest products panel, click Execute.  

When the operation is complete, click Next. 
  On the Setup Type panel, choose the Custom option and click Next. 
  On the Feature Selection panel, ensure MySQL Server 5.6.x is selected, and 

click Next. 
  On the Check Requirements panel, click Next. 
  On the Installation panel, click Execute. 

When the server installation is completed successfully, the information message 

appears on the Installation panel. Click Next. 
  On the Configuration panel, click Next. 
  At the first MySQL Server Configuration page (1/3), set the following options: 

• Server Configuration Type. Select the Development Machine option. 

• Enable TCP/IP Networking. Ensure the checkbox is selected and specify the 
options below: 

• Port Number. Specify the connection port. The default setting is 3306 - leave it 
unchanged if there is not special reason to change it. 

• Open Firewall port for network access. Select to add firewall exception for the 
specified port. 

Advanced Configuration. Select the Show Advanced Options checkbox to display an 
additional configuration page for setting advanced options for the server instance if 
required. 

Note: Choosing this option is necessary to get to the panel for setting the 
network options where you will turn off the firewall for the port used by the 
MySQL server. 
Click Next. 

  At the second MySQL Server Configuration page (2/3), set the following 
options: 

• Root Account Password. 

• MySQL Root Password. Enter the root user's password. 

• Repeat Password. Retype the root user's password. 

Note: The root user is a user who has full access to the MySQL database server 
- creating, updating, and removing users, and so on. Remember the root 
password - you will need it later when creating a sample database. 

MySQL User Accounts. Click Add User to create a user account. In the MySQL User 
Details dialog box, enter a user name, a database role, and a password (for 
example, !phpuser). Click OK. 

Click Next. 
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  At the third MySQL Server Configuration page (3/3), set the following 
options: 

• Windows Service Name. Specify a Windows Service Name to be used for the 
MySQL server instance. 

• Start the MySQL Server at System Startup. Leave the checkbox selected if 
the MySQL server is required to automatically start at system startup time. 

• Run Windows Service as. Choose either: 

• Standard System Account. Recommended for most scenarios. 

• Custom User. An existing user account recommended for advanced scenarios. 

Click Next. 
  At the Configuration Overview page, click Next. 

  When the configuration is completed successfully, the information message 
appears on the Complete panel. Click Finish. 
Note: To check that the installation has completed successfully, run the Task 
Manager. If the MySQLd-nt.exe is on the Processes list - the database server is 
running. 

 

Connecting to Database:- 

Before you can get content out of your MySQL database, you must know how to 

establish a connection to MySQL from inside a PHPscript. To perform basic queries 

from within MySQL is very easy 

Open a Connection to MySQL 

Before we can access data in the MySQL database, we need to be able to connect to 

the server: 

Example (MySQLi Object-Oriented) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = new mysqli($servername, $username, $password); 

 

// Check connection 

if ($conn->connect_error) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . $conn->connect_error); 

}  

echo "Connected successfully"; 

?> 
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Example (MySQLi Procedural) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = mysqli_connect($servername, $username, $password); 

 

// Check connection 

if (!$conn) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . mysqli_connect_error()); 

} 

echo "Connected successfully"; 

?> 

Close the Connection 

The connection will be closed automatically when the script ends. To close the 

connection before, use the following: 

Example (MySQLi Object-Oriented) 

$conn->close(); 

 

Example (MySQLi Procedural) 

mysqli_close($conn); 

Create a MySQL Database Using MySQLi 

The CREATE DATABASE statement is used to create a database in MySQL. 

The following examples create a database named "myDB": 

Example (MySQLi Object-oriented) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = new mysqli($servername, $username, $password); 
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// Check connection 

if ($conn->connect_error) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . $conn->connect_error); 

}  

 

// Create database 

$sql = "CREATE DATABASE myDB"; 

if ($conn->query($sql) === TRUE) { 

    echo "Database created successfully"; 

} else { 

    echo "Error creating database: " . $conn->error; 

} 

 

$conn->close(); 

?> 

Note: When you create a new database, you must only specify the first three 

arguments to the mysqli object (servername, username and password). 

Example (MySQLi Procedural) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = mysqli_connect($servername, $username, $password); 

// Check connection 

if (!$conn) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . mysqli_connect_error()); 

} 

 

// Create database 

$sql = "CREATE DATABASE myDB"; 

if (mysqli_query($conn, $sql)) { 

    echo "Database created successfully"; 

} else { 

    echo "Error creating database: " . mysqli_error($conn); 

} 

 

mysqli_close($conn); 

?> 
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PHP Create MySQL Tables 

A database table has its own unique name and consists of columns and rows. 

Create a MySQL Table Using MySQLi 

The CREATE TABLE statement is used to create a table in MySQL. 

We will create a table named "MyGuests", with five columns: "id", "firstname", 

"lastname", "email" and "reg_date": 

CREATE TABLE MyGuests ( 

id INT(6) UNSIGNED AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY, 

firstname VARCHAR(30) NOT NULL, 

lastname VARCHAR(30) NOT NULL, 

email VARCHAR(50), 

reg_date TIMESTAMP 

) 

Notes on the table above: 

The data type specifies what type of data the column can hold. For a complete 

reference of all the available data types, go to our Data Types reference. 

After the data type, you can specify other optional attributes for each column: 

• NOT NULL - Each row must contain a value for that column, null values are not 

allowed 

• DEFAULT value - Set a default value that is added when no other value is 

passed 

• UNSIGNED - Used for number types, limits the stored data to positive numbers 

and zero 

• AUTO INCREMENT - MySQL automatically increases the value of the field by 1 

each time a new record is added 

• PRIMARY KEY - Used to uniquely identify the rows in a table. The column with 

PRIMARY KEY setting is often an ID number, and is often used with 

AUTO_INCREMENT 

Each table should have a primary key column (in this case: the "id" column). Its value 

must be unique for each record in the table. 

The following examples shows how to create the table in PHP: 

Example (MySQLi Object-oriented) 

http://www.w3schools.com/sql/sql_datatypes.asp
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<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

$dbname = "myDB"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = new mysqli($servername, $username, $password, $dbname); 

// Check connection 

if ($conn->connect_error) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . $conn->connect_error); 

}  

 

// sql to create table 

$sql = "CREATE TABLE MyGuests ( 

id INT(6) UNSIGNED AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY,  

firstname VARCHAR(30) NOT NULL, 

lastname VARCHAR(30) NOT NULL, 

email VARCHAR(50), 

reg_date TIMESTAMP 

)"; 

 

if ($conn->query($sql) === TRUE) { 

    echo "Table MyGuests created successfully"; 

} else { 

    echo "Error creating table: " . $conn->error; 

} 

 

$conn->close(); 

?> 

Example (MySQLi Procedural) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

$dbname = "myDB"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = mysqli_connect($servername, $username, $password, $dbname); 

// Check connection 

if (!$conn) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . mysqli_connect_error()); 
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} 

 

// sql to create table 

$sql = "CREATE TABLE MyGuests ( 

id INT(6) UNSIGNED AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY,  

firstname VARCHAR(30) NOT NULL, 

lastname VARCHAR(30) NOT NULL, 

email VARCHAR(50), 

reg_date TIMESTAMP 

)"; 

 

if (mysqli_query($conn, $sql)) { 

    echo "Table MyGuests created successfully"; 

} else { 

    echo "Error creating table: " . mysqli_error($conn); 

} 

 

mysqli_close($conn); 

?> 

insert Data Into MySQL Using MySQLi 

After a database and a table have been created, we can start adding data in them. 

Here are some syntax rules to follow: 

• The SQL query must be quoted in PHP 

• String values inside the SQL query must be quoted 

• Numeric values must not be quoted 

• The word NULL must not be quoted 

The INSERT INTO statement is used to add new records to a MySQL table: 

INSERT INTO table_name (column1, column2, column3,...) 

VALUES (value1, value2, value3,...) 

In the previous chapter we created an empty table named "MyGuests" with five 

columns: "id", "firstname", "lastname", "email" and "reg_date". Now, let us fill the table 

with data. 

Note: If a column is AUTO_INCREMENT (like the "id" column) or TIMESTAMP (like the 

"reg_date" column), it is no need to be specified in the SQL query; MySQL will 

automatically add the value. 

The following examples add a new record to the "MyGuests" table: 
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Example (MySQLi Object-oriented) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

$dbname = "myDB"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = new mysqli($servername, $username, $password, $dbname); 

// Check connection 

if ($conn->connect_error) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . $conn->connect_error); 

}  

 

$sql = "INSERT INTO MyGuests (firstname, lastname, email) 

VALUES ('John', 'Doe', 'john@example.com')"; 

 

if ($conn->query($sql) === TRUE) { 

    echo "New record created successfully"; 

} else { 

    echo "Error: " . $sql . "<br>" . $conn->error; 

} 

 

$conn->close(); 

?> 

Example (MySQLi Procedural) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

$dbname = "myDB"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = mysqli_connect($servername, $username, $password, $dbname); 

// Check connection 

if (!$conn) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . mysqli_connect_error()); 

} 

 

$sql = "INSERT INTO MyGuests (firstname, lastname, email) 

VALUES ('John', 'Doe', 'john@example.com')"; 
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if (mysqli_query($conn, $sql)) { 

    echo "New record created successfully"; 

} else { 

    echo "Error: " . $sql . "<br>" . mysqli_error($conn); 

} 

 

mysqli_close($conn); 

?> 

Get ID of The Last Inserted Record 

If we perform an INSERT or UPDATE on a table with an AUTO_INCREMENT field, we 

can get the ID of the last inserted/updated record immediately. 

In the table "MyGuests", the "id" column is an AUTO_INCREMENT field: 

CREATE TABLE MyGuests ( 

id INT(6) UNSIGNED AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY, 

firstname VARCHAR(30) NOT NULL, 

lastname VARCHAR(30) NOT NULL, 

email VARCHAR(50), 

reg_date TIMESTAMP 

) 

The following examples are equal to the examples from the previous page (PHP Insert 

Data Into MySQL), except that we have added one single line of code to retrieve the ID 

of the last inserted record. We also echo the last inserted ID: 

Example (MySQLi Object-oriented) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

$dbname = "myDB"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = new mysqli($servername, $username, $password, $dbname); 

// Check connection 

if ($conn->connect_error) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . $conn->connect_error); 

}  

 

$sql = "INSERT INTO MyGuests (firstname, lastname, email) 

VALUES ('John', 'Doe', 'john@example.com')"; 

http://www.w3schools.com/php/php_mysql_insert.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/php/php_mysql_insert.asp
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if ($conn->query($sql) === TRUE) { 

    $last_id = $conn->insert_id; 

    echo "New record created successfully. Last inserted ID is: " . $last_id; 

} else { 

    echo "Error: " . $sql . "<br>" . $conn->error; 

} 

 

$conn->close(); 

?> 

Example (MySQLi Procedural) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

$dbname = "myDB"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = mysqli_connect($servername, $username, $password, $dbname); 

// Check connection 

if (!$conn) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . mysqli_connect_error()); 

} 

 

$sql = "INSERT INTO MyGuests (firstname, lastname, email) 

VALUES ('John', 'Doe', 'john@example.com')"; 

 

if (mysqli_query($conn, $sql)) { 

    $last_id = mysqli_insert_id($conn); 

    echo "New record created successfully. Last inserted ID is: " . $last_id; 

} else { 

    echo "Error: " . $sql . "<br>" . mysqli_error($conn); 

} 

 

mysqli_close($conn); 

?> 

Insert Multiple Records Into MySQL Using MySQLi 

Multiple SQL statements must be executed with the mysqli_multi_query() function. 

The following examples add three new records to the "MyGuests" table: 
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Example (MySQLi Object-oriented) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

$dbname = "myDB"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = new mysqli($servername, $username, $password, $dbname); 

// Check connection 

if ($conn->connect_error) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . $conn->connect_error); 

}  

 

$sql = "INSERT INTO MyGuests (firstname, lastname, email) 

VALUES ('John', 'Doe', 'john@example.com');"; 

$sql .= "INSERT INTO MyGuests (firstname, lastname, email) 

VALUES ('Mary', 'Moe', 'mary@example.com');"; 

$sql .= "INSERT INTO MyGuests (firstname, lastname, email) 

VALUES ('Julie', 'Dooley', 'julie@example.com')"; 

 

if ($conn->multi_query($sql) === TRUE) { 

    echo "New records created successfully"; 

} else { 

    echo "Error: " . $sql . "<br>" . $conn->error; 

} 

 

$conn->close(); 

?> 

Note that each SQL statement must be separated by a semicolon. 

Example (MySQLi Procedural) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

$dbname = "myDB"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = mysqli_connect($servername, $username, $password, $dbname); 

// Check connection 

if (!$conn) { 
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    die("Connection failed: " . mysqli_connect_error()); 

} 

 

$sql = "INSERT INTO MyGuests (firstname, lastname, email) 

VALUES ('John', 'Doe', 'john@example.com');"; 

$sql .= "INSERT INTO MyGuests (firstname, lastname, email) 

VALUES ('Mary', 'Moe', 'mary@example.com');"; 

$sql .= "INSERT INTO MyGuests (firstname, lastname, email) 

VALUES ('Julie', 'Dooley', 'julie@example.com')"; 

 

if (mysqli_multi_query($conn, $sql)) { 

    echo "New records created successfully"; 

} else { 

    echo "Error: " . $sql . "<br>" . mysqli_error($conn); 

} 

 

mysqli_close($conn); 

?> 

Select Data From a MySQL Database 

The SELECT statement is used to select data from one or more tables: 

SELECT column_name(s) FROM table_name 

or we can use the * character to select ALL columns from a table: 

SELECT * FROM table_name 

Select Data With MySQLi 

The following example selects the id, firstname and lastname columns from the 

MyGuests table and displays it on the page: 

Example (MySQLi Object-oriented) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

$dbname = "myDB"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = new mysqli($servername, $username, $password, $dbname); 

// Check connection 
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if ($conn->connect_error) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . $conn->connect_error); 

}  

 

$sql = "SELECT id, firstname, lastname FROM MyGuests"; 

$result = $conn->query($sql); 

 

if ($result->num_rows > 0) { 

    // output data of each row 

    while($row = $result->fetch_assoc()) { 

        echo "id: " . $row["id"]. " - Name: " . $row["firstname"]. " " . $row["lastname"]. 

"<br>"; 

    } 

} else { 

    echo "0 results"; 

} 

$conn->close(); 

?> 

Code lines to explain from the example above: 

First, we set up an SQL query that selects the id, firstname and lastname columns 

from the MyGuests table. The next line of code runs the query and puts the resulting 

data into a variable called $result. 

Then, the function num_rows() checks if there are more than zero rows returned. 

If there are more than zero rows returned, the function fetch_assoc() puts all the 

results into an associative array that we can loop through. The while() loop loops 

through the result set and outputs the data from the id, firstname and lastname 

columns. 

The following example shows the same as the example above, in the MySQLi 

procedural way: 

Example (MySQLi Procedural) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

$dbname = "myDB"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = mysqli_connect($servername, $username, $password, $dbname); 

// Check connection 
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if (!$conn) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . mysqli_connect_error()); 

} 

 

$sql = "SELECT id, firstname, lastname FROM MyGuests"; 

$result = mysqli_query($conn, $sql); 

 

if (mysqli_num_rows($result) > 0) { 

    // output data of each row 

    while($row = mysqli_fetch_assoc($result)) { 

        echo "id: " . $row["id"]. " - Name: " . $row["firstname"]. " " . $row["lastname"]. 

"<br>"; 

    } 

} else { 

    echo "0 results"; 

} 

 

mysqli_close($conn); 

?> 

You can also put the result in an HTML table: 

Example (MySQLi Object-oriented) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

$dbname = "myDB"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = new mysqli($servername, $username, $password, $dbname); 

// Check connection 

if ($conn->connect_error) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . $conn->connect_error); 

}  

 

$sql = "SELECT id, firstname, lastname FROM MyGuests"; 

$result = $conn->query($sql); 

 

if ($result->num_rows > 0) { 

    echo "<table><tr><th>ID</th><th>Name</th></tr>"; 

    // output data of each row 

    while($row = $result->fetch_assoc()) { 
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        echo "<tr><td>".$row["id"]."</td><td>".$row["firstname"]." 

".$row["lastname"]."</td></tr>"; 

    } 

    echo "</table>"; 

} else { 

    echo "0 results"; 

} 

$conn->close(); 

?> 

Delete Data From a MySQL Table Using MySQLi 

The DELETE statement is used to delete records from a table: 

DELETE FROM table_name 

WHERE some_column = some_value 

Notice the WHERE clause in the DELETE syntax: The WHERE clause specifies 

which record or records that should be deleted. If you omit the WHERE clause, all 

records will be deleted! 

Let's look at the "MyGuests" table: 

id firstname lastname email reg_date 

1 John Doe john@example.com 2014-10-22 14:26:15 

2 Mary Moe mary@example.com 2014-10-23 10:22:30 

3 Julie Dooley julie@example.com 2014-10-26 10:48:23 

The following examples delete the record with id=3 in the "MyGuests" table: 

Example (MySQLi Object-oriented) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

$dbname = "myDB"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = new mysqli($servername, $username, $password, $dbname); 

// Check connection 
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if ($conn->connect_error) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . $conn->connect_error); 

}  

 

// sql to delete a record 

$sql = "DELETE FROM MyGuests WHERE id=3"; 

 

if ($conn->query($sql) === TRUE) { 

    echo "Record deleted successfully"; 

} else { 

    echo "Error deleting record: " . $conn->error; 

} 

 

$conn->close(); 

?> 

 

Example (MySQLi Procedural) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

$dbname = "myDB"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = mysqli_connect($servername, $username, $password, $dbname); 

// Check connection 

if (!$conn) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . mysqli_connect_error()); 

} 

 

// sql to delete a record 

$sql = "DELETE FROM MyGuests WHERE id=3"; 

 

if (mysqli_query($conn, $sql)) { 

    echo "Record deleted successfully"; 

} else { 

    echo "Error deleting record: " . mysqli_error($conn); 

} 

 

mysqli_close($conn); 

?> 
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After the record is deleted, the table will look like this: 

id firstname lastname email reg_date 

1 John Doe john@example.com 2014-10-22 14:26:15 

2 Mary Moe mary@example.com 2014-10-23 10:22:30 

 

Update Data In a MySQL Table Using MySQLi 

The UPDATE statement is used to update existing records in a table: 

UPDATE table_name 

SET column1=value, column2=value2,... 

WHERE some_column=some_value  

Notice the WHERE clause in the UPDATE syntax: The WHERE clause specifies which 

record or records that should be updated. If you omit the WHERE clause, all records 

will be updated!  

To learn more about SQL, please visit our SQL tutorial. 

Let's look at the "MyGuests" table: 

id firstname lastname email reg_date 

1 John Doe john@example.com 2014-10-22 14:26:15 

2 Mary Moe mary@example.com 2014-10-23 10:22:30 

The following examples update the record with id=2 in the "MyGuests" table: 

Example (MySQLi Object-oriented) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

$dbname = "myDB"; 

 

// Create connection 

http://www.w3schools.com/sql/default.asp
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$conn = new mysqli($servername, $username, $password, $dbname); 

// Check connection 

if ($conn->connect_error) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . $conn->connect_error); 

}  

 

$sql = "UPDATE MyGuests SET lastname='Doe' WHERE id=2"; 

 

if ($conn->query($sql) === TRUE) { 

    echo "Record updated successfully"; 

} else { 

    echo "Error updating record: " . $conn->error; 

} 

 

$conn->close(); 

?> 

Example (MySQLi Procedural) 

<?php 

$servername = "localhost"; 

$username = "username"; 

$password = "password"; 

$dbname = "myDB"; 

 

// Create connection 

$conn = mysqli_connect($servername, $username, $password, $dbname); 

// Check connection 

if (!$conn) { 

    die("Connection failed: " . mysqli_connect_error()); 

} 

 

$sql = "UPDATE MyGuests SET lastname='Doe' WHERE id=2"; 

 

if (mysqli_query($conn, $sql)) { 

    echo "Record updated successfully"; 

} else { 

    echo "Error updating record: " . mysqli_error($conn); 

} 

 

mysqli_close($conn); 

?> 

After the record is updated, the table will look like this: 
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id firstname lastname email reg_date 

1 John Doe john@example.com 2014-10-22 14:26:15 

2 Mary Doe mary@example.com 2014-10-23 10:22:30 

 

Processing Result Sets 

Retrieves the contents of one cell from a MySQL result set. 

When working on large result sets, you should consider using one of the functions 

that fetch an entire row (specified below). As these functions return the contents of 

multiple cells in one function call, they're MUCH quicker than mysql_result(). Also, 

note that specifying a numeric offset for the field argument is much quicker than 

specifying a fieldname or tablename.fieldname argument. 

Parameters  

result 

The result resource that is being evaluated. This result comes from a call 

to mysql_query(). 

row 

The row number from the result that's being retrieved. Row numbers start at 0. 

field 

The name or offset of the field being retrieved. 

It can be the field's offset, the field's name, or the field's table dot field name 

(tablename.fieldname). If the column name has been aliased ('select foo as bar from...'), 

use the alias instead of the column name. If undefined, the first field is retrieved. 

The contents of one cell from a MySQL result set on success, or FALSE on failure. 

Example:  

<?php 

$link = mysql_connect('localhost', 'mysql_user', 'mysql_password'); 

if (!$link) { 

    die('Could not connect: ' . mysql_error()); 

} 

http://php.net/manual/en/language.types.resource.php
http://php.net/manual/en/function.mysql-query.php
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if (!mysql_select_db('database_name')) { 

    die('Could not select database: ' . mysql_error()); 

} 

$result = mysql_query('SELECT name FROM work.employee'); 

if (!$result) { 

    die('Could not query:' . mysql_error()); 

} 

echo mysql_result($result, 2); // outputs third employee's name 

 

mysql_close($link); 

?> 

mysql_fetch_row 

mysql_fetch_row — Get a result row as an enumerated array 

Returns a numerical array that corresponds to the fetched row and moves the internal 

data pointer ahead. 

Parameters 

result 

The result resource that is being evaluated. This result comes from a call 

to mysql_query(). 

Returns an numerical array of strings that corresponds to the fetched row, or FALSE if 

there are no more rows. 

mysql_fetch_row() fetches one row of data from the result associated with the specified 

result identifier. The row is returned as an array. Each result column is stored in an 

array offset, starting at offset 0. 

Example: 

<?php 

$result = mysql_query("SELECT id,email FROM people WHERE id = '42'"); 

if (!$result) { 

    echo 'Could not run query: ' . mysql_error(); 

    exit; 

} 

$row = mysql_fetch_row($result); 

 

echo $row[0]; // 42 

echo $row[1]; // the email value 

?> 

http://php.net/manual/en/language.types.resource.php
http://php.net/manual/en/function.mysql-query.php
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mysql_fetch_array 

(PHP 4, PHP 5) 

mysql_fetch_array — Fetch a result row as an associative array, a numeric array, or 

both 

Returns an array that corresponds to the fetched row and moves the internal data 

pointer ahead. 

Parameters 

result 

The result resource that is being evaluated. This result comes from a call 

to mysql_query(). 

result_type 

The type of array that is to be fetched. It's a constant and can take the following 

values: MYSQL_ASSOC,MYSQL_NUM, and MYSQL_BOTH. 

 

Return Values 

Returns an array of strings that corresponds to the fetched row, or FALSE if there are 

no more rows. The type of returned array depends on how result_type is defined. By 

using MYSQL_BOTH (default), you'll get an array with both associative and number 

indices. Using MYSQL_ASSOC, you only get associative indices 

(asmysql_fetch_assoc() works), using MYSQL_NUM, you only get number indices 

(as mysql_fetch_row() works). 

If two or more columns of the result have the same field names, the last column will 

take precedence. To access the other column(s) of the same name, you must use the 

numeric index of the column or make an alias for the column. For aliased columns, 

you cannot access the contents with the original column name. 

<?php 

mysql_connect("localhost", "mysql_user", "mysql_password") or 

    die("Could not connect: " . mysql_error()); 

mysql_select_db("mydb"); 

 

$result = mysql_query("SELECT id, name FROM mytable"); 

 

while ($row = mysql_fetch_array($result, MYSQL_NUM)) { 

    printf("ID: %s  Name: %s", $row[0], $row[1]);   

} 

http://php.net/manual/en/language.types.resource.php
http://php.net/manual/en/function.mysql-query.php
http://php.net/manual/en/function.mysql-fetch-assoc.php
http://php.net/manual/en/function.mysql-fetch-row.php
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mysql_free_result($result); 

?> 

mysql_fetch_assoc 

mysql_fetch_assoc — Fetch a result row as an associative array 

Returns an associative array that corresponds to the fetched row and moves the 

internal data pointer ahead.mysql_fetch_assoc() is equivalent to 

calling mysql_fetch_array() with MYSQL_ASSOC for the optional second parameter. It 

only returns an associative array. 

Parameters 

result 

The result resource that is being evaluated. This result comes from a call 

to mysql_query(). 

Return Values 

Returns an associative array of strings that corresponds to the fetched row, 

or FALSE if there are no more rows. 

If two or more columns of the result have the same field names, the last column will 

take precedence. To access the other column(s) of the same name, you either need to 

access the result with numeric indices by usingmysql_fetch_row() or add alias names. 

See the example at the mysql_fetch_array() description about aliases. 

Example:  

<?php 

 

$conn = mysql_connect("localhost", "mysql_user", "mysql_password"); 

 

if (!$conn) { 

    echo "Unable to connect to DB: " . mysql_error(); 

    exit; 

} 

 

if (!mysql_select_db("mydbname")) { 

    echo "Unable to select mydbname: " . mysql_error(); 

    exit; 

} 

 

$sql = "SELECT id as userid, fullname, userstatus 

http://php.net/manual/en/function.mysql-fetch-array.php
http://php.net/manual/en/language.types.resource.php
http://php.net/manual/en/function.mysql-query.php
http://php.net/manual/en/function.mysql-fetch-row.php
http://php.net/manual/en/function.mysql-fetch-array.php
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        FROM   sometable 

        WHERE  userstatus = 1"; 

 

$result = mysql_query($sql); 

 

if (!$result) { 

    echo "Could not successfully run query ($sql) from DB: " . mysql_error(); 

    exit; 

} 

 

if (mysql_num_rows($result) == 0) { 

    echo "No rows found, nothing to print so am exiting"; 

    exit; 

} 

 

// While a row of data exists, put that row in $row as an associative array 

// Note: If you're expecting just one row, no need to use a loop 

// Note: If you put extract($row); inside the following loop, you'll 

//       then create $userid, $fullname, and $userstatus 

while ($row = mysql_fetch_assoc($result)) { 

    echo $row["userid"]; 

    echo $row["fullname"]; 

    echo $row["userstatus"]; 

} 

 

mysql_free_result($result); 

 

?> 

Unit – 5 

Reusing Code and Writing Functions 

One thing you will hear everywhere you go as a coder is code reuse – the idea that if 

someone has already wrote some code that you need, you might want to consider 

using it instead of spending so much time writing from scratch. You could choose to 

repeat the process but your boss might not like it very much! 

So today, am going to start on code reuse. There are several advantages to code reuse 

and they include: reduces the cost (you will spend more time maintaining your code 

than writing it, therefore you want to make sure that you limit the number of lines in 

use.). In simple terms, less code means lower cost. Secondly, there is reliability – 

existing mature code is always more reliable than a fresh ‘green’ code. Thirdly, 
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consistency – If you are reusing code that runs in another part of the system, your 

functionality should automatically be consistent. 

Using require() and include() 

PHP provides two very simple, yet very useful, statements to allow you to reuse any 

type of code. Using require() or include() enables you to load a file into your PHP file. 

The imported file can contain anything you would type in a script including php 

statements, text, HTML tags, PHP functions, or PHP classes. So what is the difference 

between the two statements? 

They are almost identical except for one thing: when they fail, require() construct gives 

a fatal error, while include() construct gives only a warning. 

One more thing to mention here is that there are two variations to require() 

 and include(): require_once() and include_once() and you might have guessed what 

they mean? They mean that the respective files can only be included or required once! 

Consider a situation where you have included a file twice without knowing, you will 

get an error. So, if you are cautious, you might want to try require() or include() 

because they are faster to execute. 

Consider a file named: reusablefile.php 

<?php 

   echo 'Hello there, this is a reusable code <br />'; 

?> 

 

And now consider another file named: main.php 

<?php 

   echo 'This is the main file for testing stuff <br />'; 

   require('reusablefile.php'); 

   echo 'This is where the script ends at this moment <br />'; 

?> 

 

Now the outcome: Running the main.php file will return the page shown: 

Output: 
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This is the main file for testing stuff 

Hello there, this is a reusable code 
This is where the script ends at this moment 
 

The include (or require) statement takes all the text/code/markup that exists in the 

specified file and copies it into the file that uses the include statement. 

Including files is very useful when you want to include the same PHP, HTML, or text 

on multiple pages of a website. 

PHP include and require Statements 

It is possible to insert the content of one PHP file into another PHP file (before the 

server executes it), with the include or require statement. 

The include and require statements are identical, except upon failure: 

require will produce a fatal error (E_COMPILE_ERROR) and stop the script 

include will only produce a warning (E_WARNING) and the script will continue 

So, if you want the execution to go on and show users the output, even if the include 

file is missing, use the include statement. Otherwise, in case of FrameWork, CMS, or a 

complex PHP application coding, always use the require statement to include a key file 

to the flow of execution. This will help avoid compromising your application's security 

and integrity, just in-case one key file is accidentally missing. 

Including files saves a lot of work. This means that you can create a standard header, 

footer, or menu file for all your web pages. Then, when the header needs to be 

updated, you can only update the header include file. 

Syntax 

include 'filename'; 

 

or 

 

require 'filename'; 

 

PHP include Examples 

Example 1 

Assume we have a standard footer file called "footer.php", that looks like this: 
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<?php 

echo "<p>Copyright &copy; 1999-" . date("Y") . " W3Schools.com</p>"; 

?> 

To include the footer file in a page, use the include statement: 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<h1>Welcome to my home page!</h1> 

<p>Some text.</p> 

<p>Some more text.</p> 

<?php include 'footer.php';?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Example 2 

Assume we have a standard menu file called "menu.php": 

<?php 

echo '<a href="/default.asp">Home</a> - 

<a href="/html/default.asp">HTML Tutorial</a> - 

<a href="/css/default.asp">CSS Tutorial</a> - 

<a href="/js/default.asp">JavaScript Tutorial</a> - 

<a href="default.asp">PHP Tutorial</a>'; 

?> 

All pages in the Web site should use this menu file. Here is how it can be done (we are 

using a <div> element so that the menu easily can be styled with CSS later): 

Example 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<div class="menu"> 

<?php include 'menu.php';?> 

</div> 

 

<h1>Welcome to my home page!</h1> 

<p>Some text.</p> 

<p>Some more text.</p> 
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</body> 

</html> 

Example 3 

Assume we have a file called "vars.php", with some variables defined: 

<?php 

$color='red'; 

$car='BMW'; 

?> 

Then, if we include the "vars.php" file, the variables can be used in the calling file: 

Example 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<h1>Welcome to my home page!</h1> 

<?php include 'vars.php'; 

echo "I have a $color $car."; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

PHP include vs. require 

The require statement is also used to include a file into the PHP code. 

However, there is one big difference between include and require; when a file is 

included with the include statement and PHP cannot find it, the script will continue to 

execute: 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<h1>Welcome to my home page!</h1> 

<?php include 'noFileExists.php'; 

echo "I have a $color $car."; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 
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If we do the same example using the require statement, the echo statement will not be 

executed because the script execution dies after the require statement returned a fatal 

error: 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<h1>Welcome to my home page!</h1> 

<?php require 'noFileExists.php'; 

echo "I have a $color $car."; 

?> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

Note : Use require when the file is required by the application. 

 

Use include when the file is not required and application should continue when file is 

not found. 

Include Path 

To include a file in your PHP script you use the include statement. Hard coding the 

complete file system path in all your include statements is unmaintainable. You 

cannot expect your application to be installed in the exact same location everywhere. 

Including the files from a relative path is so much more easier. 

Let us write few simple scripts for demonstration purpose. 

Create the file mymainfile.php and paste the below code in it. 

<?php 

/* @file mymainfile.php 

 * 

 */ 

echo "This is the main file" . "\n"; 

include 'subfile.php'; 

?> 

Create the file subfile.php in the same directory as mymainfile.php and paste the 

below code in it. 

<?php 

/* @file subfile.php  

 * 
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 */ 

echo "This is the sub-file" . "\n"; 

?> 

Run the script mymainfile.php. The output looks like: 

This is the main file 

This is the sub-file 

So far, everything is all right. 

We all know that every web application requires reusable code for better maintenance. 

The reusable code may contain functions and classes. When the library of reusable 

code grows in size, you start grouping these classes and functions in several files. The 

functions related to input filtering might be placed in input_filter.php. The functions 

and classes related to database might be placed in database.php. So on and so forth. 

To better organize the files you decide to put all your reusable files in the directory 

'library'. 

Your directory structure may look like: 

mymainfile.php 

library/database.php 

library/input_filter.php 

As the application grows, you add more files into your library. Let us modify our 

mainfile.php to use some database related functions. We include the file database.php 

which is inside the library directory. 

  

<?php 

/* @file mymainfile.php 

 * 

 */ 

echo "This is the main file" . "\n"; 

include 'subfile.php'; 

echo  

"I am now including a sample library file" . "\n"; 

include 'library/database.php'; 

?> 
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The script above works as intended only if the directory library is in the same directory 

as mymaifile.php. What if we want to include database.php in a script other than 

mymainfile.php? We use the relative path. 

Let us write another script. Create the directory my/subdirectory and create the file 

anotherscript.php inside my/subdirectory. The directory structure looks like below 

mymainfile.php 

my/subdirectory/anotherscript.php 

library/database.php 

library/input_filter.php 

 

<?php 

/* @file my/subdirectory/anotherscript.php 

 * 

 */ 

echo "This is a file in one of the sub directories" . "\n"; 

echo  

"I am now including a sample library file" . "\n"; 

include '../../library/database.php'; 

?> 

The above script works only if your invoke it from my/subdirectory. 

Notice '../../' in the include statement. It indicates the relative path of the 

library/database.php. Writing relative paths like this in every file quickly becomes a 

mess to manage. 

Enter include_path 

include_path instructs PHP where to look for files while including. You can set the 

include_path in your php.ini file. You can also set the include_path in your PHP script 

using the function set_include_path(). 

Let us modify our anotherscript.php to demonstrate set_include_path(). 

<?php 

/* @file my/subdirectory/anotherscript.php 

 * 

 */ 

echo "This is a file in one of the sub directories" . "\n"; 
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set_include_path('../../library'); 

echo  

"I am now including a sample library file" . "\n"; 

include 'database.php'; 

include 'input_filter.php'; 

?> 

In our script we have instructed PHP to look for files in the directory '../../library' 

while including. Thus we specify only the file name without any path in the next 

statements. Create the file input_filter.php in library directory if you haven't already. 

Once you set the include path you don't have to specify the path to the file while 

including. This makes it easier to maintain the application. You can easily move 

around your scripts from one directory to another. As long as the correct include_path 

is set you don't have to fiddle with the include statements. 

File Uploads 
 

With PHP, it is easy to upload files to the server. 

However, with ease comes danger, so always be careful when allowing file uploads! 

Configure The "php.ini" File 

First, ensure that PHP is configured to allow file uploads. 

In your "php.ini" file, search for the file_uploads directive, and set it to On: 

file_uploads = On 

Create The HTML Form 

Next, create an HTML form that allow users to choose the image file they want to 

upload: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

 

<form action="upload.php" method="post" enctype="multipart/form-data"> 

    Select image to upload: 

    <input type="file" name="fileToUpload" id="fileToUpload"> 

    <input type="submit" value="Upload Image" name="submit"> 

</form> 
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</body> 

</html> 

Some rules to follow for the HTML form above: 

Make sure that the form uses method="post" 

The form also needs the following attribute: enctype="multipart/form-data". It 

specifies which content-type to use when submitting the form 

Without the requirements above, the file upload will not work. 

Other things to notice: 

The type="file" attribute of the <input> tag shows the input field as a file-select control, 

with a "Browse" button next to the input control 

The form above sends data to a file called "upload.php", which we will create next. 

Create The Upload File PHP Script 

The "upload.php" file contains the code for uploading a file: 

<?php 

$target_dir = "uploads/"; 

$target_file = $target_dir . basename($_FILES["fileToUpload"]["name"]); 

$uploadOk = 1; 

$imageFileType = pathinfo($target_file,PATHINFO_EXTENSION); 

// Check if image file is a actual image or fake image 

if(isset($_POST["submit"])) { 

    $check = getimagesize($_FILES["fileToUpload"]["tmp_name"]); 

    if($check !== false) { 

        echo "File is an image - " . $check["mime"] . "."; 

        $uploadOk = 1; 

    } else { 

        echo "File is not an image."; 

        $uploadOk = 0; 

    } 

} 

?> 

PHP script explained: 

$target_dir = "uploads/" - specifies the directory where the file is going to be placed 

$target_file specifies the path of the file to be uploaded 

$uploadOk=1 is not used yet (will be used later) 
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$imageFileType holds the file extension of the file 

Next, check if the image file is an actual image or a fake image 

Note: You will need to create a new directory called "uploads" in the directory where 

"upload.php" file resides. The uploaded files will be saved there. 

Check if File Already Exists 

Now we can add some restrictions. 

First, we will check if the file already exists in the "uploads" folder. If it does, an error 

message is displayed, and $uploadOk is set to 0: 

// Check if file already exists 

if (file_exists($target_file)) { 

    echo "Sorry, file already exists."; 

    $uploadOk = 0; 

} 

Limit File Size 

The file input field in our HTML form above is named "fileToUpload". 

Now, we want to check the size of the file. If the file is larger than 500kb, an error 

message is displayed, and $uploadOk is set to 0: 

 // Check file size 

if ($_FILES["fileToUpload"]["size"] > 500000) { 

    echo "Sorry, your file is too large."; 

    $uploadOk = 0; 

} 

Limit File Type 

The code below only allows users to upload JPG, JPEG, PNG, and GIF files. All other 

file types gives an error message before setting $uploadOk to 0: 

// Allow certain file formats 

if($imageFileType != "jpg" && $imageFileType != "png" && $imageFileType != "jpeg" 

&& $imageFileType != "gif" ) { 

    echo "Sorry, only JPG, JPEG, PNG & GIF files are allowed."; 

    $uploadOk = 0; 

} 

Complete Upload File PHP Script 

The complete "upload.php" file now looks like this: 
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<?php 

$target_dir = "uploads/"; 

$target_file = $target_dir . basename($_FILES["fileToUpload"]["name"]); 

$uploadOk = 1; 

$imageFileType = pathinfo($target_file,PATHINFO_EXTENSION); 

// Check if image file is a actual image or fake image 

if(isset($_POST["submit"])) { 

    $check = getimagesize($_FILES["fileToUpload"]["tmp_name"]); 

    if($check !== false) { 

        echo "File is an image - " . $check["mime"] . "."; 

        $uploadOk = 1; 

    } else { 

        echo "File is not an image."; 

        $uploadOk = 0; 

    } 

} 

// Check if file already exists 

if (file_exists($target_file)) { 

    echo "Sorry, file already exists."; 

    $uploadOk = 0; 

} 

// Check file size 

if ($_FILES["fileToUpload"]["size"] > 500000) { 

    echo "Sorry, your file is too large."; 

    $uploadOk = 0; 

} 

// Allow certain file formats 

if($imageFileType != "jpg" && $imageFileType != "png" && $imageFileType != "jpeg" 

&& $imageFileType != "gif" ) { 

    echo "Sorry, only JPG, JPEG, PNG & GIF files are allowed."; 

    $uploadOk = 0; 

} 

// Check if $uploadOk is set to 0 by an error 

if ($uploadOk == 0) { 

    echo "Sorry, your file was not uploaded."; 

// if everything is ok, try to upload file 

} else { 

    if (move_uploaded_file($_FILES["fileToUpload"]["tmp_name"], $target_file)) { 

        echo "The file ". basename( $_FILES["fileToUpload"]["name"]). " has been 

uploaded."; 

    } else { 

        echo "Sorry, there was an error uploading your file."; 

    } 
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} 

?> 

CSS 

CSS stands for Cascading Style Sheets. CSS defines how HTML elements are to be 

displayed. Styles were added to HTML 4.0 to solve a problem. CSS saves a lot of work. 

External Style Sheets are stored in CSS files. 

HTML was NEVER intended to contain tags for formatting a document. 

HTML was intended to define the content of a document, like: 

<h1>This is a heading</h1> 

<p>This is a paragraph.</p> 

When tags like <font>, and color attributes were added to the HTML 3.2 specification, 

it started a nightmare for web developers. Development of large web sites, where fonts 

and color information were added to every single page, became a long and expensive 

process. 

To solve this problem, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) created CSS. 

In HTML 4.0, all formatting could (and should!) be removed from the HTML document, 

and stored in a separate CSS file. 

CSS Saves a Lot of Work! 

The style definitions are normally saved in external .css files. 

With an external style sheet file, you can change the look of an entire Web site by 

changing just one file! 

Syntax 

A CSS rule set consists of a selector and a declaration block: 

 

The selector points to the HTML element you want to style. 

The declaration block contains one or more declarations separated by semicolons. 
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Each declaration includes a property name and a value, separated by a colon. 

CSS Example 

A CSS declaration always ends with a semicolon, and declaration groups are 

surrounded by curly braces: 

p {color:red;text-align:center;} 

To make the CSS code more readable, you can put one declaration on each line. 

In the following example all <p> elements will be center-aligned, with a red text color: 

p { 

    color: red; 

    text-align: center; 

} 

CSS Comments 

Comments are used to explain your code, and may help you when you edit the source 

code at a later date. Comments are ignored by browsers. 

A CSS comment starts with /* and ends with */. Comments can also span multiple 

lines: 

p { 

    color: red; 

    /* This is a single-line comment */ 

    text-align: center; 

} 

 

/* This is 

a multi-line 

comment */ 

 

Object Oriented Programming with PHP 

We can imagine our universe made of different objects like sun, earth, moon etc. 

Similarly we can imagine our car made of different objects like wheel, steering, gear 

etc. Same way there is object oriented programming concepts which assume 

everything as an object and implement a software using different objects. 

Object Oriented Concepts: 
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Before we go in detail, lets define important terms related to Object Oriented 

Programming. 

Class: This is a programmer-defined datatype, which includes local functions as well 

as local data. You can think of a class as a template for making many instances of the 

same kind (or class) of object. 

Object: An individual instance of the data structure defined by a class. You define a 

class once and then make many objects that belong to it. Objects are also known as 

instance. 

Member Variable: These are the variables defined inside a class. This data will be 

invisible to the outside of the class and can be accessed via member functions. These 

variables are called attribute of the object once an object is created. 

Member function: These are the function defined inside a class and are used to 

access object data. 

Inheritance: When a class is defined by inheriting existing function of a parent class 

then it is called inheritance. Here child class will inherit all or few member functions 

and variables of a parent class. 

Parent class: A class that is inherited from by another class. This is also called a base 

class or super class. 

Child Class: A class that inherits from another class. This is also called a subclass or 

derived class. 

Polymorphism: This is an object oriented concept where same function can be used 

for different purposes. For example function name will remain same but it make take 

different number of arguments and can do different task. 

Overloading: a type of polymorphism in which some or all of operators have different 

implementations depending on the types of their arguments. Similarly functions can 

also be overloaded with different implementation. 

Data Abstraction: Any representation of data in which the implementation details are 

hidden (abstracted). 

Encapsulation: refers to a concept where we encapsulate all the data and member 

functions together to form an object. 

Constructor: refers to a special type of function which will be called automatically 

whenever there is an object formation from a class. 

Destructors: refers to a special type of function which will be called automatically 

whenever an object is deleted or goes out of scope. 
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Defining PHP Classes: 

The general form for defining a new class in PHP is as follows: 

<?php 

class phpClass{ 

   var $var1; 

   var $var2 = "constant string"; 

   function myfunc ($arg1, $arg2) { 

      [..] 

   } 

   [..] 

} 

?> 

Here is the description of each line: 

The special form class, followed by the name of the class that you want to define. 

A set of braces enclosing any number of variable declarations and function definitions. 

Variable declarations start with the special form var, which is followed by a 

conventional $ variable name; they may also have an initial assignment to a constant 

value. 

Function definitions look much like standalone PHP functions but are local to the 

class and will be used to set and access object data. 

Example: 

Here is an example which defines a class of Books type: 

<?php 

class  Books{ 

    /* Member variables */ 

    var $price; 
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    var $title; 

    /* Member functions */ 

    function setPrice($par){ 

       $this->price = $par; 

    } 

    function getPrice(){ 

echo $this->price ."<br/>"; 

    } 

    function setTitle($par){ 

       $this->title = $par; 

    } 

    function getTitle(){ 

echo $this->title ." <br/>"; 

    } 

} 

?> 

The variable $this is a special variable and it refers to the same object ie. itself. 

Creating Objects in PHP 

Once you defined your class, then you can create as many objects as you like of that 

class type. Following is an example of how to create object using new operator. 

   $physics = new Books; 

   $maths = new Books; 

   $chemistry = new Books; 

Here we have created three objects and these objects are independent of each other 

and they will have their existance separately. Next we will see how to access member 

function and process member variables. 

Calling Member Functions 
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After creating your objects, you will be able to call member functions related to that 

object. One member function will be able to process member variable of related object 

only. 

Following example shows how to set title and prices for the three books by calling 

member functions. 

   $physics->setTitle( "Physics for High School" ); 

   $chemistry->setTitle( "Advanced Chemistry" ); 

   $maths->setTitle( "Algebra" ); 

 

   $physics->setPrice( 10 ); 

   $chemistry->setPrice( 15 ); 

   $maths->setPrice( 7 ); 

Now you call another member functions to get the values set by in above example: 

   $physics->getTitle(); 

   $chemistry->getTitle(); 

   $maths->getTitle(); 

   $physics->getPrice(); 

   $chemistry->getPrice(); 

   $maths->getPrice(); 

This will produce follwoing result: 

  Physics for High School 

  Advanced Chemistry 

  Algebra 

  10 

  15 

  7 
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Constructor Functions: 

Constructor Functions are special type of functions which are called automatically 

whenever an object is created. So we take full advantage of this behaviour, by 

initializing many things through constructor functions. 

PHP provides a special function called __construct() to define a constructor. You can 

pass as many as arguments you like into the constructor function. 

Following example will create one constructor for Books class and it will initialize price 

and title for the book at the time of object creation. 

function __construct( $par1, $par2 ){ 

   $this->price = $par1; 

   $this->title = $par2; 

} 

Now we don't need to call set function separately to set price and title. We can 

initialize these two member variables at the time of object creation only. Check 

following example below: 

   $physics = new Books( "Physics for High School", 10 ); 

   $maths = new Books ( "Advanced Chemistry", 15 ); 

   $chemistry = new Books ("Algebra", 7 ); 

 

   /* Get those set values */ 

   $physics->getTitle(); 

   $chemistry->getTitle(); 

   $maths->getTitle(); 

 

   $physics->getPrice(); 

   $chemistry->getPrice(); 

   $maths->getPrice(); 

This will produce following result: 
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  Physics for High School 

  Advanced Chemistry 

  Algebra 

  10 

  15 

  7 

Destructor: 

Like a constructor function you can define a destructor function using 

function __destruct(). You can release all the resourceses with-in a destructor. 

Inheritance: 

PHP class definitions can optionally inherit from a parent class definition by using the 

extends clause. The syntax is as follows: 

  class Child extends Parent { 

<definition body> 

  } 

The effect of inheritance is that the child class (or subclass or derived class) has the 

following characteristics: 

Automatically has all the member variable declarations of the parent class. 

Automatically has all the same member functions as the parent, which (by default) will 

work the same way as those functions do in the parent. 

Following example inherit Books class and adds more functionality based on the 

requirement. 

class Novel extends Books{ 

   var publisher; 

   function setPublisher($par){ 

     $this->publisher = $par; 

   } 
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   function getPublisher(){ 

echo $this->publisher. "<br />"; 

   } 

} 

Now apart from inherited functions, class Novel keeps two additional member 

functions. 

Function Overriding: 

Function definitions in child classes override definitions with the same name in parent 

classes. In a child class, we can modify the definition of a function inherited from 

parent class. 

In the follwoing example getPrice and getTitle functions are overriden to retrun some 

values. 

    function getPrice(){ 

echo $this->price . "<br/>"; 

       return $this->price; 

    } 

    function getTitle(){ 

echo $this->title . "<br/>"; 

       return $this->title; 

    } 

Public Members: 

Unless you specify otherwise, properties and methods of a class are public. That is to 

say, they may be accessed in three possible situations: 

From outside the class in which it is declared 

From within the class in which it is declared 

From within another class that implements the class in which it is declared 
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Till now we have seen all members as public members. If you wish to limit the 

accessibility of the members of a class then you define class members 

as private or protected. 

Private members: 

By designating a member private, you limit its accessibility to the class in which it is 

declared. The private member cannot be referred to from classes that inherit the class 

in which it is declared and cannot be accessed from outside the class. 

A class member can be made private by using private keyword infront of the member. 

class MyClass { 

   private $car = "skoda"; 

   $driver = "SRK"; 

 

   function __construct($par) { 

      // Statements here run every time 

      // an instance of the class 

      // is created. 

   } 

   function myPublicFunction() { 

return("I'm visible!"); 

   } 

   private function myPrivateFunction() { 

return("I'm  not visible outside!"); 

   } 

} 

When MyClass class is inherited by another class using extends, myPublicFunction() 

will be visible, as will $driver. The extending class will not have any awareness of or 

access to myPrivateFunction and $car, because they are declared private. 

Protected members: 
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A protected property or method is accessible in the class in which it is declared, as 

well as in classes that extend that class. Protected members are not available outside 

of those two kinds of classes. A class member can be made protected by 

using protected keyword infront of the member. 

Here is different version of MyClass: 

class MyClass { 

   protected $car = "skoda"; 

   $driver = "SRK"; 

 

   function __construct($par) { 

      // Statements here run every time 

      // an instance of the class 

      // is created. 

   } 

   function myPublicFunction() { 

return("I'm visible!"); 

   } 

   protected function myPrivateFunction() { 

return("I'm  visible in child class!"); 

   } 

} 

Interfaces: 

Interfaces are defined to provide a common function names to the implementors. 

Different implementors can implement those interfaces according to theri 

requirements. You can say, interfaces are skeltons which are implemented by 

developers. 

As of PHP5, it is possible to define an interface, like this: 
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interface Mail { 

   public function sendMail(); 

} 

Then, if another class implemented that interface, like this: 

class Report implements Mail { 

   // sendMail() Definition goes here 

} 

Constants: 

A constant is somewhat like a variable, in that it holds a value, but is really more like 

a function because a constant is immutable. Once you declare a constant, it does not 

change. 

Declaring one constant is easy, as is done in this version of MyClass: 

class MyClass { 

   const requiredMargin = 1.7; 

   function __construct($incomingValue) { 

      // Statements here run every time 

      // an instance of the class 

      // is created. 

   } 

} 

In this class, requiredMargin is a constant. It is declared with the keyword const, and 

under no circumstances can it be changed to anything other than 1.7. Note that the 

constant's name does not have a leading $, as variable names do. 

Abstract Classes: 

An abstract class is one that cannot be instantiated, only inherited. You declare an 

abstract class with the keyword abstract, like this: 
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When inheriting from an abstract class, all methods marked abstract in the parent's 

class declaration must be defined by the child; additionally, these methods must be 

defined with the same visibillity. 

abstract class MyAbstractClass { 

   abstract function myAbstractFunction() { 

   } 

} 

Note that function definitions inside an abstract class must also be preceded by the 

keyword abstract. It is not legal to have abstract function definitions inside a non-

abstract class. 

Static Keyword: 

Declaring class members or methods as static makes them accessible without needing 

an instantiation of the class. A member declared as static can not be accessed with an 

instantiated class object (though a static method can). 

Try out following example: 

<?php 

class Foo 

{ 

    public static $my_static = 'foo'; 

 

    public function staticValue() { 

        return self::$my_static; 

    } 

} 

print Foo::$my_static . "\n"; 

$foo = new Foo(); 

print $foo->staticValue() . "\n"; 

Final Keyword: 
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PHP 5 introduces the final keyword, which prevents child classes from overriding a 

method by prefixing the definition with final. If the class itself is being defined final 

then it cannot be extended. 

Following example results in Fatal error: Cannot override final method 

BaseClass::moreTesting() 

<?php 

class BaseClass { 

   public function test() { 

       echo "BaseClass::test() called<br>"; 

   } 

 

   final public function moreTesting() { 

       echo "BaseClass::moreTesting() called<br>"; 

   } 

} 

 

class ChildClass extends BaseClass { 

   public function moreTesting() { 

       echo "ChildClass::moreTesting() called<br>"; 

   } 

} 

?> 

Calling parent constructors: 

Instead of writing an entirely new constructor for the subclass, let's write it by calling 

the parent's constructor explicitly and then doing whatever is necessary in addition for 

instantiation of the subclass. Here's a simple example: 

class Name 
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{ 

   var $_firstName; 

   var $_lastName; 

   function Name($first_name, $last_name) 

   { 

     $this->_firstName = $first_name; 

     $this->_lastName = $last_name; 

   } 

   function toString() { 

     return($this->_lastName .", " .$this->_firstName); 

   } 

} 

class NameSub1 extends Name 

{ 

   var $_middleInitial; 

   function NameSub1($first_name, $middle_initial, 

$last_name) { 

       Name::Name($first_name, $last_name); 

       $this->_middleInitial = $middle_initial; 

   } 

   function toString() { 

return(Name::toString() . " " . $this->_middleInitial); 

   } 

} 

In this example, we have a parent class (Name), which has a two-argument 

constructor, and a subclass (NameSub1), which has a three-argument constructor. 

The constructor of NameSub1 functions by calling its parent constructor explicitly 
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using the :: syntax (passing two of its arguments along) and then setting an additional 

field. Similarly, NameSub1 defines its nonconstructor toString() function in terms of 

the parent function that it overrides. 

NOTE: A constructor can be defined with the same name as the name of a class. It is 

defined in above example. 

Installing Apache (with PHP) on Windows 

There are few steps to Install Apache on Windows 

• Download the Apache Windows MSI Installer from Apache.org 

• Download the PHP Windows Zip Package from PHP.net. 

• The first step to getting Drupal running on your Windows machine is to set up 

the Apache web server by running the Apache MSI installer. The following steps 

will walk you through the installation: 

• Select Next 

• Select "I accept the terms in the license agreement" 

• Select Next 

• Fill in your server information if it is known. A typical setup will use the "for All 

Users, on Port 80, as a Service" option. If this is being setup as a test machine, 

you may use localhost as the Network Domain and the Server Name. Select 

Next. 

• Select the Typical Setup 

• Choose a Destination Folder for the Installer to place the program files into. 

Note: the default Apache Installer location is C:\Program Files\Apache Software 

Foundation\Apache2.2. Because of the spaces in the directory name, using this 

folder may cause cgi and php scripts to not find the paths correctly. 

• Select Finish 

• If a Firewall is enabled, make sure that port 80 and port 8080 are unblocked 

and open. 

• To test if the Apache server is running, open up http:\\localhost in a browser. 

A plain black and white page should come up that reads "It Works!" 

Configuring Apache: 

• Using a text editor such as Notepad, open the httpd.conf file. This file is found 

in the /conf sub-directory under the directory that was set up during 

installation. Alternatively, a shortcut may be found in the start menu under the 

Apache HTTP Server folder. 

• Note: Windows based systems uses backslashes \ and Unix based systems use 

slashes/ for paths. In the Apache configuration files, slashes / should be used 

in path names. 

http://httpd.apache.org/download.cgi
http://www.php.net/downloads.php
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• Change the DocumentRoot to point to the location of the root document folder. 

In the default httpd.conf file, this is found on line 149 and if the defaults were 

used during the installation, it would point to "C:/Program Files/Apache 

Software Foundation/Apache2.2/htdocs".  

Note: Wrapping the path name in quotes will escape out any spaces that are 

used. 

• Change the Directory path to match the one used in the previous step. This is 

found on line 177 of the default httpd.conf file. 

• Add to index.php to the DirectoryIndex. This is found on line 212 of the default 

httpd.conf file. 

• Append the following lines to the end of the httpd.conf file: 

• LoadModule php5_module "c:/php/php5apache2_2.dll" 

       AddType application/x-httpd-php .php 

       PHPIniDir "C:/php" 

 

PHP.INI file Configuration 

The PHP configuration file, php.ini, is the final and most immediate way to affect PHP's 

functionality. The php.ini file is read each time PHP is initialized.in other words, 

whenever httpd is restarted for the module version or with each script execution for 

the CGI version. If your change isn.t showing up, remember to stop and restart httpd. 

If it still isn.t showing up, use phpinfo() to check the path to php.ini. 

The configuration file is well commented and thorough. Keys are case sensitive, 

keyword values are not; whitespace, and lines beginning with semicolons are ignored. 

Booleans can be represented by 1/0, Yes/No, On/Off, or True/False. The default 

values in php.ini-dist will result in a reasonable PHP installation that can be tweaked 

later. 

Here we are explaining the important settings in php.ini which you may need for your 

PHP Parser. 

short_open_tag = Off 

Short open tags look like this: <? ?>. This option must be set to Off if you want to use 

XML functions. 

safe_mode = Off 

If this is set to On, you probably compiled PHP with the --enable-safe-mode flag. Safe 

mode is most relevant to CGI use. See the explanation in the section "CGI compile-

time options". earlier in this chapter. 

safe_mode_exec_dir = [DIR] 
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This option is relevant only if safe mode is on; it can also be set with the --with-exec-

dir flag during the Unix build process. PHP in safe mode only executes external 

binaries out of this directory. The default is /usr/local/bin. This has nothing to do 

with serving up a normal PHP/HTML Web page. 

safe_mode_allowed_env_vars = [PHP_] 

This option sets which environment variables users can change in safe mode. The 

default is only those variables prepended with "PHP_". If this directive is empty, most 

variables are alterable. 

safe_mode_protected_env_vars = [LD_LIBRARY_PATH] 

This option sets which environment variables users can't change in safe mode, even if 

safe_mode_allowed_env_vars is set permissively 

disable_functions = [function1, function2...] 

A welcome addition to PHP4 configuration and one perpetuated in PHP5 is the ability 

to disable selected functions for security reasons. Previously, this necessitated hand-

editing the C code from which PHP was made. Filesystem, system, and network 

functions should probably be the first to go because allowing the capability to write 

files and alter the system over HTTP is never such a safe idea. 

max_execution_time = 30 

The function set_time_limit() won.t work in safe mode, so this is the main way to make 

a script time out in safe mode. In Windows, you have to abort based on maximum 

memory consumed rather than time. You can also use the Apache timeout setting to 

timeout if you use Apache, but that will apply to non-PHP files on the site too. 

error_reporting = E_ALL & ~E_NOTICE 

The default value is E_ALL & ~E_NOTICE, all errors except notices. Development 

servers should be set to at least the default; only production servers should even 

consider a lesser value 

error_prepend_string = [""] 

With its bookend, error_append_string, this setting allows you to make error messages 

a different color than other text, or what have you. 

warn_plus_overloading = Off 

This setting issues a warning if the + operator is used with strings, as in a form value. 

variables_order = EGPCS 
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This configuration setting supersedes gpc_order. Both are now deprecated along with 

register_globals. It sets the order of the different variables: Environment, GET, POST, 

COOKIE, and SERVER (aka Built-in).You can change this order around. Variables will 

be overwritten successively in left-to-right order, with the rightmost one winning the 

hand every time. This means if you left the default setting and happened to use the 

same name for an environment variable, a POST variable, and a COOKIE variable, the 

COOKIE variable would own that name at the end of the process. In real life, this 

doesn't happen much. 

register_globals = Off 

This setting allows you to decide whether you wish to register EGPCS variables as 

global. This is now deprecated, and as of PHP4.2, this flag is set to Off by default. Use 

superglobal arrays instead. All the major code listings in this book use superglobal 

arrays. 

gpc_order = GPC 

This setting has been GPC Deprecated. 

magic_quotes_gpc = On 

This setting escapes quotes in incoming GET/POST/COOKIE data. If you use a lot of 

forms which possibly submit to themselves or other forms and display form values, 

you may need to set this directive to On or prepare to use addslashes() on string-type 

data. 

magic_quotes_runtime = Off 

This setting escapes quotes in incoming database and text strings. Remember that 

SQL adds slashes to single quotes and apostrophes when storing strings and does not 

strip them off when returning them. If this setting is Off, you will need to use 

stripslashes() when outputting any type of string data from a SQL database. If 

magic_quotes_sybase is set to On, this must be Off. 

magic_quotes_sybase = Off 

This setting escapes single quotes in incoming database and text strings with Sybase-

style single quotes rather than backslashes. If magic_quotes_runtime is set to On, this 

must be Off. 

auto-prepend-file = [path/to/file] 

If a path is specified here, PHP must automatically include() it at the beginning of 

every PHP file. Include path restrictions do apply. 

auto-append-file = [path/to/file] 
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If a path is specified here, PHP must automatically include() it at the end of every PHP 

file.unless you escape by using the exit() function. Include path restrictions do apply. 

include_path = [DIR] 

If you set this value, you will only be allowed to include or require files from these 

directories. The include directory is generally under your document root; this is 

mandatory if you.re running in safe mode. Set this to .in order to include files from the 

same directory your script is in. Multiple directories are separated by colons: 

.:/usr/local/apache/htdocs:/usr/local/lib. 

doc_root = [DIR] 

If you.re using Apache, you.ve already set a document root for this server or virtual 

host in httpd.conf. Set this value here if you.re using safe mode or if you want to 

enable PHP only on a portion of your site (for example, only in one subdirectory of your 

Web root). 

file_uploads = [on/off] 

Turn on this flag if you will upload files using PHP script. 

upload_tmp_dir = [DIR] 

Do not uncomment this line unless you understand the implications of HTTP uploads! 

session.save-handler = files 

Except in rare circumstances, you will not want to change this setting. So don't touch 

it. 

ignore_user_abort = [On/Off] 

This setting controls what happens if a site visitor clicks the browser.s Stop button. 

The default is On, which means that the script continues to run to completion or 

timeout. If the setting is changed to Off, the script will abort. This setting only works 

in module mode, not CGI. 

mysql.default_host = hostname 

The default server host to use when connecting to the database server if no other host 

is specified. 

mysql.default_user = username 

The default user name to use when connecting to the database server if no other name 

is specified. 

mysql.default_password = password 
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The default password to use when connecting to the database server if no other 

password is specified. 

 


